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Box 1

[First Folder] Finding Aid

Series I. The Harvard Years

Box 1: I/1-6

Folder 1: Apostle’s Creeds Sep.-Dec. 1956- Typed required reading list for Harvard Divinity School course Church History 175 with hand-written notes on back; typed list of assignments; hand-written notes of Lewis’ in ink with dates in the upper right-hand corner- notes seem to be titled and subtitled

Folder 1.1: Apostle’s Creeds Feb.-April 1957- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink with dates in the upper right-hand corner- notes are titled and subtitled, beginning with CH 175; typed test or assessment; typed reading list for Church History 175- hand-written notes in margin

Folder 2: Archaeology- Typed summary of itinerary to the “Holy Land” titled, Study Tour of Bible Lands, printed by Texas Christian University, authored by Dr. William L. Reed-on yellow paper; typed application for membership for the Holy Land Tour, dated June 2, 1955-July 15, 1955-heading by Texas Christian University; typed Bible 390 Syllabus-The Bible and Archaeology, authored by J.D. Thomas; typed flier from Lowell Institute advertising free lectures at King’s Chapel-The Early Church in the Light of the Archaeological Evidence-dated 1945-1946; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, dated from March-April 1946; newspaper article pasted onto paper with hand-written citation in ink below it-titled “Old Syrian Tablet Translated at Yale”-dated July 7, 1946

Folder 2.1: Archaeology Continued- typed headings for newsletters, dated September-October 1962

Folder 2.2: Archaeology Continued- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, titled Archaeology, dated February-May 1946; typed outline of “Analysis of the Hammurabi Code” by R.H. Pfeiffer from the American Journal of Semitic Languages 36 (1920)

Folder 3: Bibliographies, Harvard- typed Assignment I for Old Testament and Near Eastern Language 100a course, authored by G. Ernest Wright; typed syllabus for Humanities 118 (Introduction to the New Testament)-fall 1961 section- authored by Professor Stendahl; typed Assignment II for Old Testament and Near Eastern Language 100a, authored by G. Ernest Wright, typed Assignment III from course 100a, typed Assignment IV dated for fall term 1961,
typed Assignment V, and typed Assignment VI; typed bibliography titled Canon, Text, and Versions dated (revised) spring 1962

Folder 4: Church History, 1942- typed list of outside reading; typed notes for Church History 4b- Protestantism since the Reformation-dated February-May 1942; typed reading list; hand-written citation in ink

Folder 4.1: Church History, May 1938-1945- typed list of summer reading for church history; typed outline of the General Examination for the S.T.B., Fourth Paper: Later Church History, dated May 1938-1945; typed church history assessments, dated 1935-1943- from courses History 24a and 136a; typed church history assessments, dated 1934-1942-from courses Church History 4b and 136b; typed outline of the Final Examination for Church History 4b, dated May 13, 1943; typed outline of the Final Examination for Church History 4b, dated June 19, 1945; typed assessment for American Church History-Church History 13- dated 1939; hand-written list of questions for the American Church History final exam; typed exams for church history, dated 1937-1942; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, dated 1940-1941, for course Hist. 138a; typed assessment for History 136a (Church History 4a), dated February 1944; index card with typed notes; typed outlines and notes-titled and subtitled

Folder 4.2: American Church History, March 1944- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, titled “American Church,” dated March 1944; typed outline of readings for Church History II (History of Religions 11c the Colonial Period)

Folder 4.2.a: American Church History, May 1944- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, dated May 1944; typed pamphlet titled, “Can Catholicism Win America?” authored by Harold E. Fey., reprinted from The Christian Century; hand-written timeline of important dates in American religious history; typed outline and notes on History of American Christianity

Folder 4.3: Church History, October 1942- typed summary of Lectures; typed notes on lectures; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, dated Nov.-Dec, 1942;

Folder 4.4: Church History, November-December 1942-typed assessment for Bible 101-05 Mark Fall 1984; typed summary of the lectures for Church History I; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 4.5: Church History, 1943- hand-written outline of the development of the papacy; typed final reading list for Church History I; typed summary of lectures; index
cards with typed notes on the conflict between church and state; typed notes dated 1939-1940; hand-written outlines by Lewis in ink

Folder 4.6: Church History, 1945- hand-written bibliography by Lewis in ink; hand-written notes by Lewis in black ink

Folder 4.9: Church History, 1947- typed notes on different hymns; outline of the Divine Pattern; typed paper from the Fort Worth Lectureship, dated March 20, 1950, about church music; typed outline of the lesson for The New Testament Church (Lesson 10); volume 79 of *Gospel Advocate*; printed pamphlet, *The Bible Teacher*, dated January 1954, volume 5 number 4; typed sheet exploring dates of the establishment of the Christian church; typed index card of Undenominational Christianity; typed list of God's Honor Roll of Givers; typed notes on Churches of Christ in England; hand-written notes in pencil by Lewis; hand-written notes and outlines by Lewis in ink; typed paper titled, "Questions that would Embarrass some Churches"; typed sermon/speech titled, "Relation of the Church to its Opportunities Today and Tomorrow"; typed list of Scriptures describing the church in The New Testament; printed bulletin from Harding College, dated September 1953, number 6 volume 29; typed outline of sermon titled, "Our Plea and How it Should Affect Us"; typed discussion on Daniel chapter 7; volume 79 number 7 of *Gospel Advocate* dated February 13, 1947; hand-written notes on index in ink

Folder 4.9.a: Church History, Oct. 1947- typed General Bibliography for Church History compiled by Harvard Divinity School; typed outlines; hand-written notes in black ink

Folder 4.9.b: Church History, Dec. 1947- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed General Bibliography for Church History, compiled by Harvard Divinity School;

Folder 5: Greek History, Hist. 6a, 1945- copies of typed assessment for History 6a, dated 1945-46; printed colored maps; seating assignments, hand-written; hand-written notes; typed and graded paper authored by LeMoine Lewis titled, “The Old Oligarch”

Folder 5.1: Greek History (Hist. 6b, 1946) 403-30 B.C.- typed assessments from History 6a and 6b; hand-written outlines and notes by Lewis in ink; typed notes

Folder 5.1.a: Greek History (Hist. 6b, 1946) 403-30 B.C. Continued- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; copies of typed assessments from History 6b

Folder 6: Hebrews- hand-written notes in both ink and pencil
Box 2: I/6.1-9.15

Folder 6.1: Hebrews Continued- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed Semitic 12b assessment

Folder 7: History (30c)- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, dated March-May 1944

Folder 8: History, General- National Geographic printed, colored map of Europe and the Near East; printed Chronological Charts of church history, 395-1815; typed syllabus for History 1a (summer term)-European History from the fall of the Roman Empire to the End of the 16th century-dated 1943; typed schedule of assignments for History 1b (winter term), some hand-written notes in margins; typed assessment for History 1b; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, dated November 1943-January 1944

Folder 8.1: History, General continued- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, dated January-February 1944

Folder 9: History of Religion, Nov.1942- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, dated November-December 1942; typed reviews and assessments on Greek religion;

Folder 9.1: History of Religion, Feb.-March 1943- hand-written notes on index cards; typed reading list for History of Religion 1 second semester; typed summary of lectures; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed notes on Judaism and Hellenistic religion;

Folder 9.2: History of Religion, April 1943- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; published pamphlet titled, Islam the Religion of Muhammad by William Thomson;

Folder 9.3: History of Religion, March 1944- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 9.4: History of Religion, April-May 1944- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, bulk of notes on Judaism

Folder 9.5: History of Religion, July 1944- typed copy of final examination for History of Religion 9, dated October 10, 1944; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed reading lists for “What Christians thought of Pagans”; typed notes on early church fathers; hand-written notes on different Bible passages by Lewis in ink
Folder 9.6: History of Religion, November 1945- hand-written notes by Lewis in black and red ink

Folder 9.7: History of Religion, April 1946- typed rough draft of paper titled, “The Relation of Philo and Paul in Thought”; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed rough draft of paper titled, “First and Second Adam”; typed quotations from Philo; typed rough draft of paper titled, “Philo as Jew”; typed notes; typed index of Yonge, Volume III

Folder 9.8: History of Religion, March 1947- typed notes, bulk of notes on Plutarch; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink;

Folder 9.9: History of Religion, Sept. 1947- typed final examination for History of Religions 101a, dated January 1951; typed reading list for History of Religions 101a, dated November 18, 1950; typed list of important names and terms for Celtic Religion; typed list of publications for Reading Period of History of Religions 1a, dated 1947-48; copied of typed final exams for History of Religions 1a, dated January 1948; typed syllabus for History of Religions 1a, dated 1947-48; typed reading list for History of Religions 1a, dated spring term 1947; typed hour examination for History of Religions 1, dated November 6, 1947; typed outside reading notes; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink;

Folder 9.10: History of Religion, Oct. 1942-Nov. 1947- typed copies of hour exams, mid-term exams, and final exams for History of Religions courses taken by Lewis-History of Religions 1a, 1b, 101a; typed reading list for History of Religions I, first semester; typed summary of lectures; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink;

Folder 9.11: History of Religion, March-November 1948- hand-written list of grade values; typed copies of hour exams for History of Religions 1b, dated March 18, 1948; typed copies of reading list for History of Religions 1b, dated spring term 1948; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed notes on Nock, subject heading, Early Gentile Christianity; typed outline and notes from lectures; typed final examination for History of Religions 1b, dated May 1948; typed assignment on half-sheet of paper; typed copies of final exams from History of Religions courses-101b, and 1b; typed copies of reading list for History of Religions 101b, dated spring term 1949;

Folder 9.13: History of Religion, 1947-1950: typed notes on the lectures; typed notes on Benedict; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed notes on Hinduism and Buddhism; copies of final examinations for History of Religions 1b; typed assignment on half-sheet of paper for History of Religions 1b; typed reading list for History of Religions 1b, dated spring term 1947; typed final examination for History of Religions 101b, dated June 1950; typed reading period for History of Religions 101b, dated 1950; typed reading list for History of Religions 101b, dated Spring term 1950; typed hour exams for History of Religions 101b, dated March 25, 1950; typed final examination, dated 1947; typed notes on Nock; typed notes on Zoroastrianism; typed notes on book titled, “Foundations of Faith and Morals”; typed copies of final examination for History of Religions 1a and 1b; copies of typed hour exams for History of Religions 101a and 101b, spring 1956;

Folder 9.14: History of Religion, 1947-1950: typed notes on India; typed final examination for History of Religions, dated January 1949; typed period of reading list for History of Religions 101a, dated 1948-49; typed reading list for History of Religions 101b, dated spring term 1949; typed copies of final examination for History of Religions 101a and 1a; typed copies of hour exams for History of Religions 101b; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed list of terms in Judaism


Box 3: I/10-13.7

Folder 10: Middle Ages (Hist. 20a, 1944), 500-1500 A.D.: typed assessment for History 20a, dated summer term, 1944; typed notes on lectures
Folder 10.1: Middle Ages (History 20a, 1944) Continued- typed copies of hour examinations for History 20a, typed reading list for Middle Ages course History 20a; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed notes on medieval Italy

Folder 11: Miscellaneous- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, dated April 1942

Folder 12: Missions, Sept.-Dec. 1941- hand-written notes on lined paper by Lewis in ink

Folder 12.1: Missions, Oct.-Dec. 1941 continued- hand-written notes on lined paper by Lewis in ink; original dividers remain; blue examination book with written responses for Theology

Folder 12.2: Missions, Feb.-April 1942- hand-written notes by Lewis in both blue and black ink

Folder 12.2.a: Missions, February-April 1942 Continued- hand-written notes by Lewis on lined paper in ink

Folder 12.2.b: Missions, Feb.-April 1942 continued- hand-written notes by Lewis on lined paper in ink

Folder 12.3: Missions, April-May 1942- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 13: New Testament Survey, Intro to the New Testament- hand-written list of New Testament books; typed reading list; typed second reading assignment; typed list of topics for discussion; typed notes on lectures, dated September-December 1941


Folder 13.2: New Testament Survey, Jesus' Teachings- typed notes on lectures; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink


Folder 13.4.a: New Testament Survey, Acts Continued- hand-written notes by Lewis in both blue and black ink on lined paper, some notes date back to the spring of 1935; typed sermon/paper on Matthew 7:13; printed flier with Christmas poem; hand-written notes written on back of typed Abilene Christian University News Service; typed poem by Mrs. Allie Smith from Corpus Christi, Texas, no date

Folder 13.5: New Testament Survey, Early Church- hand-written bibliographies by Lewis in ink; typed reading list for Apostolic Age N.T. 6; typed mid-term examination for course, New Testament 6, dated February 1, 1937; typed examinations; typed summaries of lectures

Folder 13.5.a: New Testament Survey, Early Church Continued- hand-written notes and outlines by Lewis in ink, not dated; typed notes on *The Spirit in the Synoptic Gospels*;


Folder 13.7: Nest Testament Survey, Corinthians- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, dated February-April 1943; hand-drawn tables/charts; graded examination blue book, dated March 31, 1943 for course, New Testament 1; typed summer reading list for divinity students;

**Box 4: I/13.8-15.6.a**


Folder 14: Old Testament, Feb.-May 1942- hand-written notes by Lewis in pencil; typed syllabus for course, The Religion of Israel; typed reading list for course, Semitic 5b; typed notes for course, Old Testament 5b, dated February-May 1942; typed notes on readings from course, Old Testament 5b; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 14.1: Old Testament, March 1942- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed notes on the Documentary Hypothesis; typed list and notes on poems in the Pentateuch; typed chronology of Old Testament Literature; typed outlines of Isaiah;
typed notes on R.H. Pfieffer’s *Religious Interest in the Old Testament*; typed notes on Judas Maccabaeus

Folder 14.2: Old Testament, September-December 1944- typed notes on note cards; hand-drawn of chart describing the Wellhausen theory on note card; typed notes on Documentary Hypothesis; typed syllabus for course, Introduction to the Old Testament; handwritten notes by Lewis in ink, not dated; typed notes on the Priestly Code, dated October 1941;


Folder 14.4: Old Testament, Galatians, Hebrews, Romans- hand-written notes and outlines, not dated;

Folder 15: Pastoral Theology Lecture Notes, Sept. 1941-April 1942- typed notes on practical theology; typed notes on the church; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink on lined paper; typed paper of Hebrew; typed rough draft of term paper for course, Practical Theology 1, titled, “One Church School that I have Known”; hand-written note from professor reviewer of paper discussing what Lewis wrote; typed paper for course, Practical Theology 1, titled “The Objectives of Religious Education” authored by LeMoine G. Lewis; hand-written note discussing paper, initialed D.H.F.; typed final draft of term paper, “One Church School that I have Known” authored by Lewis

Folder 15.1: Pastoral Theology Lecture Notes, March 1942-April 1944- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed notes on the baptism service; typed notes on the marriage service; typed notes on funeral service prayers

Folder 15.2: Pastoral Theology Lecture Notes, October 1942-April 1943- typed preaching schedule for Dr. Park’s class, dated 1943; typed rough drafts of sermons preached for Dr. Park’s class; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed outline of assignments for course, English F (Public Speaking); typed critique of Dr. Park regarding Lewis’ sermons, on half-sheet of paper;
Folder 15.3: Pastoral Theology Lecture Notes, Nov. 1943-April 1944- handwritten notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 15.4: Pastoral Theology Lecture Notes, April- May 1944- handwritten notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 15.5: Pastoral Theology Lecture Notes, July- October 1944- printed pamphlet for clinical training for pastors; typed examination for course, Practical Theology 9; typed notes on Institute of Pastoral Care; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed instructions for note-taking, distributed by Institute of Pastoral Care; typed notes of chaplain visitation; blank note sheet from Massachusetts General Hospital

Folder 15.6: Pastoral Theology Lecture Notes, Sept.- Nov. 1957- typed syllabus for course, Pastoral Theology 111; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 15.6.a: Pastoral Theology Lecture Notes, Sept.-Nov. 1957- handwritten notes by Lewis in ink

Box 5: I/16-17.3.a

Folder 16: Philosophy Lecture Notes, Sept.- Dec. 1942- typed reading list for course, Philosophy A; handwritten notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 16.1: Philosophy Lecture Notes, Oct.-Dec. 1942- printed article, "A New East In a New World" authored by, William Ernest Hocking; typed syllabus for course, Philosophies and Religion of the Orient; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; taped newspaper clippings on sheet of paper- clippings from 1942, under Religion Section for Time, article titled, "Faith and Future"

Folder 16.2: Philosophy Lecture Notes, Nov. 1942- April 1944- hand-written reading list; typed reading list for course, Philosophy 7; typed mid-term examination for course, Philosophy of History; typed summaries of lectures; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 16.3: Philosophy Lecture Notes, Feb. 1943- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 16.4: Philosophy Lecture Notes, Feb.- April 1943- typed reading list for course, Philosophy A
Folder 16.4.a: Philosophy Lecture Notes, Feb.-April 1943 - typed syllabus for course; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 16.5: Philosophy Lecture Notes, May 1943 - typed chronological timeline of Ancient and Medieval Philosophies; typed summer reading list; typed copies of the General Examination for the S.T.B., Third-Fifth Paper on Theology, dated 1934-1945; typed copies of final examinations, dated 1935-1944; typed notes, hand-written notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 16.6: Philosophy Lecture Notes, Nov. 1943-Feb. 1944 - hand-written notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 16.7: Philosophy Lecture Notes, March-April 1944 - hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed final examination for course, Philosophy 7b, dated 1943-44

Folder 16.8: Philosophy Lecture Notes, March-May 1944 - typed final examination for course, Philosophy C, dated 1945-46; typed Philosophy C syllabus; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 16.9: Philosophy Lecture Notes, May 1944 - hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed notes on various authors and readings

Folder 16.10: Philosophy Lecture Notes, May-June 1944 - hand-written notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 16.11: Philosophy Lecture Notes, History - typed notes on different philosophers and schools of thought

Folder 16.12: Philosophy Lecture Notes, Logical Arguments - typed notes and exercises for course, Philosophy D

Folder 17: Theology Lecture Notes, Sept.-Dec. 1941 - typed topics for final examination; typed summaries of the lectures for course, Philosophy of Religion; typed notes on different theological concepts and topics; hand-written notes on lined paper by Lewis in ink

Folder 17.1: Theology Lecture Notes, Feb.-April 1942 - typed outside reading list; typed notes on lectures for course, Philosophy of Religion; typed notes on various readings and philosophers; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed rough draft of a paper titled, “Reinhold Niebuhr and the Revolt Against Reason”; printed pamphlet titled, A Critique by Sidney Hook Social Change and Original Sin: Answer to Niebuhr; typed
final and graded draft of paper for course, Theology 4, authored by LeMoine G. Lewis, and titled, “Religion and the Conflict of Classicism and Romanticism”; typed final and graded draft of paper for course, Theology 4, authored by Lewis, and titled, “Reinhold Niebuhr and the Revolt Against Reason”

Folder 17.2: Theology Lecture Notes, Sept.-Dec. 1942- typed notes on various readings; typed summary of lectures; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed examination for course, Theology 1- Systematic Theology, dated 1942-43; typed notes of E.A. Burtt’s *Types of Religious Philosophy*; typed bibliography on agnosticism in Burtt’s *Types of Religious Philosophy*

Folder 17.3: Theology Lecture Notes, Feb.-April 1943- hand-written notes with red underlines, written by Lewis in ink

Folder 17.3.a: Theology Lecture Notes, Feb.-April 1943 Continued- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink

**Box 6: I/18-28**

Folder 18: History of Religion, Islam- typed examinations for course, History of Religion, dated 1942-45; handwritten notes by Lewis in ink; typed notes on Mohammed;

Folder 18.1: History of Religion, Islam continued- typed examinations for course, History of Religion 8, dated 1942-45; typed bibliography for Islam; typed notes on Islam after the death of Mohammed; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed notes on the lectures

Folder 19: History- hand-written notes for course, History 107, by Lewis in ink; typed outline of paper titled, “The Synoikismos”

Folder 19.1: History, 107- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, dated December 1946-April 1947; typed final and graded draft of paper authored by Lewis titled, “The Construction of Athens During the Revolutions from 413 to 403 B.C.” for course, History 107a

Folder 19.2: History, Roman History- typed syllabus; typed reading list; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, dated September-October 1948
Folder 20: Harvard Bibliography- typed syllabus on the Greek Alphabet and Notes on the Greek Verbs; typed reading list for course, New Testament 143, Professor Stendahl; typed outline of lecture for New Testament 101a, Professor Stendahl, Fall 1957; typed outline of Luke; typed copies of outline of Mark; typed outline of Matthew; typed notes for course, New Testament 135; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, dated 1957; typed reading list for course, Philosophy of Religion-Theology 191; typed copies of syllabi for course, Church History 101a, dated Fall Term and Spring Term 1957-58; blank data sheet for S.T.B. candidates; typed suggested reading list in preparation for the winter conference of New England Religion Inter-seminary Movement; typed reading assignments for course, Church History 151: American Church History; typed bibliography on John Calvin; typed syllabus for course, Theology 151: theology in the 19th century; typed reading list for course, Theology 193: Recent Trends in the Philosophy of Religion; typed syllabus for course, Canon, Text, and Versions; typed bibliographies for course, New Testament 149: Pauline Doctrine of Righteousness, Law and Spirit, dated Spring 1958

Folder 21: Religious Biography- typed final examination for course, Religious Biography; typed reading list for Dean Sperry, “Religious Biography”; hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, dated July-August 1944

Folder 21.1: Religious Biography Continued- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, dated September 1944-February 1944

Folder 22: Greek Odyssey- hand-written notes by Lewis in pencil, dated July 1944; typed examination for course, Greek Ab; hand-written Greek notes by Lewis in ink on lined paper

Folder 22.1: Greek Odyssey Continued- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink, not dated

Folder 23: Greek Ba- typed copies of examinations for course, Greek Gb, dated 1945-46, with hand-written notes in margin in pencil; hand-written notes in ink;

Folder 23.1: Greek Ba, Continued- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed notes on Stoicism; hand-written and graded essay; typed notes on Clement of Alexandria;

Folder 23.2: Greek- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink

Folder 24: Worship- page from publication, Bering Today, dated 1985; bulletin for King's Chapel; typed reading list for course, Religious Education 390; hand-made index cards in white envelope; typed invitation from The Minister’s Research Foundation Inc.; printed flier titled, "A
Useful Service for Ministers" from the Minister’s Research Foundation Inc.; typed notes; hand-written notes; typed letter to Lewis concerning the Preacher's Homiletical Service;

Folder 24.1: Worship Continued- printed bulletins from Bellaire and Northside Christian Church; printed advertisement for Old and New Testament review class; hand-written notes on back of highland membership cards; typed syllabus for Bible 3103; hand-written notes; typed reading lists; typed notes

Folder 24.1.a: Worship Continued continued- hand-written notes by Lewis in ink; typed notes on various topics on worship

Folder 25: Worship of the Church- printed pamphlets on the Lord's supper; Christian Education Reading Report cards with hand-written notes; printed pamphlet on the History of the Ysleta Mission; typed outlines on the study of prayer; typed program for the Lois Perkins Chapel at Southwestern University; printed bulletin of the General Theological Library; copy of the *Apostolic Times* volume 13 number 2, October 1943; printed pamphlet titled, "True or Vain Worship--Which?" By John T. hinds; typed transcription of E.W. McMillan's sermon delivered at Central Church of Christ Nashville, TN; article from the bulletin of the *Talbot Theological Seminary* pasted onto paper, titled, "The Cure of Souls" by Dean P. Nauman; printed bulletin from the College Church of Christ volume 11 number 5, February 1953;

Folder 26: Philosophy Reading Lists and Papers- booklet compiled by Lewis of typed and handwritten papers

Folder 27: Church Music- booklet compiled by Lewis of lists of anthems, church hymns, typed notes on the history of church music, and handwritten notes

Folder 28: Letter to Rent Contract in Boston- Lewis' letters addressed to landlords informing them about his different moves, dated May 1948

**Series II: Sermons and Speeches**

**SubSeries A: Speeches**

**Box 7: II/A, 1- II/B,141**

Folder 1: Baird, High School Banquet- “It’s a Thrilling Time to Finish High School”, typed speech, given at Baird, Texas; graduation program, Mardi Gras themed, addressed to LeMoine Lewis, presented by the class of 1966 for the class of 1965
Folder 2: A Charge to the Graduating Class, 1977- “Charge to the Graduating Class, 1977”, typed speech, with some hand-written notes and corrections

Folder 3: Graduation Address- “Graduation Address--Leadership”, typed outline of speech or talking points

Folder 4: High School Graduation- “High School Graduation”; typed speech

Folder 5: Kiwanis, Valedictorians- “Kiwanis Dinner Honoring Valedictorians and Salutatorians, 1981”; typed speech, with some hand-written notes

Folder 6: Luther, Chapel Talk- “Martin Luther”; typed speech, with some corrections and hand-written notes and dates

Folder 7: Monahans Speeches- hand-written outlines of talks given on various topics; hand-written outlines on index cards; blank ministry-interests card from Broadway Church of Christ Lubbock, Texas; filled-out Bible School and Teacher Needs Questionnaire; printed program for the Kiwanis Club of Lubbock, volume XIV; typed transcription of sermon titled, “The Security of the Believer” delivered by G.C. Brewer; a typed program given to Lewis by Bill Waldron (hand-written note on back of program) for a workshop that Lewis taught and spoke at, theme is “Lord, Help me to Hide not my Talent”;

Folder 8: Speeches, Anson- hand-written outline for Anson Teacher’s Meeting; typed outline titled, “The Potential of VBS, hand-written list of names on back of last page; typed outline titled, “Leadership in a World of Revolution” on index card


SubSeries B: Sermons


Folder 10.1: Acts, Notes- typed talking points, notes, lists, and paragraphs of information on cultural and religious backgrounds found in Acts

Folder 10.2: Acts- typed notes, E.F. Scott on the Nature of the Early Church;
Folder 10.3: Acts 1- typed lesson/sermon on the first chapter of Acts with hand-written corrections and revisions

Folder 10.4: Acts 2- typed lessons and outlines on Acts chapter 2, references are included in top left-hand corner of pages, included hand-written notes, corrections, and revisions


Folder 10.6: Books on Acts- typed list of books titled, “Books to have Fulbright Order”, with hand-written notes; typed list of commentaries on Acts; hand-written list of titles on receipt; types list of books to buy on Acts; typed general lists of books on Acts; typed books by Sir William Ramsay; typed list of library books on Acts, with hand-written notes and cross-outs

Folder 10.7: Study Material on Acts- newspaper clip from August 1982, article pertaining to Acts 2:38 titled, “The Debates on the Ankerberg Show”; typed notes on E. Klostermann’s Forem Der Exegetischen Arbeiten Des Origenes, with hand-written notes in the margins; reprint from The Perkins School of Theology Journal, Southwestern Methodist University Dallas, Texas Volume XVII Fall 1963 Number 1, features article by Philipp Vielhauer titled, “On the ‘Paulism’ of Acts”; copy of the Theologildhe Literaturzeitung written entirely in German, article on Origen is circled in pencil, Volume 72 Number 4 October 1947;

Folder 11: Matthew 5- typed talking points, outlines, lessons, and sermons on different passages taken from Matthew and Luke; copy of Firm Foundation Volume 78 Number 51 December 1961

Folder 11.1: Matthew 5:25-29- typed talking points, outlines of sermons, and lessons on Matthew chapter 5; typed notes on Lloyd-Jones’ Studies in the Sermon on the Mount; hand-written outline


Folder 11.3: Matthew 5:21-26- typed talking points, outlines, and lessons on various verses in Matthew chapter 5

Folder 11.4: Matthew 5:33-37- typed talking points and lessons
Folder 11.5: Matthew 5:38-39 typed sermon titled, “The Second Mile”; typed talking points and notes; typed outline of sermon titled, “The Righteousness of the Kingdom” referenced to Branscomb

Folder 11.6: Matthew 6:4- typed talking points and notes on the first 18 verses of Matthew chapter 6

Folder 11.7: Matthew 6:9-15- typed talking points and outline of sermons/lessons on Matthew chapter 6; typed history on the Lord’s Prayer;

Folder 11.8: Matthew 6- typed talking points and outlines of sermons on the first 18 verses in Matthew chapter 6


Folder 13: John 1:15 Logos, In the Beginning was the Word- typed outline of sermon titled, “In the Beginning was the Word”; typed talking points on John chapter 1 verses 1-15

Folder 14: Cleansing the Temple- typed outline of sermon/lesson titled, “Cleansing the Temple, John 2:13-22”

Folder 15: John- typed sermon/lesson on John 2:23-25, references Plummer in top left-hand corner

Folder 16: John 4:43-54 typed notes, talking points for lessons/sermons on different topics from John chapter 4, references included by notes

Folder 17: Brookline- typed list of sermons given in Massachusetts in 1981, others added in hand-written notes below typed list; typed schedule for activities in Massachusetts in 1982, includes sunday morning speaking at Brookline, a seminar on Ministry, and area meeting in Burlington; printed program from Brookline Church of Christ’s Workshop in Ministry; bulletin from Brookline Church of Christ featuring Lewis, dated June 12, 1982

Folder 18: Abraham, the Friend of God- typed sermon titled, “The Blessings of Abraham”; pages with some hand-written notes

Folder 19: Antioch, Church of- hand-written sermon/lesson titled, “The Church at Antioch”
Folder 20: Are You a Practising Christian- hand-written sermon titled, “Are You a Practising Christian?”

Folder 21: Ascension- typed notes, outlines for lessons and sermons on the ascension; hand-written notes on scriptures referring to the ascension; typed lesson on Ignatius of Antioch, part of series on the Apostolic Fathers

Folder 22: Baptism- typed outline of sermon on baptism, using text Romans 6:1-4


Folder 24: Bible, Making the Bible Relevant- typed outline of lesson titled, “Making the Bible Relevant”; hand-written outline and notes for same lesson


Folder 28: Sermons on Christ- hand-written outline of sermons; hand-written outlines and notes on index cards; typed outlines of sermons

Folder 29: Giving God our Best- typed outline of sermon titled, “Giving the Lord our Best” with hand-written notes in the margins

Folder 30: Glorify God- typed outlines, notes, and talking points for sermon titled, “Glorify God”, dated 1971; hand-written outline on index card

Folder 31: A Glorious Church- hand-written outline of sermon titled, “A Glorious Church”

Folder 32: God, How He Wants to Be Known- typed outline of scriptures used for sermon, titled “How God Wants to Be Known”
Folder 33: Good and Honest Heart- typed sermon titled, “A Good and Honest Heart”; typed list of general principles of the Bible; typed notes on the infidel’s criticism of Christianity; typed lists of traits of the Presbyterians; typed list of problems the church in the first century faced

Folder 34: Good Work (Titus)- bulletin from the Brookline Church of Christ, dated August 23, 1981, features Lewis as preacher for Sunday, preached the sermon titled, “Good Works”; typed sermon titled, “Good Works” with hand-written notes, corrections, and revisions


Folder 36: By Grace- typed outline of sermon titled, “By Grace” with hand-written corrections and revisions

Folder 37: Great Commission- typed outline of sermon titled, “The Great Commission” hand-written notes can be found on the back of the first page; hand-written list of times the sermon has been delivered, dated 1976-1985

Folder 38: Growing in Numbers- typed outline of sermon titled, “Growing in Numbers” with hand-written notes in margins; printed program or schedule for the 2nd Annual Brazos Valley Bible Teachers Workshop, dated March 31, 1984 at the A&M Church of Christ, Lewis is scheduled to give a lesson titled, “Growing Spiritually” and “Growing Numerically”

Folder 39: Growth Notes in Acts- typed outline on the “Growth Notes” in the book of Acts; hand-written list of growth notes on index card


Folder 41: Christian Living- hand-written outline of sermon/lesson titled, “Christian Living”

Folder 42: Church and Its Preacher, How to Keep Preachers in Pulpit- hand-written notes and outline of sermon/lesson titled, “The Church on Its Preacher-What the Church can do to keep its Preachers in the Pulpit”; typed outline of sermon titled, “A New Preacher--A New Beginning”
Folder 43: The Church the Bride- hand-written outline and notes on sermon/lesson titled, “The Church the Bride”

Folder 44: Church and the Denomination- typed outline of sermon/lesson titled, “The Church of Christ and the Denominations” with hand-written notes and corrections

Folder 45: Church as the Kingdom- typed sermon titled, “The Church as the Kingdom of Christ”, dated 1982, and 1984, has hand-written notes in the margins and corrections; hand-written notes and outline of the same sermon/message

Folder 46: Church: Body of Christ- typed outline of sermon titled, “The Church the Body of Christ” with hand-written revisions; hand-written version of the same sermon; hand-written list of Scriptures on the body with hand-written notes

Folder 47: 1st Century Lecture in Church History- typed outline of lecture on the First Century, delivered at Minter Lane (has an accompanying audio)

Folder 48: Churches of the New Testament- hand-written outline on the church at Corinth; hand-written notes on the church in Philippi; hand-written notes on Laodicea; hand-written notes and outline on the church in Thessalonica

Folder 49: Cleansing the Temple- typed notes of different commentators’ interpretations of passages from John 2; typed notes on John 2:13-22

Folder 50: Commitment- typed outline of sermon titled, “Characteristics of Commitment”

Folder 51: Consequences of Sin and Righteousness- typed outline of sermon titled, “Consequences of Sin and Righteousness”, dated 1971

Folder 52: Consider your Calling- typed notes of sermon titled, “Consider Your Calling”, dated 1971 and 1976


Folder 54: David- typed notes on sermon titled, “The Holy and Sure Blessings of David”, has some hand-written revisions and corrections
Folder 55: Deacons- typed notes on Harnack’s *Mission and Expansion*, has red underlining

Folder 55.1: Deacons, Works Today- typed notes on lecture/sermon titled, “Deacons, Eyes and Ears to the Elders”, has some hand-written revisions, dated 1987; typed notes and outline of sermon/lecture titled, “Work of Deacons Today”, has some hand-written revisions; typed notes on reference from Lindsay titled, *Ministry*

Folder 56: Deliver Us From Evil: typed bibliography for sermon titled, “Deliver Us From Evil”; typed list of scriptures; typed notes on sin and evil; typed outlines of larger points; typed poem by Ella Wheeler Wilcox titled, *The Winds of Fate*; all of these papers are dated 1984

Folder 57: Demas- typed outline of sermon titled, “Demas has Forsaken Me”, has hand-written revisions and corrections, dated 1971, 1976, and 1984; hand-written notes on the scriptures used for the same sermon; typed outline of second sermon titled, “Demas”


Folder 59: Doing What is Right- typed outline of lesson/sermon titled, “Doing What is Right”, has some hand-written revisions and corrections, dated 1981-1987; typed notes on scriptures dealing with God’s righteousness, has hand-written Hebrew and Greek notes


Folder 61: Error- printed pamphlet titled, *Dangers and Guide-lights Along the Narrow Way*, has some red underlining; hand-written outlines headed, “Errors”; hand-written notes for lessons on the errors and misfortunes of the early church

Folder 62: Ethics- typed syllabus for course on Christians and social ethics (not an academic course)

Folder 63: Evangelism- newspaper clipping from *Abilene Reporter News* article titled, “Billy Graham--undisputed godfather of evangelism”, dated December 18, 1975; another newspaper clipping from same newspaper, titled, “Old-time evangelism tradies its tent for television” dated December 17, 1975; typed outline of lesson title, “Personal Evangelism, Lesson One”


Folder 66: Funerals- typed eulogy for woman named, Pearl Thate, dated summer 1977


Folder 68: Heaven- two typed outline of sermon titled, “Heaven”, has some hand-written revisions and corrections, dated 1977-1981; typed notes on Heaven from the Great Doctrines of the Bible; hand-written notes and outline titled, “Heaven”; typed bibliography on Heaven; typed notes on different points on topic of Heaven


Folder 70: Holy, You Shall be Holy- typed sermon titled, “‘You Shall Be Holy’”, has some hand-written revisions and corrections; typed list and notes of scriptures depicting holiness in Paul’s Letters, has many hand-written revisions and corrections; typed bibliography of holiness; typed lists of scriptures on holiness, typed on index cards

Folder 71: Holy! Holy! Holy!- typed notes, headed, “Holy, Holy, Holy” referenced to Goodenough, other pages referenced to Ryden, Bailey, and Routley

Folder 72: How Jesus Fulfilled the Promises of his Birth- hand-written outline headed, “How Jesus Fulfilled the Promises at his Birth”; typed outline of sermon titled, “Jesus is Savior”; typed notes on the Christ; typed outline headed, “Jesus is Lord”; typed notes on Emmanuel

Folder 73: I Believe in God- typed outline of sermon titled, “I Believe in God”

Folder 74: Imitators of Christ- typed outline of sermon titled, “Imitators of Christ”, has some hand-written revisions and corrections

Folder 75: In Fullness of Time- hand-written sermon titled, “‘In the Fullness of Time’”; handwritten notes on the virgin birth; hand-written notes on the baptism of Jesus; hand-written
notes on the trial of Jesus (all of the above could be subpoints for the first sermon listed); handwritten schedule

Folder 76: Instrumental Music- hand-written notes and outline on sermon/lesson/lecture titled, “Music in the Church”; typed bibliography on instrumental music

Folder 77: Invitation, the Great- typed outline of sermon titled, “Thoughts on Abundant Labors”; typed notes on Matthew 21:28-30 on the Great Invitation; notes on reference, T.B. Larimore

Folder 78: Call of Isaiah- typed outline of sermon titled, “The Call of Isaiah”


Folder 80: It Hasn’t Cost So Much- typed outline of sermon titled, “It Hasn’t Cost So Much”, dated 1976; typed transcription of sermon listed above

Folder 81: I Will Build My Church- hand-written outline of sermon titled, “I Will Build My Church”

Folder 82: Jacob- typed outline of sermon titled, “Jacob’s Ladder”, has some hand-written revisions and notes, dated, 1956, 1973, and 1976

Folder 83: James- typed outline of sermon/lesson titled, “What Christian Living is all About, Book of James” (ten pages)

Folder 84: The Jerusalem Church- typed notes of the Jerusalem church on an index card; hand-written notes and outline headed, “The Jerusalem Church”, has some notes and revisions in the margins

Folder 85: Jesus is Lord- typed outline of sermon titled, “Jesus is Lord”

Folder 86: Jesus and His Church- typed outline of sermon/lesson titled, “Jesus and his Church”

Folder 87: Jesus, Look unto Jesus- typed notes and outline of sermon titled, “Look Unto Jesus”, dated 1982; hand-written notes and outline of same sermon
Folder 88: Jesus, The Master Teacher- typed lecture/lesson delivered for the Christian Education Sunday in Roscoe, titled, “Jesus the Master Teacher”, has some hand-written revisions in the margins, dated 1983; typed copies of different versions and revisions of same sermon/message, dated 1977-1984

Folder 88: Job- typed outline of the book of Job for course, Bible 2302

Folder 89: Josiah- typed outline of sermon/lecture titled, “Reaffirmation #1” with hand-written revisions and notes in the margins

Folder 90: Joshua- typed outline of sermon/lesson on Joshua, dated 1984


Folder 92: Knowing God- typed notes and outline of sermon titled, “Knowing God”

Folder 93: Knowing God and the Holy Spirit- hand-written notes and outline of sermon titled, “Knowing God and the Holy Spirit”

Folder 94: Lost Causes- hand-written notes on sermon titled, “Lost Causes”


Folder 96: Lord’s Priorities- typed list of scriptures depicting the Lord’s priorities; typed list of scriptures on abundant life--full of joy; typed outline of sermon titled, “Joy in the House of the Lord”;

Folder 97: Love God, How to Tell Whether I Love God- typed notes and outline of sermon titled, “How Can I Tell Whether I Love God”, has numerous hand-written revisions and notes, hand-written transcription of sermon written on the back of the typed pages; page of hand-written notes; collection of index cards naming different love hymns; notes and outline of sermon typed on collection of index cards

Folder 99: Love of Christ Controls Us- typed outline of sermon titled, “The Love of Christ Controls Us”, has some hand-written notes and revisions in margins; typed notes from different references that informs the sermon


Folder 101: Marriage Service- typed copies of the marriage service template; two typed copies of marriage service for Mr. and Mrs. David Bryan Larsen; one typed copy of marriage service for Criss and Marty

Folder 101.1: Marriage Services Continued- printed pamphlet on the General Laws of Marriages in Massachusetts; typed marriage service template for Vic and Nelda; blank typed copy of marriage service template; copies of typed marriage service template for several different couples; typed schedule of marriage ceremony for Dr. Lewis; typed outline of rehearsal and wedding ceremony for Shirley Witte and Randy Thomas;

Folder 102: Mary and Martha- two versions of a typed sermon titled, "Some Can be Irresponsible if Someone Else will Pick Up the Tab"


Folder 104: Messianic Prophecies- typed list of Prophecies of the Messiah Fulfilled in Jesus Christ

Folder 105: Ministry- typed sermon/lecture titled, "Ministry"; hand-written notes on back of index card; typed notes on sermon/talk titled, "Word of God"; typed notes detailing different types of ministries


Folder 107: Hallowed Be Thy Name- typed outline of sermon titled, "Hallowed Be Thy Name", dated 1976; typed lists of scriptures concerning the term and usage of the word, hallowed
Folder 108: Nature of Sin- typed notes on sermon titled, "Nature of Sin", dated 1970-71; typed list of passages on sin, with some hand-written revisions; typed list of observations on the nature of sin

Folder 109: Need for Total Dedication- typed notes and outline of sermon titled, "The Need for Total Dedication"


Folder 111: Noah- typed outline lesson/sermon on Noah, dated 1975-76; newspaper clipping from the Abilene Reporter News article titled, "Mt. Ararat wood not old enough to be Ark", dated April 1, 1977

Folder 112: Our Lord's Dream for His Church- hand-written outline for sermon titled, "His Dream for His Church"; typed revised copy of sermon, dated 1971-1985


Folder 114: Parent-Teacher Relations- typed outline of sermon/lesson titled, “Parent-Teacher Relations in the Church”

Folder 115: Paul’s Prayers for his Churches- typed outline of sermon titled, “Paul’s Prayers for the Churches” has some hand-written revisions and corrections, dated 1965, and 1978; hand-written notes and outline for same sermon; hand-written table comparing passages from Philippians, Ephesians, and Colossians; another copy of typed sermon dated 1960, and 1968


Folder 117: Paul- typed outline of lesson titled, “The Life and Letters of Paul” with printed map on back of pages, outlines was prepared by B.J. Humble
Folder 118: Pentecost- typed outline of sermon titled, “The Meaning of Pentecost”


Folder 120: Philadelphia- typed bibliography for church at Philadelphia; typed notes of passages on the church at Philadelphia and typed notes on different references, most passages are drawn from Revelation chapter 3

Folder 121: Preacher’s Work Schedule- typed outline of sermon titled, “The Preacher’s Work Schedule” with some hand-written revisions and corrections

Folder 122: Preaching- hand-written outline on back of index card; typed outline of speaking points for recommendations to elders of university church concerning preacher


Folder 124: Precious Promises, 2 Peter 4:14- hand-written outlines for sermon titled, “Precious Promises”; typed notes on the different Christian promises; hand-written notes on 2 Peter 1:4; typed notes on sermon ideas; typed notes on different passages drawn from 1 and 2 Peter; hand-written notes and outline of sermon titled, “The Precious Promises of the Lord”

Folder 125: Preparing your Pulpits for Things Ahead- typed outline of sermon titled, “Preparing your Pulpits for the Things Ahead”


Folder 128: Problems in the Church- typed outline of sermon/lesson titled, “Problems in Local Work” with some hand-written revisions and corrections; many typed pages of sub points on “Problems in Local Work”
Folder 129: Professor and Prophet- hand-written outline of sermon/lesson titled, “Professor and Prophet”; typed list and notes of different passages from Psalms and Isaiah

Folder 130: A Prophet like Moses- hand-written outline of sermon titled, “A Prophet like Moses”

Folder 131: Prophets- typed pages of notes on the different prophets

Folder 132: Psalm 1- typed outline and notes on Psalm 1:1-1:6

Folder 133: Ready to Share- typed outline of sermon titled, “Ready to Share” has some hand-written revisions and corrections, dated 1981

Folder 134: Reality of God- typed outline of sermon titled, “The Reality of God” dated 1978; typed notes on subpoints to sermon

Folder 135: Resurrection- hand-written pages of notes and outlines of speaking points for sermon/lesson titled, “The Resurrection”

Folder 136: Revive Us Again- typed outline of sermon titled, “Revive Us Again”, dated 1977

Folder 137: Road Markers on the King’s Highway- typed transcription of sermon/lesson titled, “Road Markers on the King’s Highway”, 8 pages, dated 1971


Folder 140: Sermons 3- typed notes on Bible characters whose names begin with “I”; typed programs for Prayer Meetings; typed outline of sermon titled, “Identity of the Church”; typed transcription of sermon/lesson titled, “Hitler Has Changed the Bible or Changing the Truth of God”; typed transcription of sermon titled, “A Sermon on the Millennium”; typed notes on Bible characters whose names begin with “H”

Folder 141: Shall I Speak Falsely for God- typed outline of sermon titled, “Shall I Speak Falsely for God?”; hand-written notes and outline of same sermon

Box 8: II/B, 142-II/D, 4

Folder 142: Search for Wisdom- typed notes and outlines for sermon titled, “The Search for Wisdom”; typed outline for sermon titled, “Intercession”

Folder 143: Searching the Scriptures- typed outline of sermon titled, “Searching the Scriptures”

Folder 144: Second Coming- typed transcription of sermon titled, “Second Coming”; typed outline for same sermon/lesson; hand-written list of scriptures on back of an index card


Folder 146: Second Mile- typed transcription of sermon titled, “Second Mile”; typed bibliography of sources used for sermon related above, dated 1984

Folder 147: Seek First- hand-written notes and outline for sermon titled, “Seek First”; typed bibliography for sermon related above; church member’s notes on sermon related above delivered by Lewis at the Church of Christ in Snyder, TX


Folder 149: Sermon Outlines- collection of hand-written notes and outlines of various sermons; typed outline on back of index card; printed sheet of outline of lesson/sermon for The Pulpit Workshop, compiled by Jay Smith; typed and hand-written outlines on back of index cards (4)
Folder 150: Sermons 5 - collection of typed and hand-written notes and outlines of various sermons; hand-written notes on back of index card

Folder 151: Sermons 6 - collection of typed and hand-written notes, transcriptions, and outlines of various sermons; some sermons have typed bibliography included

Folder 152: Sin and Grace - typed transcription of sermon titled, “Sin and Grace”

Folder 153: Sin on the College Campus - newspaper clipping from the Optimist article titled, “Behavior problem exists says reply from students” and another article titled, “Secularism increasing at ACU Student Behavior report shows” dated April 17, 1981; typed outline of sermon titled, “Sin on the College Campus”


Folder 155: Sound Doctrine - typed transcription of OCC lecture titled, “Sound Doctrine in the Seventies”, has some hand-written notes and revisions on back of typed pages; hand-written outline of same lecture

Folder 156: Take Christ to Work with You - hand-written outline of sermon titled, “Take Christ to Work with You”

Folder 157: Teacher What is your Job - hand-written outline of sermon/lesson titled, “Sunday School Teacher, What is your Job?”

Folder 158: Teaching, the Greatness of - typed outline of sermon/lesson titled, “The Greatness of Teaching”, dated 1966

Folder 159: These All Died in Faith - hand-written outlines of sermon/lesson titled, “These Died in Faith”


Folder 163: Unity- typed outline of sermon/lesson titled, “Unity”, has some hand-written notes and revisions, dated 1976


Folder 166: What You Owe Your Child- hand-written outline of sermon/lesson titled, “What Do You Owe Your Child?”, typed pages of Thoughts;


Folder 172: Winning Souls- typed outline of sermon titled, “Winning Souls”; typed pages of notes and talking points for the Elders and the Local Teaching Program; typed program for Hamlin; typed outline of “The Teacher’s Library”

Sub-Series C: Notes and Materials on Sermons 1935-1948

Folder 1: Sermons A-B- hand-written notes and outlines on back of five index cards; hand-written notes on sermon/lecture delivered by Batsell Baxter titled, Advice; hand-written transcription of sermon titled, “Accident, Mother, Baby”; typed notes on lecture titled, “The Bible and Archaeology” by Chas. H. Roberson dated February 18, 1940; hand-written papers by students at ACC in the 1930s on various topics; typed poems with hand-written revisions and corrections; hand-written transcription of sermon titled, “The Babe of Bethlehem”; hand-written notes on sermon delivered by A. Clay Pullias; typed notes on same sermon, the notes are dated July 14, 1936; hand-written notes on various sermons (not written or delivered by Lewis); typed list of reasons, “Why I Could not be a Baptist” (outline); typed paper by the same title; hand-written list on back of index card; hand-written outline for paper related above; hand-written version of same paper; bulk of pages dated 1935-37


Folder 4: Sermons G-H- hand-written notes on sermons on various topics that all begin with the letter “G” (Grace, Giants. God, etc.); hand-written notes from class on Greek History (undergraduate course?); hand-written notes on half-sheet of paper; typed Reading French Examination from the Department of History Harvard University, dated October 8, 1947; typed copies of German Reading Examination from the Department of History Harvard University, dated 1944-48; hand-written notes on sermons of various topics that all begin with the letter “H” (Hope, Healing, Etc.) dated 1934-36; printed tract titled, “Divine Healing”; hand-written notes on back of two index cards; printed tract titled, “Hath: A Word to the Anxious”; typed outlines on large index cards (about 7); printed address by Mr. Clintice L. Cowan titled, “What Price Honesty”, Boston, Massachusetts


Folder 6: Sermons L-M- hand-written notes, dated March 1945; typed outline titled, “Christian Worship-The Lord’s Supper”; typed schedule for Lectureship that was held in Electra,
TX Feb. 6-9, Lewis is one of many speakers; typed schedule, no title, Lewis is one of many featured speakers; hand-written notes on sermons of various topics, dated 1935-36; typed paper written by Lewis titled, “Jews”, graded on last page; typed schedule for Bible lectureship at Norman, Oklahoma, dated April 3-5, 1939; typed schedule for Bible Addresses at the Church of Christ in Chickasha, Oklahoma, dated November 28-30, 1938; typed Form of Service for the Solemnization of Marriage; typed text of radio sermon delivered by C.E. McGaughey in program called, “Back to the Bible”, sermon is titled, “The Conversion of Saul”, has stamped in upper right-hand corner of first page, “Church of Christ 23 Stanton Street Worcester, Massachusetts Thomas N. Page, Minister


Folder 9: Sermons T-V- hand-written notes on sermons of various topics; hand-written sermons; typed course syllabus titled, “Preparation of Teachers for Bible Teaching”; typed transcript of radio sermon delivered by, Chaplain William C. Thomas for program titled, “The Navy Goes to Church”, dated 21st November, 1943; type outline titled, “Selecting a Vocation” with some hand-written notes


Folder 11: Sermons, 1983- hand-written sermons; hand-written notes on sermons of various topics; typed church handouts from Bible studies; typed syllabus for course, Exegetical Seminar on the Pauline Epistles, with memo from B.J. attached to front; typed outlines of sermons; typed copies of editorials titled, “Why is Easter Unattractive?”, dated March 18, 1983; typed sermon outlines with note to Lewis attached to front; typed copies of sermons and hand-written notes;

Folder 11.1 Sermons, 1983- hand-written sermons; hand-written notes on sermons of various topics; typed copies of sermon outlines and hand-written notes; typed sign-up sheet for Office visits with Eddie Sharp with names hand-written in the spaces; typed outlines for Bible study and church class lessons with copies, printed handouts

Sub-Series D: Brookline and Radio Ministry


Folder 2: Radio 2- typed sermons for radio broadcasts and Sunday services, dated 1948
Folder 3: Radio 3: hand-written outline of sermon on index card; typed sermons for broadcast and Sunday services, dated 1944; hand-written outlines of sermons; hand-written sermons

Folder 4: Radio 4: typed sermons for radio broadcast and Sunday services, not dated; hand-written sermons

Box 9: II/D,5-II/E,14

Folder 5: Radio 5- hand-written notes on sermon talking points; typed sermon outlines; hand-written sermons; typed sermons, not dated

Folder 6: Listeners to Radio Programs- pages of typed list of listeners to Radio Program

Sub-Series E: Sermon Notes

Folder 1: Sermon Notes 1. 1936- typed sermon and sermon outlines; hand-written sermons and sermon notes

Folder 2: Sermon Notes 2. 1939- hand-written notes on sermons of various topics; hand-written sermons

Folder 3: Sermon Notes 3. 1946-47- hand-written notes on sermons of various topics; hand-written sermons; typed sermons

Folder 4: Sermon Notes 4. August-November, 1962- typed sermon outlines; typed sermons; hand-written sermons; hand-written sermon outlines

Folder 5: Sermon Notes 5. The Bible- hand-written sermons; hand-written sermon outlines; typed sermon outlines; typed sermons; flier advertising “The Greatest Bible News of Modern Times”; copy of Christian Chronicle April 2, 1947 Volume 4 Number 42

Folder 6: Sermon Notes 6. Daytime- typed list of sermon titles included in folder, titled, “Day Sermons”; typed sermons; hand-written sermons; newspaper clippings pasted on paper, one article is titled, “Food for Thought: Thanksgiving Always” by Elizabeth Lee, the second article is titled, “Don’t Cut Off the Buttons” by Lettie B. Ritchie”

Folder 7: Sermon Notes 7. God- hand-written notes for sermons, hand-written sermon outlines concerning topics on God; typed sermon outlines
Folder 8: Sermon Notes 8. Jesus- typed copies of a diagram; hand-written notes on sermons and hand-written sermon outlines; hand-written sermons; typed sermon outlines; typed notes for sermons; typed sermons; typed bibliography;

Folder 9: Sermon Notes 9. Miscellaneous- Hand-written sermon outlines; hand-written sermons; typed sermon outlines; typed notes on index card; typed-out sermons; typed notes of references used in sermons; typed lecture titled, “Jesus Calls Us” delivered by Lewis at ACC morning lecture, dated February 20, 1950

Folder 9.1: Sermon Notes 10. Miscellaneous- typed sermons; hand-written outlines of sermons; typed bibliography; typed notes on references used in sermons; typed notes on index cards (about three); copy of publication, *Horizons*, Volume II, Number 9, October 1950 and Volume II, Number 10, November 1950, both feature Lewis; child’s coloring page

Folder 10: Sermon Notes 11. Night Sermons Vol. I- typed list of sermon titles included in folder (three pages); sermons are typed and hand-written; hand-written outlines on index cards; hand-written sermon outlines and notes;

Folder 10.1: Sermon Notes 12. Night Sermons Vol. II- typed list of sermon titles included in folder; hand-written sermon outlines; hand-written sermons; hand-written sermon outline on index cards; typed sermons;

Folder 11: Sermon Notes 13. Notes from Others’ Sermons- hand-written sermon and notes on sermons; typed sermons; typed sermon outlines;

Folder 11.1: Sermon Notes 14. Notes from Other’s Sermons cont.- typed sermons; typed sermon outlines; hand-written sermons and notes;

Folder 12: Sermon Notes 15. Old and New Testament- typed sermons, typed sermon outlines; hand-written sermons and notes

Folder 13: Sermon Notes 16. Unfinished- hand-written sermons; hand-written sermon outlines; printed tract titled, “They Didn’t Know They Were Teaching” by Nathaniel F. Forsyth; typed sermons; typed sermon outlines

Folder 14: Dailey, Clarence, Sermons- typed sermon outlines; typed sermons; hand-written sermons and sermon outlines

Box 10: II/E, 15-II/F, 39
Folder 15: Sermon Binders- 13 small black binders with typed and hand-written sermon outlines and loose-paper notes, names of sermons included and locations of delivery, dated years 1921-1973

Sub-Series F: ACU Speeches

Folder 1: Table of Contents- Hand-written list of sermon and speech titles

Folder 2: The Church, In the World but Not of the World- typed chapel sermon delivered at ACU in 1984; typed list of scriptures used and references used

Folder 3: Glory of Preaching- typed sermon for Practicum at ACU 1984, has some hand-written corrections and revisions

Folder 4: A Good Minister- typed outline of sermon delivered for McGarvey Fellows at ACC in 1965

Folder 5: Rom. 12:9, Hate Evil, Hold Good- typed outline of sermon titled, “Hate Evil, Hold Good” delivered for ACU chapel 1980; hand-written rough draft of outline; typed outline of points from Romans 12:9-13

Folder 6: The Heart of the Prophets- typed list titled, “Great Passages from the Prophets”; typed list of scriptures titled, “The Heart of the Prophets”; typed outline of sermon delivered in both 1976 and 1980

Folder 7: How Will You Say Thank You?- typed sermon delivered at ACU chapel 1985

Folder 8: Joy of Preaching- hand-written outline of sermon delivered for Practicum, ACU in 1981


Folder 10: Looking Unto Jesus- typed sermon outline, delivered in both 1980 and 1982

Folder 11: Chapel, Love- typed sermon titled, “Love” delivered for ACU chapel, October 1, no year given

Folder 13: Parent Day, Faculty- typed program for Abilene Christian College Parents Day 1965; typed outline of speeches given in Parents Meeting; hand-written list of questions

Folder 14: Reflections on 40 Years of Ministry and Marriage- printed pamphlet of schedule for Ministers Renewal Workshop at ACU 1985; typed outline of speaking points with some hand-written corrections and revisions; delivered at the Ministers Renewal Workshop 1985

Folder 15: Research and Teaching- typed speech delivered at a faculty meeting March 1968; hand-written draft of outline for same speech

Folder 16: Race Question- Copy of letter addressed to Garvin Beauchamp Chairman of Integration Committee at ACC from LeMoine Lewis, dated 1961; typed speech titled, “Notes on the Race Problem,” has some hand-written notes on back of pages

Folder 17: Freshman Orientation- typed outline of speech given at Freshmen Orientation, no date given

Folder 18: Caskey, Guy, Distinguished Alumnus- typed introduction to Guy Caskey, with hand-written corrections and revisions in the margins; typed list of career accomplishments; typed letter nominating Guy Caskey for alumnus of the year, 1981; typed and filled-out nomination forms; copied newspaper clipping of biographical sketch of Guy Caskey, with hand-written notes to the side; typed letter to Lewis from Bill Harmon (School of Practical Evangelism) thanking him for words spoken on Guy Caskey; typed thank you letter from Guy Caskey to Lewis, dated January 25, 1982

Folder 19: Appreciation Dinner, 1970- typed copies of speech titled, “A Tribute to a Great Team,” with hand-written corrections and revisions in the margins; hand-written page of notes; hand-written notes on pad of paper; hand-written notes on back of index cards; typed Memorandum to Lewis concerning the Friends Luncheon Program Participants; typed program for Friends Luncheon, dated February 24, 1970; typed biographical sketch of Dr. Don H. Morris, prepared October, 1968; another typed biographical sketch of Dr. Don H. Morris, prepared 1965, with hand-written notes on back of pages; page of hand-written notes

Folder 20: Homecoming- typed speech with some hand-written corrections and revisions in margins; printed pamphlet for ACU’s Homecoming 1980; typed speech titled, “Remembrance at the 75th Anniversary Homecoming,” with some hand-written corrections and revisions in the
margins; typed outline of speech titled, “Homecoming”; typed outline of sermon titled, “Homecoming Chapel”; typed outline of speech titled, “Thanksgiving and Praise to God!”; typed outline of speech titled, “Hunter on Homecoming”

Folder 21: Leadership in a World of Revolution- typed outline of sermon delivered for ACC chapel and Elder’s Workshop in 1963


Folder 23: The Spiritual Life of the Teacher- typed list of Chapters and Writers; typed list of Questions; typed speech titled, “The Spiritual Life of the Teacher”; typed list of Guidelines for Manuscript for Handbook; typed copies of a biographical sketch on LeMoine Lewis; typed copy of the speech, “The Spiritual Life of the Teacher,” with hand-written corrections in the margins;


Folder 25: Strength at the Grassroots Christian Bible Teacher Dinner, ACC Lectures 1960- typed sermon outline for the ACC Lectures, Christian Bible Teachers’ Dinner, dated 1960

Folder 26: Teach or Perish- typed pages of notes on speaking points for sermon, not dated

Folder 27: Teach or Perish, ACC Bible Teachers’ Workshop, 1967- typed copy of sermon; typed outline of same sermon; hand-written rough draft of sermon

Folder 28: Training Preachers- typed speech titled, “Training Young Men to Preach”; typed Rationale of Main Speech Topics at the 1964 ACC Annual Bible Lectureship; hand-written outline of speech; typed rough draft of speech, with hand-written corrections and revisions; hand-written notes on speaking points; typed copies of outline of speech

Folder 29: Until Christ Be Formed in You- typed outline of sermon, delivered in 1977 and 1978; typed list of Christ-Like Traits to Develop; typed notes on references

Folder 30: Urgency of the Message- typed speech, dated February 21, 1977; typed outline of sermon, with some hand-written corrections and revisions

Folder 32: Volunteering to Serve- typed rough draft of speech, with hand-written corrections and revisions; hand-written bibliography; typed list of scriptures used in speech/sermon; second hand-written bibliography of references; typed notes on references; typed notes on other speaking points for speech; typed bibliography

Folder 33: Walk Worthy- typed speech with some hand-written corrections and revisions, delivered at ACU chapel 1982; typed list of scriptures used; hand-written list of scriptures used

Folder 34: My Students- typed rough draft of speech with some hand-written corrections and revisions in the margins, not dated

Folder 35: Idealized Role of ACU- typed speech with some hand-written corrections and revisions in the margins, not dated

Folder 36: Religion in ACU- printed copy of The Garland Road Roadmarks volume 1, November 20, 1975, Number 21, Lewis is featured on the front page; typed outline of speech titled, “Religion in Abilene Christian College” with some hand-written corrections and revisions in the margins; hand-written outline of speech

Folder 37: Goals- typed list titled, “The Top Nine Goals as Listed by Institutional Leaders”; typed rough draft list of “Goals for the Next Ten Years”

Folder 38: Restoration and Missiology, ACU Lectures 1978- typed sermon delivered at the ACU Lectureship 1978; typed notes on references

Folder 39: Fiftieth Anniversary ACC Speech Notes- typed notes for 50th Anniversary speech, spanning all four years of college experience

SubSeries G: UCC Sermons

Box 11: II/G,1-III/A, 12.1.a

Folder 1: September 1982-January 1983- typed outlines of sermons and handwritten notes on those sermons of Eddie Sharpe, September 1982-January 1983 on I Peter; handwritten list of
names in Bible 1401; filled out form of meeting times with Eddie Sharpe; handwritten notes of sermon delivered by Mike Young; handwritten notes on sermon delivered by Michael Lewis

Folder 2: September 1981-January 1982-handwritten notes of sermons delivered by Dale Johnson, September 1981; handwritten notes on sermons delivered by Eddie Sharpe, December 1981; typed outlines of sermons delivered by Eddie Sharpe; typed bibliography of recommended and supplementary readings for Bible 1301; handwritten roll call for Bible 1401; typed and handwritten list of suggested sermon topics; filled out schedule form for meetings with Eddie Sharpe; typed outlines of sermons; typed outlines of sermons delivered for the Fifteenth Annual Preachers Fellowship Day, September 17, 1981; typed blank Sermon Thoughts form; typed manuscript of sermon titled, “Does the Bible Condemn the Mere Partaking of Alcohol???” delivered by Pat McGee

Folder 3: January-February 1983- typed outlines of sermons delivered by Eddie Sharpe; Lewis’ handwritten notes on those sermons; copy of handwritten diagram; Lewis’ handwritten notes on sermon delivered by reese Mitchell, February, 1983

Folder 4: January- April 1982- copy of the University Church of Christ Bulletin, March 5, 1982, Volume 27, Number 9; typed outlines of sermons delivered by Eddie Sharpe; Lewis’ handwritten notes on Eddie Sharpe’s sermons; typed sermon outlines; typed “10 Commandments for Leading Group Discussion” credited to Robert K. Oglesby; copy of the newsletter from the Center for Church Growth, Volume 2, Number 1, 1982

Folder 5: January-December 1983- Lewis’ handwritten notes on Eddie Sharpe’s sermons

**Series III. Bible Teacher Workshops and Bible School Materials**

**SubSeries A. Bible Teachers’ Workshops**

Folder 1: An Overview of the Workshop Speech 1955, First Bible Teacher's Workshop-typed speech delivered by Lewis at the First Bible Teachers’ Workshop which was then called, Instructional Materials Workshop, dated 1955, speech has some hand-written corrections and revisions in the margins

Folder 2: Workshop, 1958- printed program for 4th Annual Workshop for Bible School Supervisors and Teachers, dated July 21-25, 1958 at ACC (Abilene Christian College); typed speaking points for Evaluation Session; typed list of suggestions; typed program for Adult Section; typed outline of presentation titled, “Breadth and Continuity in Adult Teaching Program” by J.D. Thomas; typed outline of Selection of Materials; typed outline of presentation titled, “Materials Selection and Presentation” by Henry E. Speck, Jr.; typed outline of Proposed
Teacher Training Program for Church of Christ; typed copy of Worker’s Covenant; typed paper titled, “The Adult Curriculum and the Problem of Teaching Material; hand-written notes on back of index card

Folder 2.1: Workshop, 1958 continued- typed list of teachers in junior high, high school, and adult department at Highland Church of Christ; typed schedules for these departments; typed materials for “The Small Church” in Clyde, Texas including list of teachers and schedule; typed materials for “Specials Program” including list of personal and schedule; typed schedule for Personal Work Department from Skillman Avenue Church of Christ Dallas, Texas; typed paper titled, “General Instructions for Workers”; copies of correspondence for 1958 Workshop; typed list of program changes; typed materials from 1962 Workshop; hand-written notes including lists of postmortem films and general suggestions; typed materials from the 1963 Workshop including list of room reservations; copy of presentation urging elders and teachers to attend Workshops by Alan M. Bryan; hand-written suggestions for 1959 Workshop; hand-written and typed lists of registrations; hand-written Table of Contents for folder on back of blue index card

Folder 3: Workshop, 1959 Program- typed list of Bible Chairs 1959-1960; typed schedule for each day of the Workshop;

Folder 3.1: Workshop, 1959 Samples- printing flier for 5th Annual Bible Teachers Workshop; typed note to all those on the program for the workshop; typed schedule for viewing films; typed messages from the West Texas Film Library; typed Catalogue of Films and Filmstrips Available at the 1963 Workshop; typed copies of correspondence

Folder 3.2: Workshop, 1959 continued- typed copies of correspondence; typed expense reports to departments; typed schedule for viewing films; copies of printed pamphlets advertising Workshop; printed pamphlet for College Church Bible School 1958-1961; typed Summary of Workshop, 1959; typed lists of names; hand-written notes; typed materials for Evaluation Session of 1958 Workshop; typed paper titled, “General Information on Bible School Workshop; typed schedule for 1959 Workshop with many hand-written corrections, revisions, and notes in the margins

Folder 4: Workshop, 1960 1. Suggestions for- typed letter addressed to Lewis from Becky Telaeto; typed pages of suggestions for next Annual Workshop delivered at 1959 Workshop with hand-written notes; pages of hand-written notes

Folder 4.1: Workshop, 1960 2. Outline- typed outlines of presentations by various presenters including, typed outline of presentation titled, “Gospel Treasure Material for
Junior Students” delivered by Mrs. Orville L. McDonald; typed outline of presentation titled, “The Power of Knowledge” delivered by Herbert A. Smith; typed outline of presentation titled, “Music in the Bible School”; typed outline of presentation titled, “The Book of Romans” delivered by J.D. Thomas

Folder 4.2: Workshop, 1960 3. Teachers’ Outline- typed Memorandum from Edward L. Kirk to LeMoine Lewis; typed guide sheets for group leaders; typed copies of Three Year Course of Study for Seniors

Folder 4.3: Workshop, 1960 continued- printed pamphlets advertising the 6th Annual Bible Teachers Workshop; hand-written attendance sheet; typed Catalogue of Films and Filmstrips Available; typed schedule for viewing films; typed copies of note to those on the program of the Workshop authored by Lewis; typed pages for suggestions of next year’s Workshop; typed expense reports of 1960 Workshop; typed reports of the 1961 Workshop; typed schedules for each day of the 1960 Workshop; typed copies of correspondence; pages of hand-written notes; typed list of presenters’ names; expense report for Summer School Workshop; copies of receipts

Folder 5: Workshop, 1961 Suggestions For- typed and hand-written list of suggestions given at the 1960 Workshop; typed evaluation sheets with hand-written comments

Folder 5.1: Workshop, 1961- typed note to those on the program for the 6th Annual Bible Teachers Workshop, authored by Lewis; typed schedule for viewing films and Catalogue of Films and Filmstrips Available; typed copies of Additions to the Program and Program Changes; typed pages of expenses; printed pamphlet advertising the 43rd Annual Bible Lectureship at ACC; printed pamphlet advertising the 6th Annual Bible Teachers Workshop; typed To-Do List; typed list of presenters; typed and hand-written financial materials; typed and hand-written correspondence; typed copies of list of Bible Chairs 1959 and 1960; printed program and schedule for 7th Annual Bible Teachers Workshop; typed list of registrations from “Out of Town,” 1961; hand-written table of contents for folder on back of blue index card

Folder 5.2: Workshop, 1961 Program- printed program and schedule for the 7th Annual Bible Teachers Workshop; typed schedule for each day of the Workshop

Folder 5.3: Bible Teacher’s Workshop, 1961- typed copies of list of teachers on the program from Corpus Christi
Folder 5.4: Workshop, 1961 Samples- blank typed sheet for Record of Film Use; typed note to those on the program of the Workshop, authored by Lewis; typed list of Herald of Truth Television Series; typed Catalogue of Films and Filmstrips Available

Folder 5.5: Workshop, 1961 Outlines from- typed outlines of presentations from various presenters including, “Training the Church for Work,” and “Departmental Supervision”; typed Catalogue of Films and Filmstrips Available

Folder 6: Workshop, 1962 Program Suggestions- typed lists of program suggestions; hand-written lists of program suggestions; typed Catalogue of Films Available at the 1962 Workshop

Folder 6.1: Workshop, 1962 Suggestions for- typed lists of suggestions for the 1962 Workshop; typed evaluation sheets with hand-written responses filled out at the 1961 Workshop

Folder 6.2: Workshop, 1962- printed advertisement for the 1964 Tenth Annual Bible Teachers Workshop; printed pamphlet advertising the Ninth Bible Teachers Workshop including program for the workshop; typed correspondence; brainstorming material for 1964 Workshop; copies of typed proposal for the Eighth Annual Bible Teachers Workshop; typed copies of schedules for each day of the workshop; typed program for the Seventh Annual Bible School Workshop Program; printed pamphlet advertising the Eighth Annual Bible School Workshop Program including daily program and presenters

Folder 6.3: Workshop, 1962 continued- revised copies of printed pamphlet for the Eighth Annual Bible Teachers Workshop including program changes; collection of typed general suggestions taken after the 1962 workshop; typed list of reservations; printed booklet for program called, “Abilene Bound;” typed correspondence; typed Catalogue of Films Available at the 1962 Workshop; typed list of program changes for each day; typed Elder’s Workshop Registration; typed General Instructions for Workers; typed To Do List; typed list of Supervisors for the Nursery; typed list of Housing for the Workshop; typed Registration Procedure for Bible Teachers’ Workshop; typed expense report for the Bible Workshop; hand-written To Do List

Folder 6.3.a: Workshop, 1962 continued- hand-written suggestions; hand-written To Do List; typed Schedule for Viewing Films; typed correspondence; typed biographical sketches for presenters;
Folder 6.4: Workshop, 1962 Samples- typed expense reports for 1962 Workshop; hand-written evaluations; typed list of General Suggestions taken after the 1962 Workshop for all areas of the program; typed and hand-written correspondence; typed copies of schedule for all departments of the workshop; typed proposed budget; typed outline of presentation for program; typed General Instructions for Workers; typed list of teachers for workshop; typed program for the Seventh Annual Bible School Workshop; typed evaluation sheets with hand-written responses;

Folder 7: Workshop, 1963- printed pamphlet for Second Annual Workshop 1962; printed pamphlet advertising the Ninth Annual Bible Teachers Workshop 1963 including program; printed booklet of the program and presenters for the Ninth Annual Workshop; typed registration list; typed biographical sketches of presenters; typed correspondence; printed flier giving a biographical sketch of Darline Bridges;

Folder 7.1: Workshop, 1963- typed list of attendees from various churches, institutions, and locations; typed room changes; typed suggestions taken from 1963; photo of advertisement for Bible Teachers Workshop in Louisiana; typed expense reports from 1963; typed list of exhibits; typed Special Instructions for Dorm Hostesses; typed list of program reservations; typed To Do Lists; printed pamphlet advertising an Open House from College Church of Christ; typed correspondence

Folder 7.2: Workshop, 1963 continued- typed expense reports; newspaper clipping advertising the Ninth Annual Bible Teacher’s Workshop in the *Christian Chronicle*; typed copies of news releases; newspaper clipping advertising Ninth Annual Bible Teacher’s Workshop in the *Firm Foundation*; typed list of teachers for the different departments; typed biographical sketches for presenters; typed correspondence;

Folder 7.3: Workshop, 1963 Catalogues- typed Catalogue of Films Available at the 1963 and 1964 Workshop

Folder 8: Skillman Avenue Church of Christ Personal Work Program, 1963- bound typed pages in red booklet, program compiled for ACC Teachers Workshop, 1963, included Table of Contents

Folder 9: Outlines from Bible Teachers Workshop, 1959- typed and hand-written outlines on various subjects

Folder 10: Workshop, 1964- typed correspondence; typed and hand-written attendance records; hand-written list of states represented; typed page titled, “We Lived a Lifetime in Four Days;” drawn out map of College Church; typed registration materials; typed reports on
maintenance and dormitories during Workshop; expense reports; typed list of presenters; typed and hand-written list of room reservations

Folder 10.1: Workshop, 1964 Publicity- copies of printed pamphlet advertising the Tenth Annual Bible Teachers Workshop; newspaper clipping of advertisement for Workshop; typed Code of Ethics for Booth Operators; map of Exhibit Center; hand-written suggestions from 1964

Folder 10.2: Workshop, 1964 Suggestions for- typed and hand-written lists of suggestions; typed evaluation sheets with hand-written responses

Folder 10.3: Workshop, 1964- typed lists of room reservations; typed General Instructions for Workers; printed pamphlet advertising the Tenth Annual Bible Teachers Workshop including program schedule and hand-written notes in the margins; typed To Do Lists

Folder 10.4: Workshop, 1964 Directory and Program- typed General Information; typed directories for various departments

Folder 11: Workshop, 1965- typed pages of registration paid; typed list of those on Abilene Workshop Trip; typed correspondence; typed balances of Bible Workshop Fund; printed pamphlets (3) advertising the Eleventh Annual Bible Teachers Workshop; printed pamphlets (2) advertising the Eleventh Annual Bible Teachers Workshop, copy of printed bulletin for Abilene Christian College with advertisement on back page for the Twelfth Annual Bible Teachers Workshop, 1966; typed attendance record; typed list of travel costs for Madison Teachers on buses; typed Elders’ Workshop Registration; typed records of material; typed and hand-written correspondence; typed to-do list; typed general instructions for workers; typed outline of presentations; typed sample of motel rates; typed Catalogue of Films Available at the 1965 Workshop

Folder 11.1: Workshop, 1965 continued- typed proposal for program; typed information on Pre-Registration; typed rough drafts of information for pamphlet; typed lists of attendees from different churches; typed list of suggestions made 1965; typed materials on logistics for Bible Teachers Workshop; printed copy of the Gospel Visitor Volume XVII, July 23, 1965, Number 34; receipt from Southern Greyhound Lines; typed list of attendees at the Evaluation Luncheon

Folder 11.1.a: Workshop, 1965 continued- photograph taken in Abilene (no other information); typed correspondence; typed mailing list from 1964 and 65; printed pamphlet for an open house at College Church of Christ; typed list of exhibits;
typed list of program people; typed General Instructions for Workers; typed Estimates of Workers needed in the Dormitories; typed materials for Organization for Workshop; typed list of churches that have paid registration fees; printed advertisement for the Eleventh Annual Bible Teachers Workshop in *Christian Woman and Christian Chronicle*; unbound copies of printed advertisement; typed special church bulletin; printed news letter from *20th Century Christian* Volume I, Number 4, June 15, 1965; typed instructions; hand-written notes

**Box 12: III/A, 11.1.b- III/C, 3**

Folder 11.1.b: Workshop, 1965 continued- typed materials on Organization and Staff Assignments; typed Proposed Organization Plan; typed Memorandum; typed materials on organization of Bible Teachers Workshop; hand-written lists of names

Folder 11.2: Workshop, 1965 Program- typed Word from the Director; printed information on Workshop pasted on white paper; typed material on general Workshop information; hand-written notes; typed correspondence; printed floor plan of The Exhibit Center; typed list of Commercial Exhibits; typed list of recommended books at the 1965 Education Director’s Clinic

Folder 12: Workshop, 1966- printed receipts; printed copies of Abilene Christian College Bulletin advertising the Twelfth Annual Bible Teachers Workshop; typed and hand-written list of paid registrations; typed Catalogue of Films Available;

Folder 12.1: Workshop, 1966 continued- hand-written notes; typed correspondence; typed program corrections; printed copy of Abilene Christian College Bulletin advertising the Twelfth Annual Bible Teachers Workshop; typed material on Expense Reports; typed and hand-written correspondence; typed Program Changes and Announcement sheet filled in with hand-written notes; typed Program Arrangements at Theme Speeches; typed material on Organization of Workshop; typed list of Teachers’ Requests; typed copies of General Instruction for Workers; typed lists of Exhibits; typed list of Room Reservations; typed copy of Catalogue of Films Available; typed and hand-written To-Do Lists;

Folder 12.1.a: Workshop, 1966 Continued- typed and hand-written correspondence; printed floor plan of Exhibit Center; typed outlines of presentation materials

Folder 14: Workshop, 1966- typed lists of names of People who Attended the 1966 Bible Teachers Workshop from various churches; typed list of new addresses; typed list of films from the American Bible Society; hand-written and typed correspondence; typed lists of exhibits; typed schedule for the Youth Program; printed copies of Abilene Christian College Bulletin advertising Bible Teachers Workshop; printed advertisements for dinner in preparation for the workshop; hand-written list of states represented at workshop; typed materials for demonstrations; hand-written list of names and addresses; typed copy of the General Instructions for Workers, 1966; printed Daily Class Schedule and faculty biographies; guest meal tickets; list of Bible Classes for the ‘66 Bible Teachers Workshop; typed list of teachers; typed report on entire workshop; prototype of printed pamphlet advertising the workshop

Folder 15: Workshop, 1967 Program- copy of the Christian Youth Chronicle Volume II, Number 9, July 1967, includes advertisement for workshop; printed pamphlet advertising the workshop and its programs; copy of the Catalogue of Films Available at the 1967 Workshop;

Folder 16: Workshop, 1968- copies of printed pamphlets advertising the workshop and its programs; typed copy of Youth Program; copy of the Catalogue of Films Available at the 1968 Workshop;

Folder 17: Workshop, 1969- printed pamphlet detailing workshop programs and schedule; copy of the Late News Bulletin; copy of the Catalogue of the Films Available at the 1969 Workshop

Folder 18: Workshop, 1970- two pamphlets advertising the 16th Annual Bible Teachers Workshop; one includes the programs and schedules, one includes biographical sketches of the presenters/teachers

Folder 19: Workshop, 1971- printed flier in the Abilene Christian College Bulletin advertising the workshop; printed booklet advertising the workshop and its programs

Folder 20: Workshop, 1972- printed booklet advertising the workshop and its program and schedule; copy of the Late News Bulletin

Folder 21: Workshop, 1973 Madison Returns- printed pamphlet advertising the Madison Church of Christ Junior High Department; printed pamphlet advertising The Amazing Grace Bible Class with Ira North; printed booklet advertising the 19th Annual Bible Teachers Workshop; printed pamphlet advertising the young adults program at Madison Church of Christ; copy of The Madison Marcher; copy of the Amazing Grace bulletin, Volume 1, Number 3;
different copy of *The Madison Marcher*; printed booklet discussing the Amazing Grace Bible Class, titled, *The Madison Story*; copy of the Late News Bulletin

Folder 22: Workshop, 1974- printed copies of booklet advertising the 20th Annual Bible Teachers Workshop

Folder 23: Workshop, 1975 continued- printed booklet advertising the 21st Annual Bible Teachers Workshop; copy of the Late News Bulletin

Folder 24: Workshop, 1976- printed booklet advertising the 22nd Bible Teachers Workshop, 1976

**SubSeries B: Bible Teacher Workshop Letters**

Folder 1: Bible Teachers Workshop Business Letters- printed pamphlet advertising the Sixth Annual Bible Teachers Workshop includes program schedule; typed correspondence, some letters have envelopes included, some letters are carbon copies

Folder 2: Bible Teacher Workshop, 1960-61- typed correspondence

Folder 3: Letters, 1961 Workshop- typed list of teachers for workshop demonstrations; typed correspondence; hand-written correspondence

Folder 3.1: Letters, 1961 Workshop continued- typed and hand-written correspondence, some letters are carbon copies;

Folder 4: Bible Teachers Workshop, 1962- typed and hand-written correspondence, some envelopes of letters are included

Folder 5: Bible Teachers Workshop Letters, 1963- collection of typed and hand-written correspondence; printed pamphlet advertising the Bible Department at Pepperdine College; printed invitation to a Special Parent-Teacher Training Series

Folder 5.1: Bible Teachers Workshop Letters continued, 1963- typed correspondence between James Fulbright and LeMoine Lewis

Folder 6: Bible Teachers Workshop, 1964- typed correspondence
Folder 7: Bible Teachers Workshop Letters, 1966-67- typed and hand-written correspondence, envelopes to some letters are included; printed flier advertising lecture by Lewis titled, “The Bible as it Relates to Today’s Divided Christendom

Folder 8: Bible Teachers Workshop Letters, 1964- typed correspondence

Folder 9: Bible Teachers Workshop Letters, 1965- typed and hand-written correspondence, some letters have envelope included; typed Abilene Christian College Bible Teachers’ Workshop Program

Folder 10: Bible Teachers Workshop, 1966- typed and hand-written correspondence, some letters are carbon copies

Folder 11: Program Letters, 1960- typed and hand-written correspondence, some letters are carbon copies

SubSeries C: General Workshops

Folder 1: Nederland Workshop, 1967- hand-written outlines of Lewis’ presentations at the Nederland Church of Christ; printed map showing location of church; printed pamphlet advertising the Sixth Annual Golden Triangle Training for Service; printed map of church building; typed Bibliography on Church History; printed booklet titled, “Teaching Young People the Bible” by Dan E. Warden; typed outline of presentation by Reginald Beaver titled, “Elder-Elder Relationship;” typed outline of presentation by Mrs. Gayle Oler titled, “Christian Character Education”

Folder 2: Spiritual Growth- typed program for 2nd Annual Brazos Valley Bible Teachers Workshop, 1984; hand-written outlines of presentations on various subjects; typed speaking points

Subseries D: Bible School and Teacher Materials

Box 13: III/D, 1-III/E, 7

Folder 1: Bible School Program Grades 5-7- box of printed lessons and bible school materials from the Stadium Blvd. Church targeted towards children in grades 5-7, mainly worksheets and teacher guidelines

Folder 2: Anson Teacher Training- typed outlines of presentation discussing bible schools and suggestions on how to develop successful ones
Folder 3: Bible School- typed sermon/speech written by Lewis titled, “Save the Sunday School by Keeping Pace with Public Education”; copy of Special Bible School Edition of *Union Avenue Herald*, Volume I, Number 16, October 1959

Folder 4: Challenge to Bible Teachers in Age of Revolution, Lubbock- typed outline of sermon/speech titled, “A Challenge to Bible Teachers in a World of Revolution”

Folder 5: Course Work- hand-written note speculating on folder content, typed outlines of lessons, titled, “The Fundamental Teachings of Jesus,” found in brown envelope with German stamps, addressed to Lewis

Folder 6: Going the Second Mile in the Adult Classes- typed outline of lecture/speech titled, “Going the Second Mile in the Adult Classes”

Folder 7: Evangelism in the Bible School- hand-written outline of sermon/talk titled, “Evangelism in the Bible School”

Folder 8: Sixteenth and Vine Teachers, Image of the Bible School- typed outline of lecture/talk titled, “Image of the Bible School: Exalting the Bible School”

Folder 9: Is Your S.S Teaching the Bible- copy of printed article titled, “Is Your Sunday School Teaching the Bible,” reprinted from the *Christian Herald* magazine

Folder 10: Inservice Program- folder with typed outline and paper titled, “Inservice Program in Teacher Education,” organized and compiled by A.Z. Hays and Edward L. Kirk, College Church of Christ, Abilene, Texas

Folder 11: Curriculum of the College Church of Christ- gray folder holding typed report and description of the Curriculum of the College Church of Christ

Folder 12: Christian Education Monographs- published monographs, includes series numbers, 1-12, published by Scripture Press Foundation

Folder 13: Teacher Training- folders of class materials; first folders is a blue folder titled, “Teacher Training Course #1,” written by Lewis, typed material bounded in folder

Folder 13.1: Teacher Training- second folder is a blue folder with printed Sunday School materials, lesson outlines, and worksheets
Folder 13.2: Teacher Training- third folder is a yellow folder with bound typed material for Teacher Training Course #2

Folder 13.3: Teacher Training- fourth folder is a tan folder with bound typed material for class number 14, includes outlines of lessons


Folder 15: Guides, Instruction, and Manuals for Bible School Teachers- series of five folders: first folder is a red folder containing a workbook for teachers titled, “A Guide for Teacher,” compiled by Doylo Maynard, Houston and Broadway Church of Christ

Folder 15.1: Guides, Instruction, and Manuals for Bible School Teachers- second folder is a red folder containing typed collection of lesson outlines titled, “Organized Personal Work,” written by M.F. McKnight

Folder 15.2: Guides, Instruction, and Manuals for Bible School Teachers- third folder(s) contains two copies of printed Bible School Manual, 1955 and 1958

Folder 15.3: Guides, Instruction, and Manuals for Bible School Teachers- fourth folder is a yellow folder titled, Bible School Work at Abilene State School, contains bound typed articles, includes an article written by Lewis

Folder 15.4: Guides, Instruction, and Manuals for Bible School Teachers- the fifth folder is a green folder with a typed study called, “A Study in the Life of Paul,” includes outlines of lessons

Folder 16: Fairground Road, San Angelo, Teachers Banquet- outline of speech/talk titled, “The Challenge of A Great Bible School”

Folder 17: San Antonio Administering the Bible School- collection of typed and handwritten outlines of presentations made daily, hand-written corrections and revisions; copy of printed bulletin for the Tenth Annual Training for Service, 1965 for Churches of Christ in the San Antonio area

Folder 18: Teacher Training Outline- collection of typed outlines for presentations
Folder 19: Methods in Bible Teaching- copy of typed outline titled, “Methods in Bible Teaching, Elementary Grades”

Folder 20: Teacher Training, Lesson V, The Teaching Process- typed copies of the outline for lesson five

Folder 21: Teacher Training Outlines, Extras From Hamlin, 1960- copies of typed hand-out; typed copies of papers and outlines, some written by authors other than Lewis

Folder 22: Teacher Training- copies of typed worksheet; typed outline of Chapter 13 from, “You Teach the Lesson by Using the Best Methods of Pupil Participation”; typed copy of Chapter 14, “You Evaluate”

Folder 23: Lesson Preparation- typed copies of article titled, “Teachers, You Must Prepare!” written by Roy E. Stephens for Firm Foundation

Folder 24: Bible School Teachers- typed copy of article/paper titled, “Bible School Teachers!

Folder 25: Living Christ, Vacation Bible School- typed schedule for Living Christ Series; typed outline for Lessons 2-5


Folder 27: Curriculum, Nursery-Adult- typed hand-out of lesson titles for different age groups with hand-written revisions in the margins; Kindergarten: typed hand-out of lesson titles for different age groups; Primary: typed rough draft of lesson titles for different grades with hand-written revisions in margins; Junior: typed hand-out of lesson titles for 4th-6th grade; Junior High: typed hand-out of lesson themes and verses for Summer, Fall, Winter, and Spring; High School: typed hand-out titled, “Teenage Topics for Christian Youth”; Adult: typed hand-out of suggested curriculum for the Twenties; small pamphlet advertising The Living Word by R.B. Sweet Company, Inc. Publishers, a mature study for adults
Folder 28: Understanding Kindergarten-Junior- typed handouts titled, “Understanding the Kindergarten Pupil: What We Need to Know About Him to Teach Him Most Effectively,” “Understanding Juniors,” and “Understanding the Junior High Pupil--Things the Teacher Should know about them to do the Most Effective Job in Teaching Them”

Folder 29: Materials on Aims typed handouts on the aims of the Junior High Department; typed copy of Paul H. Vieth’s Eight Objectives; aims of the Bible School; typed notes on Christian Education;

Subseries E: Church Work


Folder 2: Gregory the Great- typed transcription of lecture on Gregory I or Gregory the Great


Folder 4: The Christian Teacher- printed copy of two articles from *The Christian Teacher*, Volume 1, Number 4, May, 1953; first article is titled, “Helping Teachers,” by Bill Patterson, second article is titled, “Teachers Need Training,” by Alan Bryan

Folder 5: Church Work- printed financial report for 1954 from the Boles Orphan Home in Quinlan, Texas; Lewis’ hand-written notes on Boys’ and Girls’ club; printed yearbook for
Central Church of Christ in Houston, Texas; printed bulletin from Madison Church of Christ advertising programs for the upcoming year, 1954; printed yearbook for the Broadway Church of Christ in Lubbock, Texas, 1955 Volume 2; typed flier headlined, “Successful Teaching;” typed notice and blank registration card from College Church of Christ; copy of Firm Foundation, Volume 71, Number 39, September 28, 1954; printed report cards for Chronicle Graded Bible Lessons; printed flier and letter from the Tennessee Orphan Home in Spring Hill, Tennessee, August 14, 1954; blank call register; typed outline titled, “Personal Work Class” by J.D. Thomas, along with typed bibliography for the outline; printed pamphlet from the Broadway Church of Christ in Lubbock, Texas; printed newsletter from the Boles Home; another yearbook from the Central Church of Christ, 1954; printed program for the teacher’s meetings, Bill Patterson head of, Preston Road Church of Christ; printed program for the Annual Teacher Training Course at Skillman Avenue Church of Christ, Dallas, Texas; printed pamphlet advertising the Teacher Training Workshops at Preston Road Church of Christ; manilla envelope of empty attendance cards; hand-written notes on how to study and teach the Bible; blank questionnaire titled, “How Honest Are You?”; hand-written lists on back of typed Reading Assignments for Bible 311; typed reading list for Christian Education 312; typed paper or report titled, “The Church at Work”; printed booklet advertising the work of African American youth from Southwestern Christian College; printed bulletin from College Church, Volume 1, Number 2, September 11, 1955; copy of report on German mission work titled, Germany for Christ, Volume 9, Number 3, November, 1955; typed newsletter from Uyo, Nigeria October 1, 1955, titled, “Nigerian Newsletter No. 6”; hand-written notes on Visiting Program; copy of Firm Foundation, Volume 70, Number 6, February 10, 1953; copy of article titled, “The Congregation at Work” by M. Norvel Young pasted to pieces of paper; printed diagram of church leadership and responsibilities; typed outline titled, “Work and Worship of the Church,” for Christian Education 312; hand-written notes on The Church at Work; typed bibliographies; hand-written notes on church related items such as church papers and church bulletins; printed bulletin of College Church of Christ’s financial program for 1955; typed notes on The Work of the Church

Folder 6: Teacher Training and Bible School Folders- series of four folders: first folder is mustard yellow titled, “Teacher Training #2, 1960” typed booklet

Folder 6.1: Teacher Training and Bible School Folders- the second folder is bright yellow with a typed booklet titled, “The Organization and Supervision of the Bible School

Folder 6.2: Teacher Training and Bible School Folders- the third folder is black titled, “Work Program Highland Church of Christ, 1966”

Folder 6.3: Teacher Training and Bible School Folders- the fourth folder is another black folder titled, “Work Program Highland Church of Christ, March 1966”
Folder 7: Provide Better Bible Teaching- typed report presented to the College Church of Christ congregation on March 6, 1955, titled of the report is, “To Provide Better Bible Teaching”

Folder 8: Brookline Church of Christ Membership and VBS News- hand-written lists of members; typed list of membership; typed materials on Brookline Vacation Bible School such as explanations of lessons and a schedule of lessons throughout the week; typed brief history of the Church of Christ in Springfield, Vermont; printed bulletins advertising the church

Folder 9: Report from Cambridge, Mass. Church of Christ- typed report from the Church of Christ Cambridge, Massachusetts; receipt of Lewis’ in manilla envelope from Bulletin of Yale University

Folder 10: Heights Church of Christ Objectives and the “Deacon”- typed program of work and objectives of the Heights Church of Christ on corner of Harvard and 16th

Folder 11: Financial Statements/Membership List Southside Church of Church, Fort Worth, Texas- typed financial statement of monthly receipts and Disbursements for the year of 1940; typed Sunday morning bulletin for Southside Church of Christ January 19, 1941; typed index of membership; postcard invitation for church

Folder 12: Proposed Budget for Big Spring Church of Christ- typed proposed budget for 1941; typed proposed budget for 1940

Folder 13: VBS Roscoe Church of Christ- typed out lesson titled, “How We Worship God”; list of names attending VBS 1948; typed song lyrics; typed list of classes; list of names attending VBS 1949; typed explanation of lesson for VBS 1949; typed letter to parents from Lewis explaining schedule for VBS

Folder 14: Minute Record Book of Central Church of Christ Ardmore, OK- typed minute record of Central Church of Christ

Series IV. Church History

Subseries A. Church History Wednesday Night Lectures

Box 14: IV/A, 1-4.2
Folder 1: Church History Notes- typed table of contents for each volume of notes, Volume I-IV (Library Version)

Folder 1.1: Church History Notes, Volume 1: Apostolic Age-Gregory the Great typed notes on lecture, 1975-1977

Folder 1.2: Church History Notes, Volume II: Christianity in England-The Reformation Lesson 5 typed transcription of notes, 1977-1979

Folder 1.3: Church History Notes, Volume III: The Reformation Lesson 6-The English Reformation Henry VIII typed transcription of notes, 1979-1981

Folder 1.4: Church History Notes, Volume IV: The English Reformation Edward VI- The Last Years of Martin Luther, typed transcription of lecture, 1981-1982

Folder 2: Church History Notes- typed table of contents for each volume of notes, Volume V-VIII (Library Version)

Folder 2.1: Church History Notes, Volume V: The Religious Wars- Heinrich Bullinger typed transcription of lecture, 1982-1983

Folder 2.2: Church History Notes, Volume VI: Martin Bucer-The French Revolution typed transcription and notes of lectures, 1983

Folder 2.3: Church History Notes, Volume VII: New French Religion- Dutch Reformed Church in America typed transcription of lectures, 1983-1984

Folder 2.4: Church History Notes, Volume VIII: The Quakers in America-Jonathan Edwards and the Great Awakening typed transcription of lectures, 1984-1985

Folder 3: Church History Notes- typed table of contents for each volume, Volume IX-XB

Folder 3.1: Church History Notes, Volume IX: The Great Awakening-The Second Great Awakening (first group of lecture notes are not bound) typed transcription of the lectures, 1985-1986

Folder 3.2: Church History Notes, Volume XA and B: Unity Through Restoration- David Purviance typed transcription of the lectures, 1986 (Volume XB is separated between Barton Stone and the Christians in the West and Barton W. Stone, Evangelist of Christian Unity)
Folder 4: Review Sheets, Bible H 381- typed review sheets for different time periods, each has a table of contents (they do not necessarily correspond with the lectures from Church History Notes volumes); topics for each bundle of sheets: The First Century, The Second Century

Folder 4.1: Review Sheets- Third Through the Sixth Century, Highlights of the Fourth Century (does not have a table of contents)

Folder 4.2: Review Sheets- The Fifth Century, and the Sixth Century

Box 15: IV/A,5-IV/B,2

Folder 5: The Apostolic Age- typed table of contents for lectures included in folder, includes date of lecture; folder ranges from “Church History Lesson 1” to “Monks and Missionaries”

Folder 6: The Middle Ages Part 1&2- typed index of lectures on the Middle Ages Part 1 (1977-1978), includes 26 lectures (does not include individual dates for each lecture); folder ranges from “What the Middle Ages Inherited from the Ancient Church” to “The Fourteen Hundreds”/”The Close of the Middle Ages” (includes more lectures than what is outlined in index)

Folder 7: The Reformation- typed index of lectures on the Reformation, includes 37 lectures (does not include dates); folder ranges from “The Reformation” to “The English Reformation Henry VIII #3”

Folder 7.1: The Reformation Continued- typed index of lectures on the Reformation continued (does not include dates), includes 31 lectures; folder ranges from “The English Reformation Edward IV” to “The Huguenots: The Reformation in France No. 4 The Revocation of the Edict of Nantes (1685)"

Folder 7.2: The Aftermath of the Reformation- no index of lectures; folder ranges from “Socinianism” to “The Settlement in England: The Restoration and the Glorious Revolution”

Folder 7.3: The Reformation in France and England- original manuscripts of some of Lewis’ lectures with handwritten revisions and typing corrections; includes mixture of lectures from previous two folders; folder ranges from “James 1” to “Melanchthon”
Folder 8: The Modern Period- typed index of lectures (does not include dates); includes 26 lectures in the index, more lectures are included in the folder; folder ranges from “The Beginnings of the Modern Period of Church History” to “Events and Conditions that made the American Churches Ready for the Great Awakening”

Folder 9: The Great Awakening- no typed index of lectures; dates included on top right-hand corner lecture notes; folder ranges from “The Great Awakening” (January 16, 1985 to “The Growth of the Baptists in the Middle Colonies and in the South” (May 1, 1985)

Folder 10: Methodism- typed index to lectures, The Modern Church, Fall 1985, includes 12 lectures with dates (folder includes more lectures than are listed in the index); folder ranges from “John Wesley and the Rise of Methodism” to “The Quakers”

Folder 11: Second Great Awakening/Barton Stone- typed index of lectures, includes 12 lectures with dates; folder ranges from “The Evangelical Revival in Great Britain, January 22, 1986” to “David Purviance, April 30, 1986”

Folder 12: Church History Manuscripts- original manuscripts of Lewis’ lectures taken from entire span of church history (early centuries, Reformation, and shattering of Protestantism), manuscripts include handwritten revisions and typing corrections; manuscripts are not in chronological order

**SubSeries B: Church History Handouts, Assigned Readings, and Bibliographies**

Folder 1: Assignments and Suggested Reading Lists- typed handouts including topics of interests, bibliographies, highlights, assignments (exercises taken from different books), and suggested reading for early church history periods

Folder 2: Church History Handouts- typed handouts including topics of interests, highlights of early centuries, comprehensive bibliography on church history, smaller bibliographies, assignments (exercises taken from different books), outside reading for Eusebius, and assigned reading lists for early church history periods

Folder 3: Index of Lectures- typed indexes of lectures in the different volumes of Church History lectures

**Box 16: IV/C,1-21**

**SubSeries C: Original Church History Manuscripts of UCC Lectures**
Folder 1: MA University Church 1977-78 Original Copies- typed handouts including topics of interests for the fifth-sixth century, highlights of the first four centuries, and some miscellaneous lecture manuscripts

Folder 2: Original Church History Lectures, The Middle Ages- typed original manuscripts of lectures with handwritten revisions and corrections; includes some lectures on the Middle Ages

Folder 3: Original Church History Lectures, The Renaissance- typed original manuscripts of lectures with handwritten revisions and corrections

Folder 4: Original Church History Lectures, The Reformation- typed original manuscripts of lectures with handwritten revisions and corrections

Folder 5: Original Church History Lectures, The English Reformation- typed original manuscripts of lectures with handwritten revisions and corrections; includes some lectures on the English Reformation

Folder 6: Original Church History Lectures, The Anabaptists-The Reformation- typed original manuscripts of lectures with handwritten revisions and corrections; includes lectures on the Anabaptists, Zwingli, and the Reformation

Folder 7: Original Church History Lectures, The Scottish Reformation- original manuscripts of church history lectures with handwritten revisions and corrections; includes the lectures on the Scottish Reformation

Folder 8: Original Church History Lectures, The Counter Reformation- original manuscripts of church history lectures with handwritten revisions and corrections; includes the lectures on the Counter Reformation

Folder 9: Church History Original Modern Lectures (1984)- typed index of lectures for the Modern Period; lectures range from “Church Beginnings in America #7-An Overview of the Denominational Makeup of the Thirteen Colonies” to “Church Beginnings in America #15- The German Reformed Church

Folder 10: Church History Original Modern Lectures (1984)- original manuscripts of of lectures with typing corrections and handwritten revisions; lectures range from “Church Beginnings in America #16- The Presbyterians” to “Events and Conditions that made the American Churches Ready for the Great Awakening”
Folder 11: Church History Original Modern Lectures (1985)- typed index of the Modern Period, folder does not include all lectures on the index; original manuscripts and notes on George Fox and the Quakers and Deism

Folder 12: Original Church History Lectures, Deism-Germany After the Wars of Religion- original manuscripts of lectures with handwritten corrections and revisions

Folder 13: Original Church History Lectures, Pietism-The Baptists- original manuscripts of lectures with handwritten corrections and revisions

Folder 14: Church History Original Modern Lectures (1985)- original manuscripts and notes on lectures ranging from the French Revolution to Pietism and the Reformed Church

Folder 15: Church History Original Modern Lectures (1985)- typed index of the modern church; original manuscripts of lectures on Methodism

Folder 16: Church History Original Modern Lectures (1985)- typed index of lectures of the Great Awakening and the Baptists; includes original manuscripts of lectures with typing corrections and handwritten revisions

Folder 17: Church History Original Modern Lectures (1985)- original manuscripts of lectures of American churches with typing corrections and handwritten revisions

Folder 17.1: Church History Modern Lectures (1985) continued- original manuscripts of lectures on the Baptists with typing corrections and handwritten revisions

Folder 18: Church History Original Modern Lectures (1985)- original manuscripts of more lectures on the Baptists and notes

Folder 19: Church History Original Lectures (Spring 1986)- typed index of lectures on the Second Great Awakening; original manuscripts with typing corrections and handwritten revisions

Folder 20: Church History Original Lectures (Spring 1986)- original manuscripts of lectures on Presbyterians with typing corrections and handwritten revisions

Folder 21: Church History Reformation, Calvin- typed manuscripts of lectures on Calvin with original copies of notes

Series V: Class Materials (1959-1985)
Subseries A: Bible Classes

Box 17: V/A, 1-35

Folder 1: Acts-Revelations (Bible 1402)- typed final examination keys with handwritten answers (1982-1985)

Folder 2: Acts-Revelations (Bible 105)- typed reading list on Paul; typed syllabi for Bible 105; typed bibliographies for Bible 1402; typed worksheets on the Great Commission with handwritten answers; typed outlines of lectures (1979-1983); typed outlines of lessons on Acts and Luke; handwritten and typed outlines of lectures on Acts, Luke, Paul, Thessalonians, I Corinthians, Galatians, Romans, Timothy; outlines of lesson by Leonard Allen from University Church on the Salvation in the Teaching of Paul, one has handwritten notes by Lewis; typed outlines on James, letters of Peter and John, and Revelation; copy of book pages on Revelation; typed introductions with handwritten notes in the margins; birthday card signed by students and faculty for Lewis; handwritten letter from a student’s mom asking “Is Jesus equal to God”

Folder 3: Acts-Revelations (Bible 1302) Syllabus- typed syllabi for Bible 1302; typed bibliographies on Acts and other subjects; Great Commission worksheets (blank); typed map of Paul’s journey; typed reading lists of Paul; typed outlines of the book of Romans

Folder 4: Acts-Revelations (Bible 1302) Lectures- copied pages of journal article titled, “What Do We Mean by Jabneh?” by Lewis as “Jack P.”; typed outlines of lectures on Acts-Revelations; typed schedule for the class; newspaper articles pasted onto paper from The Abilene Reporter-News; May 2, 1981, titled, “Apostle Paul ‘Saved’ by Habeas Corpus”; handwritten note from Donnie Rose to Lewis asking him to answer a question next time in class, question is included


Folder 6: Acts-Revelations (Bible 1302) Tests- typed test and final examination keys for Bible 2321

Folder 7: Acts-Revelations (Bible 1302) Exams- handwritten schedules for Bible 1302; typed class registration list with handwritten revisions; typed tests and examinations on Acts (1973-1985)

Folder 8: Acts-Revelations (Bible 1302) Final Exam- typed keys for tests and examinations with handwritten answers

Folder 9: Acts-Revelations (Bible 1302) Seating Charts- handwritten seating charts written on the file folder; handwritten class registration

Folder 9.1: Acts-Revelations (Bible 1302) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; typed class registration; handwritten list of class registration; handwritten seating charts on paper;

Folder 9.2: Acts-Revelations Seating Charts continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; handwritten class registration; typed class registration

Folder 10: Acts-Revelations (Bible 2321) Exams- handwritten class registrations; typed class registrations with handwritten revisions; handwritten schedules; typed tests and examinations (1967-1975)

Folder 11: Acts-Revelations (Bible 2321) Seating Charts- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 11.1: Acts-Revelations (Bible 2321) Seating Charts continued-handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 11.2: Acts-Revelations (Bible 2321) Seating Charts continued-handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 12: Bible Class 2302 Prophets and Wisdom Literature- typed syllabi; printed charts and graphs of kings and prophets; typed list of requirements; typed outlines of Prophetic Literature of the Old Testament; typed notes and outlines on the Prophets; handwritten outlines
on the Prophets; typed and handwritten notes and outlines on Zephaniah, Jeremiah, Lamentations, Ezekiel, Daniel, Habakkuk, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi

Folder 13: Bible History Class Bibliographies- typed bibliographies and outlines for Bible History 381 with handwritten revisions

Folder 14: Bible History 4381- typed outline of the Third Century for Bible History 4381

Folder 15: Bible Tests (Miscellaneous)- typed tests and worksheets on Old and New Testament books

Folder 16: Church and State (Bible 4063) Student Outlines- typed student outlines of works, events, and people of early Church History

Folder 16.1: Church and State (Bible 4063) Student Outlines continued- graded handwritten papers; typed final exams (papers, essays); typed outlines of oral reports

Folder 17: Church History Bibliography- typed reading lists and bibliographies for Church History, the early church, middle ages, and modern period

Folder 18: Church History, Time Charts- typed timeline of events from the 600s to the fifteen hundreds

Folder 19: Church History (Bible H381) 1st-6th Century Lecture Notes- typed and handwritten outlines of events and people from early church history

Folder 19.1: Church History (Bible H381) 1st-6th Century Lecture Notes- typed highlights of every century, 1st-6th; typed syllabi; typed reading lists; typed class schedule for Bible H3381; typed pages of assignments for each century; typed notes and outlines of events and people from the 2nd century (original with handwritten revisions and notes)

Folder 20: Church History (Bible H381) Exams- printed chart of handwritten seating chart; typed class list; typed blank exam forms

Folder 20.1: Church History (Bible H381) Exams Continued- typed blank exam forms
Folder 21: Church History (Bible H382) Modern Continued- handwritten class schedule; typed outlines of lectures; typed recommended reading lists; typed class schedules; typed timelines with list of events; handwritten lecture outlines

Folder 22: Church History (Bible H381) Exams Continued- typed blank exam forms; handwritten class schedule; printed chart with handwritten seating chart; typed class register

Folder 23: Genesis-Esther (Bible H381) Exams Continued- typed blank exam form; handwritten lists of grades

Folder 24: Church History (Bible H382) Modern Church Tests- handwritten lists of grades; typed blank exam forms

Folder 25: Church History (Bible H381) Bibliography and Exams- handwritten class registration; divider; typed highlights of the first six centuries of church history; divider; typed class schedules, handwritten class schedule; divider; typed bibliographies; typed blank worksheets and exam forms; divider; typed blank exam forms

Folder 26: Church History (Bible H382) Reading Lists- typed class schedules; typed reading lists; printed chronologies of medieval and modern philosophies; typed blank exam forms; divider; includes original reading lists with handwritten revisions; typed bibliographies; typed outlines of lectures

Folder 27: Church History (Bible H382)- multiple newspaper articles and clippings posted onto paper, each article is detailing news on different American denominations, most articles are pulled from the 1980s

Folder 28: Church History (Bible H381) Bibliography and Exams Continued- typed blank exam forms; handwritten and typed class schedules; typed class bibliographies; typed and handwritten class registers; printed charts with a handwritten seating chart

Folder 29: Church History (Bible H381) Final Exam- typed blank final exam forms; handwritten lists of grades

Folder 30: Church History (Bible H381) Bibliography and Syllabus- original typed bibliographies with handwritten revisions and additions; typed syllabi; typed reading list; typed highlights of the first six centuries; typed blank exam forms; typed periods of the Old Testament

Folder 31: Bible History Syllabus- typed syllabi; typed class schedules
Folder 32: Church History (Bible H382) 590-1453 A.D.- typed syllabi on the Middle Ages; typed notes on lectures of notable people and events of Church History; original manuscripts of Church History lectures

Folder 33: Church History (Bible H382) Middle Ages Syllabus- typed class schedules on the Middle Ages; typed Reading lists

Folder 34: Church History (Bible H382) Middle Ages- typed syllabi on the Middle Ages; typed notes and manuscripts on notable people and events of the Middle Ages; original lecture manuscripts and outlines with handwritten revisions and notes; handwritten outlines of lectures; original and copies of the Wednesday Night Lectures from UCC of the Middle Ages

Folder 35: Church History (Bible H382) Middle Ages Continued- typed copies of lecture manuscripts from the Wednesday Night Class at UCC; typed outlines and notes of lectures on notable people and events of the Middle Ages; printed movie advertisements from Gateway Films titled, John Hus and The Cross and the Switchblade

Box 18: V/A,36-46

Folder 36: Church History (Bible H382) Modern- typed class schedules; typed list of review topics; typed universal prayer; typed notes and outlines of notable people and events of modern church history

Folder 37: Church History (Bible H382) Reading List Continued- typed class schedules on the Modern Church; typed reading lists for Modern Church History; typed class schedules on the Reformation; original reading lists with handwritten revisions and notes;

Folder 38: Church History (Bible H382) Exams- typed blank exam forms and worksheets

Folder 39: Church History (Bible H382) Final Exams- typed blank final examination forms; lists of handwritten grades; handwritten keys

Folder 40: Church History (Bible H382) Bibliography and Exams- typed bibliographies; typed reading lists; handwritten class schedules; typed outlines and notes on the Middle Ages; typed blank exam forms; typed timelines with events

Folder 40.1: Church History (Bible 382) Bibliography and Exams Continued- typed class schedules; typed reading lists; typed blank exam forms
Folder 41: Church History (Bible H398) Exams- typed blank final examinations; handwritten list of grades (1958-1962)

Folder 42: Church History (Bible H3381) 1st Century- typed and handwritten outlines of lectures; typed blank exam forms

Folder 42.1: Church History (Bible H3381) 1st Century Continued- typed syllabi; typed reading lists; typed bibliographies; typed and handwritten outlines and notes of notable people and events of the 1st Century, with handwritten revisions and additions; printed Church History guide

Folder 42.2: Church History (Bible H3381) 1st Century Continued- typed table of contents for 1st century lectures; typed highlights of the first six centuries; typed bibliographies; original reading lists with handwritten revisions and additions; typed outlines of lectures; typed outline of scattered bits of history from the New Testament

Folder 42.3: Church History (Bible H3381) 1st Century Continued- reading lists for the canon of the New Testament and the history of the English Bible

Folder 43: Church History (Bible H3381) 2nd and 3rd Centuries- typed reading lists; typed highlights of the first six centuries; original typed and handwritten outlines and notes on notable people and events from the 2nd and 3rd centuries with handwritten revisions and additions

Folder 43.1: Church History (Bible H3381) 2nd and 3rd Centuries Continued- original typed and handwritten outlines and notes of notable people and events of the 2nd and 3rd centuries with handwritten revisions and additions;

Folder 43.2: Church History (Bible H3381) 2nd Century Continued- typed syllabi; typed class schedules; typed reading lists; typed highlights of the fifth century; typed highlights of the first six centuries

Folder 43.3: Church History (Bible H3381) 2nd Century Continued- original typed outlines of lectures and notes with handwritten revisions and additions; package of “Mustache Hairs of Polycarp”

Folder 43.4: Church History (Bible H3381) 2nd Century Continued- typed syllabi; typed highlights of the first six centuries; typed reading lists
Folder 43.5: Church History 2nd Century Continued- original typed and handwritten outlines of lectures

Folder 43.6: Church History (Bible H3381) 2nd Century- typed lists of topics from the 2nd century; typed highlights of the 2nd Century; typed reading lists; typed outlines and notes for lectures

Folder 43.7: Church History (Bible H3381) 2nd Century Continued- typed class schedules; original outlines of lectures with handwritten revisions and additions; typed reading lists

Folder 44: Church History (Bible H3381) 3rd Century- typed syllabi; original lecture outlines of Church Patriarchs with handwritten revisions

Folder 44.1: Church History (Bible H3381) 3rd Century Continued- handwritten and typed class register; typed syllabi; typed class schedule; original typed outlines of lectures; newspaper clippings on Gnosticism

Folder 44.2: Church History (Bible H3381) 3rd Century Continued- typed topics of the 3rd Century; typed highlights of the 3rd Century; typed manuscripts of lectures; typed reading lists

Folder 45: Church History (Bible H3381) First Three Centuries- typed blank exam forms; handwritten keys to tests; handwritten lists of grades

Folder 46: Church History (Bible H3381) 4th-6th Century- typed syllabi; typed manuscripts and outlines of lectures

**Box 19: V/A.47-71.2**

Folder 47: Church History (Bible H3381) 4th Century- type manuscripts of lectures on the 4th century

Folder 47.1: Church History (Bible H3381) 4th Century Continued- typed syllabi; typed class schedule; typed bibliography; typed topics of the 4th-6th century; original typed notes on topics; typed and handwritten outlines of lectures; typed manuscripts of lectures; typed timeline of religious practices and symbols

Folder 47.2: Church History (Bible H3381) 4th Century- handwritten answers in keys to exams and tests; blank typed exam form; handwritten list of grades
Folder 48: Church History (Bible H3381) 5th Century- handwritten answers to keys of typed tests and exams; typed blank form of exam

Folder 48.1: Church History (Bible H3381) 5th Century- typed lists of topics; original typed manuscripts of lectures with corrections

Folder 49: Church History (Bible H3381) 6th Century- typed list of topics and bibliographies; typed timelines of 6th century events; original typed manuscripts of lectures with revisions

Folder 50: Church History (Bible H3381) Highlights from 1st-6th Centuries- typed highlights of the first six centuries; typed outline of lectures

Folder 51: Church History (Bible H3381) 600-1400 B.C.- typed outline of events from the six hundreds, seven hundreds, the eight hundreds, the nine hundreds, the ten hundreds, the eleven hundreds, the twelve hundreds, the thirteen hundreds, the fourteen hundreds, and the fifteen hundreds; typed class schedule

Folder 52: Church History (Bible H3381) Teacher’s File- original typed class schedules with handwritten revisions and corrections; typed highlights of the first six centuries; typed outlines of lectures; typed lists of century topics; hand drawn charts with handwritten seating charts; handwritten class registers; typed blank exam and test forms

Folder 53: Church History (Bible H3381) Final Exams- typed blank exam and test forms; typed class registers; handwritten class register

Folder 53.1: Church History (Bible H3381) Final Exams Continued- typed blank forms of tests and exams; handwritten lists of grades; handwritten answers in test and exam keys

Folder 53.2: Church History (Bible H3381) Final Exams Continued- typed class register; typed blank test and exam forms (1970-1969); hand drawn charts with handwritten seating charts; handwritten class register

Folder 54: Church History (Bible H3381) Exams- typed blank forms of tests and exams (1983-1985)

Folder 54.1: Church History (Bible H3381) Exams Continued- blank forms of tests and exams (1976-1981)
Folder 54.2: Church History (Bible H3381) Exams Continued- blank test and exam forms; handwritten answers in test keys

Folder 55: Church History (Bible 3381) 3rd Century Exam- blank typed test and exam forms; handwritten answers to test keys (1969-1982)

Folder 56: Church History (Bible H3381) Seating Charts- handwritten seating chart on the file folder

Folder 56.1: Church History (Bible H3381) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 56.2: Church History (Bible H3381) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder (Fall 1977); another handwritten seating chart on separate sheet of paper

Folder 56.3: Church History (Bible H3381) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written in file folder; another handwritten seating chart on separate sheet of paper

Folder 56.4: Church History (Bible H3381) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; handwritten class register; another handwritten seating chart on a separate sheet of paper; typed class register

Folder 56.5: Church History (Bible H3381) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on file folder

Folder 56.6: Church History (Bible H3381) Seating Charts- handwritten seating charts written on the file folder

Folder 56.7: Church History (Bible H3381) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating charts on printed graph paper; handwritten class register; handwritten class schedule; typed class schedules (1967-1975); typed syllabi

Folder 57: Church History (Bible H3381) Tests Continued- handwritten lists of grades; handwritten answers to test keys; blank test and exam forms

Folder 58: Church History (Bible H3381) 1st Two Centuries Test- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten lists of grades; handwritten answers to test keys (1959-1973)
Folder 59: Church History (Bible H3381) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; another handwritten seating charts on sheets of paper; handwritten class register

Folder 60: Church History (Bible H3381) Syllabus and Bibliography- typed class schedules; typed bibliographies; typed syllabi

Folder 61: Church History (Bible H3381) Syllabus- typed syllabi; typed class schedules; typed reading lists

Folder 62: Church History (Bible H3381) Bibliography- handwritten seating charts on sheets of paper; handwritten class register; typed bibliographies; typed class schedules; typed blank test and exam forms

Folder 63: Church History (Bible H3381) Miscellaneous- handwritten class registers; typed class schedules; typed reading lists; blank typed test and exam forms; typed bibliography; handwritten lists of grades

Folder 63.1: Church History (Bible H3381) Miscellaneous- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten answers to test keys; handwritten list of grades

Folder 64: Church History (Bible H3381) English Reformation- typed schedule on the Reformation; handwritten class schedule on the Middle Ages; handwritten class register; typed class register; typed reading lists; typed notes on different topics; typed manuscripts of lectures;

Folder 64.1: Church History (Bible H3381) English Reformation Continued- handwritten chart on English churches; newspaper clipping from *The Abilene Reporter News*, Friday April 26, 1985, article concerns King James I stance on tobacco, pasted onto piece of paper; another newspaper clipping titled, “Pope Asked to Review Condemnation of Luther”

Folder 65: Church History (Bible H3381) Syllabus- typed syllabi

Folder 66: Church History (Bible H3382) Early Middle Ages- typed syllabi; typed highlights of the first six centuries; typed timeline of events; typed outlines of lectures; typed reading lists; typed manuscripts of lectures; handwritten manuscripts lectures; newspaper clipping pasted on sheet of paper, article is titled, “Worldwide Council Summoned by Pope” January 26, 1959
Folder 67: Church History (Bible H3382) 8th-10th Century-typed syllabi; typed highlights of the first six centuries; typed outlines of lecture topics;

Folder 68: Church History (Bible H3382) 8th-11th Century- typed syllabi; typed notes and outlines of lecture topics; typed manuscripts of lectures; typed class schedule; typed outline of events from the six hundreds to the fourteen hundreds

Folder 69: Church History (Bible H3382) Later Middle Ages- typed syllabi; typed blank test and exam forms; typed outlines and notes on lecture topics; typed manuscripts of lectures; magazine clipping pasted onto piece of paper concerning monks of the Trappist order; handwritten notes; printed chronological chart showing the transmission of New Testament writings

Folder 69.1: Church History (Bible H3382) Later Middle Ages Continued- typed outlines of lectures; typed manuscripts of lectures; typed timeline of events

Folder 70: Church History (Bible H3382) Renaissance- typed syllabi; typed notes of lecture topics; typed manuscripts of lectures

Folder 71: Church History (Bible H3382) Reformation Continued- typed class schedules; handwritten class schedules; typed reading lists; typed bibliographies; typed outlines and notes on lecture topics; typed timeline of events

Folder 71.1: Church History (Bible H3382) Reformation Continued- typed outlines of lecture topics; printed advertisement for Martin Luther film; pamphlet titled, “Correspondence” by Julius Pflug; handwritten notes

Folder 71.2: Church History (Bible H3382) Reformation Continued- typed class schedules; typed outline and notes on lecture topics; typed manuscripts of lectures; handwritten class schedules; handwritten manuscripts of lectures; typed copy of paper titled, “The Legacy of Dr. Balthasar Hubmaier, Anabaptist Theologian and Martyr” by W.R. Estep; newspaper clipping pasted onto piece of paper titled, “Shunned Mennonite Gives Up Struggle”

Box 20: V/A,72-90

Folder 72: Church History (Bible H3382) Reformation-Anabaptists, Calvin- typed manuscripts of lectures; typed and handwritten outlines of lecture topics; handwritten notes written notes on the back of a class syllabus
Folder 73: Church History (Bible H3382) Scottish and Roman Revival - newspaper clipping pasted onto a sheet of paper, titled, “Stringfellow Right About Prophecy”; typed manuscripts of lectures; typed notes on lecture topics

Folder 73.1: Church History (Bible H3382) Scottish and Roman Revival Continued- typed and handwritten notes and outlines of lecture topics; typed bibliography

Folder 74: Church History (Bible H3382) Later Reformation- typed notes and outlines of lecture topics; typed manuscripts of lectures with handwritten notes

Folder 75: Church History (Bible H3382) Modern, 17th-19th Century - handwritten class schedules; handwritten bibliographies; printed flier for two classes, HIST 400 and Bible 400; typed class schedules on the Modern Church; typed list of review topics; typed reading lists; typed outlines and notes on lecture topics; copy of typed paper titled, “The Saint’s Everlasting Rest” by Richard Baxter; typed manuscripts of lectures

Folder 76: Church History (Bible H3382) Modern 18th-20th Century- typed outlines and notes on lecture topics; copy of typed paper titled, “A Distinctive German-American Credo: The United Brethren Confession of Faith” by Steven O’Malley; handwritten bibliography of Alexander Campbell’s works; typed syllabus and bibliography for the History of the Restoration Movement; multiple newspaper clippings pasted on separate sheets of paper, article topics ranging from church mergers to Amish; typed list of Preachers for biographies in Bible 64G3; typed manuscript of lecture on Thomas Campbell and the Disciples of Christ; typed timeline of the Ecumenical Movement; handwritten notes on Unitarians

Folder 76.1: Church History (Bible H3382) Modern 18th-20th Century- typed class schedules; typed index of lectures on the Modern Church; typed manuscripts of lectures; handwritten bibliographies; typed list of review topics

Folder 76.2: Church History (Bible H3382) Modern 18th-20th Century Continued- typed class schedules; typed list of review topics; typed index of lectures

Folder 77: Church History (Bible H3382) Master Copies, Middle Ages- typed outlines of lectures; typed manuscripts of lectures

Folder 77.1: Church History (Bible H3382) Master Copies, Middle Ages Continued- typed syllabus on the middle ages; typed syllabus for Medieval and Reformation Church History by Dr. Everett Ferguson; typed bibliography; typed timelines of the six hundreds to the eleven hundreds
Folder 78: Church History (Bible H3382) Master Copies, Reformation- typed class schedules; typed reading lists; typed manuscripts of lectures on the Reformation; typed list of English translations of the Bible used during the Reformation

Folder 79: Church History (Bible H3382) Reading Lists- typed reading lists, they range from general, middle ages, Renaissance, to the Modern Church

Folder 79.1: Church History (Bible H3382) Reading Lists Continued- typed blank test and exam forms (1976-1981)

Folder 80: Church History (Bible H3382) Middle Ages Tests, 59-69- handwritten lists of grades; blank test and exam forms; handwritten answer keys (1970-1979)

Folder 80.1: Church History (Bible H3382) Middle Ages Tests, 70-79- handwritten lists of grades; handwritten answer keys

Folder 80.2: Church History (Bible H3382) Middle Ages Tests 80, Continued-handwritten answer keys; blank test and exam forms; handwritten lists of grades (1980-1985)

Folder 81: Church History (Bible H3382) Reformation Tests- blank test and exam forms; handwritten lists of grades; handwritten answer keys (1959-1985)

Folder 82: Church History (Bible H3382) Middle Ages Exams- blank test and exam forms (1974-1975)

Folder 82.1: Church History (Bible H3382) Middle Ages Exams Continued-blank test and exam forms; handwritten seating charts on printed graph paper; typed class registers; typed class syllabus; typed class schedules; handwritten class register; handwritten outline of lectures (1983-1984)

Folder 83: Church History (Bible H3382) Reformation Exams- typed blank test and exam forms (1970-1978)

Folder 84: Church History (Bible H3382) Modern Final Exam- blank test and exam forms (1970-1984); handwritten class schedule; handwritten seating chart on printed graph paper

Folder 85: Church History (Bible H3382) Exams- typed class schedules; typed timelines from the six hundreds to the fourteen hundreds; handwritten class register; typed class register; divider; typed blank test and exam forms (1980-1983)
Folder 86: Church History (Bible H3382) Seating Charts- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; handwritten seating charts written on printed graph paper; typed syllabus; typed class schedules; typed lists of review topics; typed class register; handwritten class register

Folder 86.1: Church History (Bible H3382) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; handwritten class register

Folder 86.2: Church History (Bible H3382) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating charts written on the file folder; handwritten seating charts written on printed graph paper; typed class register; handwritten class register; typed class schedules

Folder 86.3: Church History (Bible H3382) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 86.4: Church History (Bible H3382) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 86.5: Church History (Bible H3382) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; another handwritten seating chart on printed graph paper

Folder 86.6: Church History (Bible H3382) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 86.7: Church History (Bible H3382) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; handwritten and typed class register; handwritten seating charts on printed graph paper

Folder 86.8: Church History (Bible H3382) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; handwritten and typed class register

Folder 87: Church History (Bible H3382) Syllabus- typed syllabi; typed class schedules; typed reading lists (1968-1980)

Folder 88: Church History (Bible H3382) Time Charts- typed timelines listing events from the seven hundreds to the fifteen hundreds

Folder 89: Class Schedules- typed class schedules Bible H3381 (1975)
Folder 90: Conquest and Judges (Bible 2301)- typed outlines; handwritten answer keys; blank typed test and exam forms (1962-1985)

Box 21: V/A, 91-121

Folder 91: Genesis-Esther (Bible 371)- handwritten quizzes; handwritten lists of grades; handwritten and typed outlines of lectures; typed outlines of the characteristics of the Patriarchal Age; typed outline; type outlines of An Introduction to the Study of Old Covenant History; handwritten seating charts

Folder 92: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Syllabus- typed class schedule; typed reading list; timeline of periods of Old Testament History; printed plan of the Tabernacle; printed table of Israel’s Offerings and Feasts

Folder 93: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Introduction to Genesis- typed class schedule; typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten outlines of lectures

Folder 93.1: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Introduction and Genesis Continued- typed syllabi; typed notes on lecture topics; handwritten outlines of lectures

Folder 93.2: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Genesis- typed outlines and notes on lecture topics; handwritten notes; newspaper comic pasted onto a sheet of paper; newspaper clippings pasted onto sheets of paper; copy of newspaper comic; copy of article titled, “The Ark that Noah Built” by Hailey Litton; printed charts of Israel’s Offerings and Feasts

Folder 93.3: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Genesis Continued- typed syllabi; handwritten class schedule; printed chart of ancient oil lamps; copy of article titled, “What Do We Mean By Jabneh” by Lewis as Jack P. Lewis; typed Old Testament Bibliography; copies of typed outlines by Dr. F. Furman Kearley; copy of article titled, “The Significance of the Genesis Flood”; copy of article titled, “Isaac, Abraham’s Heir: Perseverance in a Good Program”

Folder 94: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Exodus-Deuteronomy- typed outline of lecture topics; typed manuscripts of lectures; typed syllabi; typed class schedules; typed outline of Egyptian History; handwritten outlines; printed blueprint of the Tabernacle; printed chart of Israel’s Offerings and Feasts; published article titled, “The Feast of Israel”
Folder 95: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Joshua-Esther- typed syllabi; typed and handwritten outlines and notes on lecture topics; published advertisement for a 5-part series of filmstrips and cassettes on the Lands of the Bible; typed list of grades; copy of printed chart of Israel’s Offerings and Feasts; newspaper comic pasted onto sheet of paper; copy of article titled, “The Missing Day in Time” March 5, 1970; handwritten class schedules; printed charts on the Divided Kingdom

Folder 96: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Genesis Tests- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten answer keys; handwritten lists of grades

Folder 97: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Deuteronomy Test- handwritten answer keys

Folder 98: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Judges Test- handwritten answer key (1981)

Folder 99: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) United Kingdom Test- typed blank test; handwritten answer keys (1976-1979)

Folder 100: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Ezra-Song of Solomon Test- blank typed test form (1962)

Folder 101: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Exams- typed class register; handwritten class register; blank test and exam forms (1976-1983)

Folder 102: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Final Exam- typed blank test and exam forms (1983-1985); typed class register

Folder 103: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Seating Charts- handwritten seating chart written in the file folder

Folder 103.1: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 103.2: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 103.3: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 103.4: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder
Folder 103.5: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 103.6: Genesis-Esther (Bible 2301) Seating Charts Continued-Seating Charts Continued (missing)- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; handwritten class register; handwritten seating chart written on graph paper; typed class register

Folder 104: Greek 311-312- blank test and quiz forms for Greek 312.1, 1952; handwritten Greek notes; handwritten outlines of lessons; blank test forms for Greek 311.1, 1950; blank vocabulary tests; blank final examination forms for Greek 311.1, 1951; typed lists of assignments; typed instructions on accents; handwritten answer keys; typed syllabus for Greek 311

Folder 105: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Syllabus- typed syllabi

Folder 106: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Job- typed outline of the Book of Job; auditor permit

Folder 106.1: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Job Continued- typed outline of the Book of Job; typed blank test and exam form; answer keys

Folder 107: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Job-Ecclesiastes- handwritten class schedule; typed outlines on the book of Psalms; copy of published article titled, “What Do We Mean By Jabneh” by Lewis as Jack P. Lewis; typed outlines and notes on lecture topics; typed outlines on the book of Job; handwritten notes on Psalms; handwritten and typed outlines on Proverbs

Folder 108: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Ecclesiastes-Song of Solomon- typed notes on lecture topics; handwritten note pasted onto piece of paper by Deborah Tobey, “What is a Friend?”; divider; handwritten notes; blank sheets piece of paper; copy of article titled, “The Bible Reveals! ‘The Destiny of the United States’ and ‘What Lie’s Ahead for Us!’” by Reverend Don Greenway; copies of printed charts on the kings of Israel

Folder 109: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Prophets- typed outlines of the Prophets; typed bibliographies; typed manuscripts of lectures on the Prophets; typed charts of the Prophets; copies of printed charts of Israel’s kings; handwritten notes; handwritten poem by Deborah Tobey; typed syllabi; type timeline; typed correspondence to Lewis from Great Lakes Christian College
Folder 110: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Test, Proverbs-Song of Solomon- handwritten answer keys

Folder 111: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Test, 6th Century Prophets- handwritten test answer keys

Folder 112: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Test, 8th Century Prophets- handwritten test answer keys

Folder 113: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Exams- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten test answer keys; handwritten seating charts written on graph paper; handwritten and typed class register (1977-1982)

Folder 113.1: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Exams- handwritten test answer keys; handwritten lists of grades

Folder 114: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Final Exam- blank test and exam forms (1970-1974)

Folder 115: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Seating Charts- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 115.1: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 115.2: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Seating Charts Continued (missing)- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; handwritten class register

Folder 115.3: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; handwritten and typed class register

Folder 115.4: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; handwritten seating charts written on graph paper; typed and handwritten class register

Folder 115.5: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 115.6: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating charts written on the file folder
Folder 115.7: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating charts written on the file folder

Folder 115.8: Job-Malachi (Bible 2302) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating charts written on the file folder

Folder 116: John (Bible 1312)- typed and handwritten outlines of lectures; typed and handwritten notes on lecture topics

Folder 117: Life and Teachings (Bible 1301) Lecture Notes- newspaper comic pasted onto paper; printed advertisement for a 5-part series of filmstrips and cassettes on the Lands of the Bible; typed notes on lecture topics; typed bibliographies; handwritten outlines; bulletin addressed to LeMoine Lewis from Compassion Hospital/Clinic Ministry; article from Bering Today pasted onto piece of paper titled, “Arguing Against Christmas”

Folder 117.1: Life and Teachings (Bible 1301) Lecture Notes Continued- typed and handwritten outlines of lecture topics; newspaper clipping pasted onto piece of paper titled, “Crusader Convinces Editors of Error in Biblical Reference”; typed manuscripts of lectures; typed syllabus; blank referral forms; typed memorandum; typed class register

Folder 118: Life and Teachings (Bible 101) Lecture Notes- handwritten class register; typed outlines of lectures; newsletter editorial pasted onto piece of paper by Ray Osborne 1985; typed poems written by various authors; editorial from Bering Today; article titled, “On Religion”; handwritten copy of sonnet by John Donne from Darla Dunn, 1984; Christmas cards pasted onto paper; pamphlet titled, “The Word Became Flesh”; copy of paper titled, “The Picture” by Kenny Boles; printed sheet music; printed sheet music pasted onto paper; article from Bering Today pasted onto paper titled, “Where is the Cross?”; article titled, “Words from the Cross” by John Gipson; charts on Old Testament passages; multiple copies of an article series titled, “Coins of the Bible”; article titled, “A Large Group of Worshipers Believes Christ Has Returned”

Folder 119: Life and Teachings (Bible 101) Personality- handwritten essays written by students about their family genealogies

Folder 120: Life and Teachings (Bible 101) Tests- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten class schedule; handwritten seating charts written on graph paper; typed class register
Folder 120.1: Life and Teachings (Bible 101) Tests Continued- blank test and exam forms; class register; handwritten seating charts written on graph paper

Folder 121: Life and Teachings (Bible 101) Seating Charts- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; typed class register; handwritten class register

**Box 22: V/A, 122-145**

Folder 122: Major Prophets (Bible 2322) Exams- handwritten class register; typed blank test and exam forms; (1967-1972)

Folder 122.1: Major Prophets (Bible 2322) Exams Continued- blank typed test and exam forms; handwritten class register; typed class register

Folder 123: Major Prophets (Bible 2322) Final Exam- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten test answer keys (1967-1970)

Folder 124: Major Prophets (Bible 2322) Test- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten test answer keys (1967-1972)

Folder 125: Major Prophets (Bible 2322) Poetry Tests- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten test answer keys

Folder 126: Major Prophets (Bible 2322) Seating Charts- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 126.1: Major Prophets (Bible 2322) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 126.2: Major Prophets (Bible 2322) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 127: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Syllabus- typed syllabi; typed class schedules; typed outlines of class lectures

Folder 128: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Matthew- typed bibliography; typed class schedules; typed first-draft of class syllabus; typed reading lists; handwritten class schedules; copy of article titled, “What Do We Mean By Jabneh?” by Lewis under the name Jack P. Lewis; typed notes on lecture topics; typed manuscripts of lectures; handwritten notes on lecture topics
Folder 128.1: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Matthew Continued- typed outlines of the book of Matthew; typed outlines of lectures; typed notes on lecture topics; handwritten outlines of gospels; church bulletin, *The Garland Road Roadmarks*

Folder 129: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) 2. Mark- typed syllabi; typed class schedule; typed outlines of the book of Mark; handwritten notes on specific verses; handwritten outlines of lectures; handwritten notes on the life of Mark; typed supplementary reading list


Folder 131: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Tests on Luke- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten test answer keys (1949-184)

Folder 132: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Tests on John- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten test answer keys (1972-1985)

Folder 133: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Tests- typed memorandum; typed class register; typed blank test and exam forms (1976-1984)

Folder 133.1: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Tests Continued- typed blank test and exam forms; typed class register; handwritten class register

Folder 134: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Seating Charts- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 134.1: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; typed blank final examination, December 1974

Folder 134.2: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; typed seating chart; typed class register; handwritten class register

Folder 134.3: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 134.4: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; handwritten class register
Folder 134.5: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 134.6: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 134.7: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder

Folder 134.8: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Seating Charts Continued- Seating Charts Continued- handwritten and typed class register

Folder 134.9: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Seating Charts Continued- handwritten seating chart written on the file folder; handwritten and typed class register

Folder 135: Matthew-John (Bible 1301) Tests on Mark- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten test answer keys (1959-1985)

Folder 136: Mission and Expansion (Bible 5356)- handwritten list of grades; typed blank exam form

Folder 137: New Testament (Bible 312) Background- typed reading lists; printed chart of the English Bible; typed notes and outlines of lecture topics; handwritten notes on lecture topics; newspaper clipping pasted onto paper, article is titled, “Paul Author of Only 4 Epistles, Computer Decides”, 1964

Folder 138: New Testament (Bible 312) Lecture Notes- handwritten class register; typed class register; typed syllabi; typed worksheets; printed chart of the seven churches of Asia

Folder 138.1: New Testament (Bible 312) Lecture Notes Continued- typed notes on lecture topics; typed outlines of lectures; typed worksheets; printed pamphlet addressed to Lewis titled, The National Program Letter; typed outlines of New Testament books


Folder 140: New Testament (Bible 312) Gospel Tests- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten test answer keys
Folder 141: New Testament (Bible 312) Acts and Epistles Tests- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten test answer keys; handwritten lists of grades

Folder 142: New Testament (Bible 312) Exams- folder divided between Luke, Acts, and Paul’s letters; first section includes blank typed test and exam forms; second section includes blank typed test and exam forms; the last section includes blank typed test and exam forms, handwritten class schedules, and typed class schedules (1959-1967)


Folder 142.2: New Testament (Bible 312) Exams Continued- handwritten seating chart written on graph paper; handwritten and typed class registers; typed blank test and exam forms; typed reading lists and bibliographies; typed and handwritten class schedules; typed blank test and exam forms on Matthew

Folder 143: New Testament (Bible 312) Final Exam- typed blank test and exam forms on Mark; typed blank test and exam forms on the Gospels, handwritten class register; typed blank test and exam forms on Luke; typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten seating charts written on graph paper

Folder 143.1: New Testament (Bible 312) Final Exam Continued- typed blank test and exam forms on Luke and John; typed blank test and exam forms on Acts; typed blank copies of final examinations

Folder 143.2: New Testament (Bible 312) Final Exam Continued- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten test answer keys; handwritten lists of grades

Folder 144: Bible H3382 Reformation- bound typed lecture manuscripts; lectures range from Martin Luther to John Wesley; typed timeline of events of the fifteen hundreds

Folder 145: Syllabus for Bible 312, Books of the New Testament- bound typed syllabi for Bible 312, Books of the New Testament prepared by LeMoine G. Lewis; includes typed worksheets

Box 23: V/A.147-V/B.6

Folder 147: Old Testament Survey (Bible 311) Lecture Notes- handwritten notes on first books of the Old Testament; typed bibliography; typed outline of the book Exodus; advertisement of a study titled, “The People of the Covenant” by Murray Newman
Folder 147.1: Old Testament Survey (Bible 311) Lecture Notes Continued- typed outlines of the book of Leviticus; handwritten class register; typed class register; handwritten class schedule; typed outlines of Old Testament Introductions; typed outlines of individual books of the Old Testament; printed copies of the family tree of Abraham; printed maps of the Israelites’ exodus out of Egypt; printed map of Canaan as divided among the 12 tribes of Israel; printed chronological chart of the Kings of Israel and Judah; handwritten reviews and outlines of the minor prophets and wisdom literature; printed chronological chart of kings and prophets

Folder 148: Old Testament Survey (Bible 311) The Law (Pentateuch)- printed chronological chart of kings and prophets of Israel and Judah; typed blank test and exam forms (1950-1962)

Folder 149: Old Testament Survey (Bible 311) Conquest, Judges, and United Kingdom- printed charts of kings and prophets of Israel and Judah; typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten test answer keys (1958-1976)

Folder 150: Old Testament Survey (Bible 311) Divided Kingdom- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten test answer keys (1961-1965)

Folder 151: Old Testament Survey (Bible 311) Exams- typed blank test and exam forms on Joshua-Judges; typed blank test and exam forms on Kingdoms or Samuel-Esther; typed blank final examination forms (1950-1962)

Folder 151.1: Old Testament Survey (Bible 311) Exams Continued- typed blank test and exam forms (1959-1965)

Folder 151.2: Old Testament Survey (Bible 311) Exams Continued- typed blank test forms on the Kings, I Samuel-Chronicles; typed blank test and exam forms on the United Kingdom; typed blank test and exam forms on the Divided Kingdom; typed blank test forms on Ezra-Song of Solomon; typed blank test and exam forms on the Prophets; typed blank final examination forms (1950-1966)

Folder 151.3: Old Testament Survey (Bible 311) Exams Continued- typed blank test and exam forms; handwritten test answer keys; handwritten lists of grades

Folder 152: Old Testament Survey (Bible 311) Final Exams, Genesis-Esther- typed final examination forms; handwritten exam answer keys
Folder 153: Old Testament Survey (Bible 311) Final Exam- typed blank final examination forms (1951-1965)

Folder 154: Old Testament Survey (Bible 311) Syllabus and Miscellaneous- copy of article titled, “Mathematical Games” by Dr. Martin Gardner; typed outlines of period of Old Testament history; printed charts of the kings and prophets of Israel and Judah; handwritten class schedule; published Chronological Chart of Biblical and Historical Events; blank proof of purchase of the published chart; typed and handwritten notes on lecture topics; handwritten outlines of the periods of the Old Testament; published pamphlet titled, “Bird’s Eye View of Bible History” includes outline for reading the Old Testament; handwritten graded student essay, titled, “How We Got the Bible” by Amy Fitts; two typed booklets addressed to LeMoine Lewis, titled, “Old Testament in Survey” includes a syllabus for the class and worksheets designed for the freshman class; handwritten class register; copy of editorial titled, “The Missing Day in Time”; typed reading report; typed lessons

Folder 155: Old Testament (Bible 311) Exams- typed blank test and exam forms on the Law; typed blank test and exam forms on the Joshua-Judges; typed blank final examination forms; handwritten class register; handwritten seating chart written on graph paper (1969-1976)

Folder 155.1: Old Testament 2. Exams Continued- handwritten and typed class register; typed reading lists; typed and handwritten class schedules; typed blank test and exam forms on Genesis (1950-1975)

Folder 156: Religious Education (Bible 390)- typed blank final examination forms; typed reading lists 1958

Folder 157: Seating Charts- handwritten seating charts written on graph paper

Folder 157.1: Seating Charts Continued-typed and handwritten class registers

Folder 158: Bible History 1st Century-1500s- typed outline of lecture topics on the 3rd century; typed timelines of events in the seven hundreds to the fifteen hundreds

Folder 159: Bible History, the 800s- typed timeline of the events of the 800s

Folder 160: Bible History, the 900s- typed timeline of the events of the 900s for Bible H3382

Folder 161: Bible History, the Ten Hundreds- typed timeline of the events of the ten hundreds for Bible 382
Folder 162: Bible History, the Eleven Hundreds- typed timeline of the events of the eleven hundreds for Bible 3382

Folder 163: Bible History, the Twelve Hundreds- typed timeline of the events of the twelve hundreds for Bible 3382

Folder 164: Bible History, the Thirteen Hundreds- typed timeline of the events of the thirteen hundreds for Bible 382

Folder 165: Bible History, the Fourteen Hundreds- typed timeline of the events of the fourteen hundreds for Bible 3382

Folder 166: Bible History, the Fifteen Hundreds- typed timeline of the events of the fifteen hundreds

Folder 167: Church History 391, Exams- typed blank final examination forms; typed bibliographies; typed outlines of doctrinal developments

Folder 168: Bible H3331- typed outline of fourth century topics and bibliography

Folder 168.1: Bible H3331 Continued- handwritten “to do” list; typed bibliography; handwritten lecture schedules

Folder 169: Bible H3382, Review Sheets on the Middle Ages, Reformation, and Modern Church- typed outlines of different centuries; typed timeline of events of different centuries; typed manuscripts of different lectures

Folder 170: Lecture Manuscripts- typed copies of manuscripts of different lectures for Bible H3382, includes typed timelines of events from different centuries

Folder 171: Bible H3381, Review Sheets- booklet of typed review sheets on the 2nd century prepared by a student in the class

Folder 172: Syllabi- typed syllabi for Bible H3381 and H381; typed reading list for Bible H382

Folder 173: Student List- typed list of students for LeMoine Lewis December 2, 1987

Folder 175: Class Notes on Sacred History- bound typed notes and outlines on books of the New Testament, personal copy of Lewis with handwritten notes and marks

Folder 176: Class Binder- black binder with tabs separating materials for two different classes, contains lecture outlines and manuscripts, copies of final exams, tests, and syllabi*due to the item’s size it is stored elsewhere

SubSeries B: Student Evaluations

Folder 1: Student Evaluations, Church History 3382- handwritten evaluations

Folder 2: Student Evaluations, Bible 2302 Job-Malachi- handwritten evaluations

Folder 3: Student Evaluations, Church History- handwritten evaluations

Folder 4: Student Evaluations, Bible 1302- handwritten evaluations

Folder 5: Student Evaluations, BIBL 101.06 Life and Teaching of Jesus Fall 1985- student evaluations forms filled out, handwritten

Folder 6: Student Evaluations, BIBH 381, Church History Fall 1985- student evaluations forms filled out, handwritten

SubSeries C: Grade Books

Box 24: V/C, 1

Folder 1: Class Records- series of 56 gradebooks, 1949-1984, numbered on top right-hand corner; some booklets have typed papers and handwritten notes wedged between pages

Series VI: Alpha Chi

Box 25: VI/A,1-37

Folder 1: Programs of Regional Meeting at Canyon, 1968- Alpha Chi programs; typed memos; brochure for Canyon, TX; printed map of West Texas State University’s campus; brochure of activities at Palo Duro Canyon State Park; admission pamphlet from West Texas
State University; correspondence to Lewis from Billy P. Smith, Hardin-Simmons University; handwritten notes from Billy Smith;

Folder 2: Alpha Chi, 1971-1972- typed correspondence to Lewis from the National Council of Alpha Chi; handwritten notes; newspaper clippings pasted onto paper from The Abilene Reporter News, articles include, “Odom-Long Marriage Read,” “ACC Grads Said Well-Prepared”; faculty memorandum from Lewis; newspaper articles concerning ACC students; handwritten fall schedule; typed and handwritten correspondence between Lewis and Garvin Beauchamp; telegram from Edwin W. Gaston, Jr. to Lewis concerning the Nominee for Benedict Fellowship; typed correspondence between Lewis and Wendell Cain, Secretary-Treasurer of Alpha Chi; program for ACC Commencement, 1972 Summer; typed memorandum to faculty from Ken Rasco

Folder 3: Alpha Chi Convention, Abilene 1972- blank nametags; copies of typed list of convention services; printed map of ACC’s campus; tourist brochures of Abilene and ACC; special guest ticket for the Texas Nursing Association Regional Workshop; printed map of Abilene

Folder 4: Alpha Chi National Convention, 1971- copies of programs for the National Convention of Alpha Chi hosted in Memphis, TN; handwritten seating chart written on graph paper; handwritten and typed financial report; theater bills from Harding College presenting, Belles & Beaux; typed memorandums to sponsors of Alpha Chi Chapters from Joseph E. Pryor, Secretary-Treasurer National Council of Alpha Chi; handwritten “to do” lists; typed correspondence between Lewis and Wendell Cain, Jess Carnes, Laura E. Pattillo, Ted Clark, and Sister Theresa McGrath; typed paper detailing Alpha Chi Fellowships and Scholarships; memorandum and notes to Lewis from Vice President Beauchamp; printed map of Memphis; envelope materials came in, has handwritten notes on one side of the envelope

Folder 5: Region I Convention Alpha Chi Southwestern University, Georgetown 1970- Programs of the Alpha Chi Annual Meeting 1965,66,70; typed Alpha Chi Program Numbers from ACC; handwritten notes on contact information; typed correspondence from Dr. Norman W. Spellman, sponsor Alpha of Texas, Alpha Chi from Lewis; typed correspondence between Lewis and Wendell Cain; envelope materials came in, has handwritten notes on it

Folder 6: Alpha Chi Convention, 1978 Texas Lutheran College- typed financial reports signed by Lewis; receipt from ACU business office; typed program numbers for the convention of Region I of Alpha Chi; handwritten meeting minutes; typed summary of Alpha Chi Convention; copy of hand drawn map; typed correspondence to the Alpha Chi Chapter Sponsor/Presidents; typed details for the Alpha Chi Region I Convention; typed letter to Rodeway Inn from Lewis; biography of Mark Moore for National Council; copy of the Lone Star
Lutheran: The Student Publications of Texas Lutheran College, Volume 59 Number 19 Seguin, TX Friday, March 10, 1978; newspaper clipping, article titled, “Weddington Guest Speaker for Alpha Chi Convention, Friday, March 10, 1978; handwritten list of Eastern-Western Mysticism; handwritten resolutions; handwritten notes on contact information; receipts from Rodeway Inns for George Carter; envelop materials came in, handwritten notes on envelope

Folder 7: Alpha Chi National Convention, Ada 1969- programs of the Alpha Chi Annual Meeting; copy of the Alpha Chi Recorder Volume XII Number I Fall 1968; typed memo from Edwin W. Gaston, Jr. President National Council of Alpha Chi; typed correspondence to Mr. Jon Sutter; typed memorandum to Sponsors of Alpha Chi Chapters in Region I; handwritten contact information; typed essay titled, “Summary of ‘The Slumbering Society’” by Carley Dodd

Folder 8: Alpha Chi Convention, Abilene 1972- programs of the Alpha Chi Annual Meeting; handwritten office notes; typed agenda for Alpha Chi meeting; typed correspondence to Lewis from Lin Lilley; handwritten notes on Music, programs, scholarships, philosophy, purpose, and poetry; typed program of the Alpha Convention; filled out student participation forms; typed correspondence from Wendell Cain, Robert C. Fain, John Daney, and C. Ross Burns; handwritten lists of contacts from other schools; preparation material on Alpha Chi program; filled out ACC campus center facilities request; newspaper clippings pasted onto paper concerning Alpha Chi and its scholarships; copies of memorandum to Sponsors of Alpha Chi Chapters; blank typed student participation forms; filled out banquet reservation cards; campus center & food services brochure; typed materials on Alpha Chi scholarships; typed correspondence from Alpha Chi president, Larry Long;

Folder 9: Alpha Chi Convention, 1979 New Orleans, LA- typed program numbers; typed financial reports; typed copies of memorandum to Sponsors and Presidents of Alpha Chi Chapters from Joseph E. Pryor, Secretary-Treasurer National Council of Alpha Chi; typed memo from Iva Fusssel, President of Region I Alpha Chi; receipt from ACU business office; carbon copy of American Express Travelers checks; brochure from the Beauregard-Keyes House; printed pamphlet of the complete list of books by Frances Parkinson Keyes; reservation confirmation from the Grand Hotel-New Orleans; newspaper clippings on Gloria Vanderbilt and Marlene Dietrich; registration form from the Harvard Club of Louisiana; copy of the Alpha Chi Newsletter National Honor Scholarship Society March 1979; tourist booklet of New Orleans; copy of The New Orleans Entertainer, Volume 1 Number 4; typed memorandum from Eugene Atkinson; copy of the Alpha Chi Newsletter National Honor Scholarship Society December 1978; correspondence between Lewis and Dr. James Divelbiss, Vice President National Council of Alpha Chi; tourist brochures of New Orleans; copy of the travel section from The Abilene Reporter News December 17, 1978; envelope the materials came in with handwritten notes on the cover
Folder 10: Spring Initiation, 1974 - newspaper clipping of article about ACC’s fall Dean’s List; handwritten contact information; typed Alpha Chi Eligibility List; filled out certificate requisition forms; typed list of students eligible for junior membership in Alpha Chi; typed list of students eligible for senior membership in Alpha Chi; typed list of students eligible of Alpha Chi eligibility for promotion to senior membership

Folder 11: Vinie Burrows, News 1975 - copy of The Optimist Volume 63 Number 11 November 21, 1975; copies of biography of Vinie Burrows and her show, Walk Together Children; copies of programs of Vinie Burrows in “Walk Together Children”; copy of The Optimist Volume 63 Number 13 December 12, 1975

Folder 11.1: Vinie Burrows Continued - copies of typed biographies of Vinie Burrows; numerous newspaper clippings of articles concerning Vinie Burrows; programs of “Walk Together Children”; admission tickets; printed map of the University of the Minnesota; filled out Memorandum agreement form; news release from ACC; typed correspondence between Lewis and Vinie Burrows; typed bibliography of Vinie Burrows; professional headshots; printed samplings of letters; typed correspondence between Vinie Burrows and William Barclay Allen, Eugene a. Farrar; copies of newspaper articles; typed suggested news release form

Folder 11.2: Vinie Burrows Continued - typed list of colleges where Vinie Burrows has performed; typed forms for Bicentennial Service Project; typed memorandum from Clint Howeth; typed list of Abilene Civic and Service Clubs and Presidents; typed note from Mina Williams; typed list of black churches; letter from the Abilene Bicentennial Barb; copies of pages from the Officers and Statistics, Texas Public Schools (1973-74); typed list of contacts; typed list of Vinie Burrows Mailings; typed list of people receiving courtesy tickets; typed copies of bibliography of Vinie Burrows; typed and handwritten notes on Vinie Burrows; typed program of “Walk Together Children”

Folder 11.3: Vinie Burrows Continued - programs of Vinie Burrows in “Walk Together Children”; copies of typed bibliography of Vinie Burrows

Folder 11.4: Vinie Burrows Continued - blank Spoken Arts order form; programs of Vinie Burrows from “Walk Together Children”; newspaper clipping of story on Vinie Burrows; copies of newspapers with articles on Vinie Burrows; copy of the ACCents faculty/staff newsletter

Folder 12: Alpha Chi National Convention St. Louis 1973 - newspaper clipping of ACC students winning Alpha Chi scholarships; Alpha Chi Annual Meetings programs; tourist booklet
on Saint Louis; typed memorandums from Dr. Jess G. Carnes Vice President National Council of Alpha Chi and Joseph E. Pryor Secretary-Treasurer; brochure of country club in St. Louis; newspaper clipping about McMurry Professor, Dr. Robert Sledge; typed financial report; receipt from the ACU business office; receipt from the Holiday Inn; ticket from the gateway arch; printed building plan; bulletin from Saint Louis Cathedral Volume 70 Number 11 March 18, 1973; program from the Mario Salvador Concert Series at Saint Louis Cathedral; copy of the Missal Bulletin March, 18, 1973; maps of St. Louis; brochure from the McDonnell Planetarium; typed expense report

Folder 13: Alpha Chi Scholarship Application 1971- filled out Application for Scholarship forms

Folder 14: Newsletters- copy of the Alpha Chi Newsletter National Honor Society December 1979; copy of The Optimist Volume 61, Number 21, March 14, 1975

Folder 15: Alpha Chi Convention Atlanta 1975-typed and handwritten list of names; filled out Application for Scholarship forms; typed details of Alpha Chi Fellowships and Scholarships; blank Application for Scholarship forms; typed list of proposals for program; typed correspondence between Lewis and Wendell Cain; typed correspondence from Robert Fain; typed memorandum from Joseph Pryor; printed map of an university; two posters from the Albert Schweitzer Centenary; copies of programs of the Alpha Chi National Convention; tourist brochures of Atlanta; advertisement for the Atlanta & Decatur Winter Travelog Series; receipts; poster from the Atlanta Symphony Robert Shaw, Music Director 30th Anniversary Season

Folder 15.1: Alpha Chi National Convention 1975 Atlanta Continued- tourist brochures and travel guides of Atlanta; correspondence between Lewis and Joseph Pryor; typed list of proposals for program; essay titled, “Freedom in Christ”; correspondence between Lewis and the Atlanta American Motor Hotel; typed memorandums from Joseph Pryor; typed preparation materials for the National Convention; News Release on National Convention; typed schedule for the convention; brochure for the D.Min program for minister in the Southeast; poster from the Albert Schweitzer Centenary

Folder 16: Alpha Chi San Antonio, TX 1977- tourist brochures of San Antonio; program of the National Convention; Alpha Chi Newsletter 1977; blank registration forms; typed memorandums from Joseph E. Pryor; typed cost estimates; handwritten list of contacts; copy of paper titled, “Good on You, Mate or The Advance of the Australian Vocabulary” by Terence White

Folder 17: Alpha Chi Convention Stephenville, TX 1980 Tarleton State University- typed program schedule and preparation details; typed list of room reservations; copy of the Alpha Chi
Newsletter National Honor Scholarship Society, February 1978; packets of information including Stephenville Convention Central envelope; map of Stephenville, TX, typed information from Stephenville the Chamber of Commerce, tourist brochures of Stephenville, TX; Farmers First National Bank key chain; printed maps of the campus of Tarleton State University; typed and handwritten lists of universities and sponsors of Region I of Alpha Chi; typed correspondence between Lewis and Iva M. Fussell, President Region I; typed financial report; typed memorandums from Eugene Atkinson; copy of the Alpha Chi Newsletter National Honor Scholarship Society, March 1980; receipt from the ACU business office; list of names of prospects for Alpha Chi Convention; copies of the Alpha Chi Annual Meeting; copy of a partially filled out ACU term planner; typed correspondence between Lewis and Cross Timbers Inn; newspaper clipping concerning members of Alpha Chi; typed list of hotel accommodations; typed blank reimbursement form; confirmation card for Dr. Lewis of reservation at the Cross Timbers Motor Inn

Folder 18: Alpha Chi Region I Annual Meeting 1974- typed financial reports; program of the Region I Convention; typed preparation of program materials; typed correspondence between Lewis and Wendell Cain, Robert Sledge, and Robert Fain; typed and handwritten lists of proposals for program; envelope materials came in with handwritten notes on it

Folder 19: Alpha Chi Convention, 1976- tourist brochures of Abilene, TX; hotel and restaurant guides; typed visiting information; handwritten list of banquet attendees; typed lists of Alpha Chi registration; typed lists of program numbers; envelope materials came in, addressed to Lewis; copy of the Alpha Chi Recorder, Volume XVIII, 1975; typed correspondence between Lewis and Robert Sledge, T.J. McCord, and Clinton DuBose; handwritten list of papers of Alpha Chi Convention; typed blank Application for Regional Scholarship forms; filled out Application for Scholarship forms; typed and handwritten scholarship application; copy of programs

Folder 20: Alpha Chi Letters, 1968-69- memo card for an Alpha Chi meeting; typed memorandum from Alfred H. Nolle; typed manuscript of speech; typed list of chapters listed by States; typed correspondence between Lewis and Dean Walter H. Adams, Jon M. Suter (sponsor Oklahoma Gamma Chapter), Edwin W. Gaston, Jr., Joseph E. Pryor, Wendell Cain, Billy Smith, Clifton McCleskey, and Theodore W. Zillman; typed chapel announcement

Folder 21: Alpha Chi Office Notes- handwritten lists of names on the Alpha Chi Convention program from the desk of Shirley Lewis

Folder 22: Carol Burch-Brown- typed statement written by Carol Burch-Brown; handwritten notes from N. Whitefield
Folder 23: Alpha Chi Convention, 1981, Nashville, TN- admission tickets for the Alpha Chi Banquet; typed memorandums from Bailey B. McBride; typed list of Alpha Chi Program numbers; Grand Old Opry ticket stubs; typed program preparation materials; program of the National Convention; copies of the Alpha Chi Newsletter National Honor Scholarship Society, March 1981; typed correspondence between Lewis and Maxwell House; typed correspondence between Shirley Lewis and Winona Bierbaum; typed memorandums from Joseph E. Pryor; typed Treasurer’s Report and By-Laws; printed map of Memphis, TN; printed maps of Nashville; typed preliminary agenda for the business meeting; receipts; typed financial reports; thank you note addressed to Lewis

Folder 24: Chapters, Region I- typed lists of contacts for the chapters of Alpha Chi

Folder 25: Alpha Chi Initiation, Fall 1974- typed list of new junior members of Alpha Chi; typed eligibility list; filled out certificate requisition forms; handwritten contact lists; typed list of seniors eligible for membership in Alpha Chi; typed list of junior eligible for membership in Alpha Chi

Folder 26: Alpha Chi Business, 1975- newspaper clippings of articles concerning Alpha Chi students; copy of The Optimist, February 27, 1976, article, “Students Compete in Alpha Chi”; handwritten list of Honor Freshmen; printed bank statement for Alpha Chi; receipts

Folder 27: Alpha Chi Fall, 1974- newspaper clipping from The Optimist; typed and handwritten list of officers; typed list of junior members of Alpha Chi; typed list of senior members of Alpha Chi; handwritten list of Fall Lectures; typed correspondence between Lewis and Beth Utton and Bobbie Estes; copies of fliers advertising its Fall Lectures; typed notes from Ricky Hall, president Alpha Chi of ACC; handwritten notes on Alpha Chi’s initiation; copies of the Alpha Chi Newsletter

Folder 28: Alpha Chi News, 1975-76- copy of The Optimist, homecoming supplement; newspaper clippings on ACU students; copy of The Rotater Volume XXVII, Abilene, TX, June 27, 1975, Number 45; copy of the Alpha Chi Newsletter, March 1975; typed and handwritten Danforth Prospects; brochure of Academic Lecture Series, March 1976, Sponsored by The Students’ Association; advertisement for a senior solo exhibit; copies of The Optimist, Volume 63, Number 25, April 23, 1976; Volume 63, Number 26, April 30, 1976; April 11, 1975; typed memorandum from Ken Rasco

Folder 29: McMurry College Materials- printed map of McMurry’s campus; pamphlet of the Amy Graves Ryan Center of Fine Arts, March 12, 1971; Bulletin and Career Guide; booklet of Abilene Hotels and maps of Abilene; folder from McMurry College
Folder 30: Alpha Chi Initiation, 1971, Spring- typed lists of juniors eligible for membership; handwritten list of contacts; typed list of new junior members; typed letters to the Secretary-Treasurer of Alpha Chi; typed list of initiates; typed list of seniors

Folder 31: Membership Fall 1971- filled out certificate requisition forms; typed lists of fall initiates; typed initiates list of new junior members; typed lists of junior members of Alpha Chi eligible for promotion to senior members; typed list of junior eligible for membership; handwritten list of Alpha Chi members

Folder 32: Spring Initiation 1972- copies of commencement programs; typed list of junior members of Alpha Chi promoted to senior membership; typed list of new senior members; typed list of new junior members; filled out certificate requisition forms; typed list of junior members eligible for promotion to senior membership; handwritten list of contacts; typed list of juniors eligible for membership; typed list of senior eligible for membership; typed Alpha Chi eligibility list

Folder 33: Honor Freshmen, 1971- typed list of valedictorian and salutators, ACT scores, National Merit Scholars, top ten percentage, and credit for college board; typed letter to Vice-President Beauchamp from Lewis; typed college board test results

Folder 34: Membership 1970-71- handwritten list of Alpha Chi contacts; typed lists of Alpha Chi members; typed lists of junior members promoted to senior membership; typed new junior members; typed list of new senior members; handwritten list of junior to senior members either present or excused; typed list of juniors eligible for membership; typed list of names not on Alpha Chi list; filled out requisition certificates; typed Alpha Chi eligibility list

Folder 35: July- handwritten list of honor freshmen; typed lists of junior eligible for membership; typed list of Alpha Chi new senior members; typed list of seniors eligible for membership; typed letters from Larry Long and John Fitzgerald; typed list of top ten percent of ACT scores; typed list of national merit scholars; typed list of top ten percent; typed list of credit for college board, valedictorians and salutators; typed memo cards from John Fitzgerald to Larry Long; typed list of fall initiates


Box 26: VI/A, 38-93
Folder 38: Constitution- typed minutes of meeting of national council of Alpha Chi; typed letter to president Edwin W. Gaston, Jr. from Woodrow W. Pate; typed list of constitutional amendments; typed minutes of the executive committee; typed memorandum from Joseph E. Pryor; copy of the Alpha Chi constitution

Folder 39: Frame- framed certificate from Alpha Chi National Honor Scholarship Society that certifies the establishment of the Texas PSI Chapter of Alpha Chi at Abilene Christian College

Folder 40: Program 1970- handwritten Spring schedule; typed special announcement; handwritten list of filmography; typed letters from David Worley

Folder 40.1: Programs 1970-71- fliers for presentation of Alpha Chi, Filmography; handwritten list of Alpha Chi members; handwritten list of Alpha Chi officers; handwritten notes of meeting of officers; handwritten and typed letter to Lewis from David Worley

Folder 41: Alpha Chi Scholarship 1971- typed memorandums from Lewis; typed blank Application for Scholarship forms; typed memorandum from Dr. Jess G. Carnes; typed newsletter to the faculty from Lewis

Folder 42: Scholarships Alpha Chi Region I 1970- typed memorandums; typed blank Application Scholarship forms; typed list of Scholarship applicants; handwritten letter from Wendell Cain; handwritten correspondence; typed letter from Dalton Gross; filled out Application for Scholarship form; typed correspondence concerning scholarships

Folder 43: Alpha Chi Memphis, 1971- copies of papers submitted to the Alpha Chi Scholarship Committee; copies of paper presented at the National Convention of Alpha Chi

Folder 44: Alpha Chi Recorder Supplement- copies of Newsletter Number 1 1972-1973; Supplement Alpha Chi Recorder Volume XIV 1971; Supplement Alpha Chi Recorder Volume XIII

Folder 45: Letters 1969-70- typed correspondence between Dr. Norman W. Spellman and Lewis; typed correspondence between Joseph E. Pryor and Lewis; typed correspondence between Dr. Alfred H. Nolle and Lewis; typed correspondence between Lewis and Edwin W. Gaston, Jr.; typed correspondence between Lewis and John Fitzgerald

Folder 46: Alpha Chi Letters of Response- typed correspondence between Lewis and Oneta R. Furr and Robert Fain
Folder 47: Membership List, Official Copy, 1967-68- typed correspondence from Alfred Nolle; typed list of initiated in fall and spring; typed lists for Alpha Chi initiation; typed list of junior members promoted to senior membership; typed list of new senior membership; typed list of new junior members; typed list of membership;

Folder 48: Meetings and Organization 1970- typed correspondence; handwritten notes; typed information on American Graduate programs and financial aids; copies of fliers for filmology; copy of *The Optimist*

Folder 49: News 1969-70- copies of *The Optimist*

Folder 50: National Convention 1972- typed copies of memorandums; typed preparation material for the convention

Folder 51: National Convention Committee- typed meeting minutes of the executive committee; typed proposed Alpha Chi Constitution; typed memorandums; typed information on the Region II Convention; meeting minutes of the annual meeting of Region I; typed blank application for a chapter charter forms; typed correspondence from Joseph E. Pryor and Dr. Jess G. Carnes

Folder 52: Alpha Chi Membership 1969-70- filled out requisition certificates; typed list of initiates; typed list of junior members eligible for promotion to senior membership; typed list of new senior members; typed list of new junior members; typed list of former members; typed juniors eligible for membership; typed list of seniors eligible for membership; handwritten names of Alpha Chi members

Folder 53: Requisitions for Shingles- filled out requisition shingles forms

Folder 54: Alpha Chi Constitutional and Rituals- brochure from the Association of College Honor Societies, 1970; copy of the Alpha Chi Constitution; typed instructions for initiation; typed Alpha Chi Induction Source Materials; copies of Alpha Chi programs; typed ritual of initiation; booklet of rituals

Folder 55: Officiers 1974-75- handwritten notes on officers; typed list of honor freshmen

Folder 56: Alpha Chi, 1970- typed memorandums and correspondence from Edwin Gaston, Jr. and Wendall Cain; typed meeting minutes of the executive committee
Folder 57: Instructions of Songs at Initiation- typed song lyrics on scraps of paper; typed instructions for initiation; receipt; copies of letter from Tim Summerlin President of the Texas PSI Chapter, 1967; typed Alpha Chi Induction Source Materials

Folder 58: Alpha Chi Letters and Instruction- typed notes from Karen Taylor, Secretary; typed correspondence from Tim Summerlin, 1967-68; typed correspondence from John Keith Justice, 1967; typed correspondence from Robert Otis Kelley, 1965; rough drafts of letters

Folder 59: Freshmen Honor Students, 1970-71- typed lists of freshmen honor students; typed list of semifinalists; carbon copy of a memorandum;

Folder 60: Jewelry, Alpha Chi- brochures of Alpha Chi Official Jewelry; typed notice to all Alpha Chi chapters

Folder 61: Alpha Chi: Correspondence- handwritten and typed correspondence 1962-1967

Folder 62: Alpha Chi Newsletter- copies of Alpha Chi newsletter for the president and sponsor, Volume 1, Number 1, 1961; typed letter to Lewis from Peggie Spearman Western

Folder 63: Programs, 1972-73- newspaper clippings on ACC; handwritten note to Lewis; handwritten notes on officers; handwritten and typed correspondence; typed memorandums from Wendell Cain; typed blank Application for Regional Scholarship form; copies of The Optimist

Folder 64: Programs 1973-74- typed correspondence; handwritten notes; typed invitation written by Lewis; flier for the Alpha Chi Annual Fall Lecture; typed details on the Alpha Chi Fellowships and Scholarships; handwritten notes on members; typed memorandums from Joseph E. Pryor

Folder 65: Induction Letters- typed and handwritten letters from Alpha Chi presidents, 1969-1971

Folder 66: Letters Alpha Chi, 1967-68- typed correspondence from Alpha Chi officers

Folder 67: Alpha Chi Programs, 1968-69- typed list of suggested Alpha Chi programs; handwritten program rough drafts; typed correspondence between Lewis and Dr. Clifton McCleskey
Folder 68: Alpha Chi Letters and Business, 1968- handwritten list of officers; typed letter to Dr. Nolle from Lewis

Folder 69: Freshmen Honor Society, 1968-69- typed list of members

Folder 70: Secretary’s File, Karen Taylor, 1967-68- handwritten attendance sheets; handwritten and typed lists of members; typed list of contacts for Alpha Chi Initiation

Folder 71: Alpha Chi Attendance, 1968-69- handwritten minutes of Alpha Chi meeting; handwritten list of members

Folder 72: Membership 1968-1969- typed list of members returning; filled out requisition certificates; typed list of new junior members; typed list of new senior members; typed list of promotions to graduate membership; typed lists of seniors who are eligible for membership; typed lists of juniors eligible for membership; typed and handwritten lists of Alpha Chi members; handwritten list of Alpha Chi Initiation

Folder 73: Monthly Meetings 1967-68- typed note from Karen Taylor, secretary; handwritten list of members

Folder 74: Member Lists- handwritten lists of members

Folder 74.1: Member Lists, 1964-1966- typed memorandum from Alfred H. Nolle; typed forms of member lists with handwritten addresses beneath to the Secretary-Treasurer from James W. Culp; handwritten list of initiates; typed list of junior and senior members; typed lists of students eligible for junior and senior membership; handwritten lists of members; handwritten lists of member information;

Folder 75: Memorandums, Alpha Chi, 1962-1967- typed meeting minutes; typed correspondence between Dr. James W. Culp and Robert M. Platt; typed blank Application for Senior Scholarship forms; typed memorandum from Edwin W. Gaston, Jr.; typed memorandums to Sponsors from Alfred H. Nolle; typed memorandum from Paul J. Schwab, President of the National Council of Alpha Chi; typed Corrected List of Sponsors of Alpha Chi Chapters for 1966; typed Instruction for Reporting Elections to Membership in Alpha Chi; typed report from the National Council of Alpha Chi; typed list of Alpha Chi Chapters and Head Sponsors (1964); typed memorandum from Jess G. Carnes (1962)

Folder 76: Alpha Chi, 1973- copies of The Optimist; typed sheets of Alpha Chi Initiation; flier for McMurry’s 50th Anniversary Homecoming; typed blank McMurry Alpha Chi Quiz;
typed letter from Arlen R. Zander to Lewis about films; copy of the “Dear Abby” section from *The Abilene Reporter-News*; sheets of handwritten notes

Folder 77: Fall Initiation, 1973- handwritten list of members and their information; filled out Certificate Requisition Forms; typed Alpha Chi Eligibility List; copy of *The Optimist*; typed list of juniors not on the Dean’s List; typed list of senior members and junior members not eligible for promotion; typed list of junior members; typed list of new senior members; typed list of junior members promoted to senior membership; typed list of students eligible for junior membership; typed list of students eligible for new senior membership

Folder 78: News, 1973-1974- typed memorandums to the ACC Faculty from Lewis; newspaper clipping about ACC Valedictorian; flier for the Alpha Chi Annual Fall Lecture; copy of *The Optimist*

Folder 79: Minutes of Alpha Chi- typed memorandums and meeting minutes from Alpha Chi Secretaries

Folder 80: Spring Initiation, 1973- ACC Commencement programs; typed lists of junior and senior members of Spring Initiation; typed list of junior members promoted to senior members in Spring Initiation; filled out Certificate Requisition Forms; handwritten lists of members and their information; typed Alpha Chi Eligibility List; typed list of juniors eligible for membership; typed list of seniors eligible for membership; typed list of junior members eligible for senior membership

Folder 81: Fall Initiation, 1972- Recognition Dinner Programs; typed list of members; typed list of members for the Secretary-Treasurer of Alpha Chi; handwritten list of members and their information; newspaper clipping pasted onto paper about Alpha Chi Initiation; typed Alpha Chi Eligibility List; typed lists of senior and juniors eligible for membership; typed initiation lists

Folder 82: Honor Freshmen, 1974- typed lists of students eligible for different class credits; typed correspondence; typed lists of honor freshmen; typed memorandum; typed list of Valedictorians and Salutatorians, Top 10%, and National Merit Scholars

Folder 83: Honor Freshmen, 1975- typed memorandums; typed correspondence; typed list of members and their academic information; typed list of members eligible for credit in different classes

Folder 84: Cain, Dr. Wendell, Forms- typed correspondence between Lewis and Dr. Wendell Cain; typed memorandums from Wendell Cain; typed blank Application for Scholarship Forms; typed memorandums from Edwin W. Gaston, Jr.; typed blank Application
Folder 85: Carnes, Jess, Alpha Chi Recorder- typed correspondence between Lewis and Jess G. Carnes

Folder 86: Eligible Members Alpha Chi, 1972- typed lists of junior members including handwritten addresses; typed list of juniors eligible for membership including handwritten addresses; typed list of seniors eligible for membership; handwritten list of juniors promoted to senior membership

Folder 87: Alpha Chi, National Scholarships- typed letter to the Sponsors of Alpha Chi Chapters from Edwin W. Gaston, Jr.; typed letter from Lewis to Gaston, Jr.

Folder 88: Letters to Chapters, 1969-70- typed correspondence between Lewis and Dr. Delbert Tarter, Faculty Sponsor of the Alpha Iota Alpha Chi Chapter; typed blank letter template from Lewis

Folder 89: Honor Freshmen, Fall 1969- handwritten list of National Merit Finalists; typed list of ACC Freshmen who were Valedictorians of their High School Class; typed list of ACC Freshmen who were Salutatorians of their High School Class; typed and handwritten list of members in the National Honor Society; typed list of ACC Freshmen in the upper 10% of their High School Class; handwritten letter from the Alpha Chi President at Harden-Simmons University, John Fitzgerald

Folder 90: Alpha Chi News Clippings, 1969- copy of the Harding College Bulletin, Volume 44, Number 10, April, 1969; newspaper clipping of article about LeMoine Lewis as President by Honor Group; newspaper clipping of ACC student receiving the Alpha Chi Scholarship

Folder 91: Alpha Chi Information- typed historical background of Alpha Chi and its articles; handwritten letter from student to Lewis

Folder 92: Alpha Chi Binder- blue binder, consists of: handwritten secretary notes; typed list of junior members of Alpha Chi eligible for promotion to senior membership; typed list of Alpha Chi initiates; handwritten and typed lists of members; typed and handwritten correspondence; typed Alpha Chi Induction Source Materials; copy of the Alpha Chi Recorder

Folder 93: Alpha Chi Recorder- copies of the Alpha Chi Recorder, volumes 11, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26; copies of the Alpha Chi National Honor Scholarship Society Constitution;
typed memorandum to Lewis from Alpha Chi with Volume 25 of Alpha Chi; Association of College Honor Societies Booklet of Information; copy of the Alpha Chi Newsletter December 1979; copies of Abilene Christian University Catalogues, 1935, 1960, 1966, 1967, and 1979

Series VII: ACU Related Material

Subseries A: ACU Materials

Box 27: VII/A,1-VIII/B,8

Folder 1: ACU Material- handwritten manuscripts and outlines of meeting presentations

    Folder 2: ACU Retreats- filled out typed evaluation form of Christian Universities; typed program of the ACU Faculty Retreat, 1978; filled out typed quiz on Jesus and Thomas; typed schedule of ACU Board of Trustees Spiritual Reaffirmation Retreat; handwritten notes on a July Retreat; pamphlet advertising the Spiritual Reaffirmation at ACU

    Folder 3: Administration, 1967- handwritten notes written on scrap paper, headed Adopt a Common Goal: Christian Education and the Faculty Address; Lewis’ handwritten notes; handwritten notes on Pre-Session Committee; handwritten notes on Organization; copy of ACC Commencement program; handwritten outline of speech titled, “How Did We Get in this Mess?”; copy of article titled, “The Idea of a Christian College”; handwritten notes for L. Lewis from J. Bradford; typed memorandums from Lewis with handwritten notes; typed copy of the Pre-Session Conference Speech

    Folder 4: Administration, 1969- typed information on the Purpose Committee; typed at-a-glance information on ACC; typed Reports from Discussion Groups; typed original copies of the Revised Statement of Purpose of ACC with handwritten notes; typed sheets of Financial Goals Program; typed copy of the Dean’s Newsletter to the Faculty; typed list of Discussion Groups

    Folder 5: Administration, 1983- typed correspondence; typed copy of the Purpose of Abilene Christian University: A Critical and Historical Perspective; typed copy of the Mission and Purpose of Abilene Christian University; typed financial goals report; typed copies of Reports from Discussion Groups

    Folder 6: Administration, Final- typed copies of An Open Letter to Abilene Christian College President, Don Morris from the Miltons; typed final copies of an outline titled, “The Improvement of Instruction Through Better Administration-Faculty-Student Relationships; handwritten notes; typed speaking points on note cards; typed schedule of the Pre-Session
Conference Committee; typed list of Discussion Groups; handwritten notes on Reports of Discussion Groups

Folder 7: Administration, General- typed manuscript of an Introduction; typed copy of the Improvement of Instruction Through Better Administration-Faculty-Student Relationships

Folder 7.1: Administration, General Continued- original and carbon copy of the Abstract of book Colleges at the Crossroads edited by Williams P. Linesberry

Folder 8: ACU Faculty Retreat, 1977- typed and handwritten correspondence and memorandums

Folder 9: Administration Board Retreat, 1982- handwritten note to Lewis; typed tentative schedule of the Spiritual Reaffirmation Retreat


Folder 11: Horizons- two copies of ACC’s magazine, Horizons, 1964


Folder 13: Conferences and Lectureships- copy of the Staley Distinguished Christian Scholar Lecture Program program, 1972; folder of a series of speech reprints from ACU titled, “Confronting the Critical Issues of Our Time”, folder includes printed schedule, copies of articles, map of ACU’s campus, and brochures advertising ACU’s graduate programs; copy of Firm Foundation, Volume 89, Number 9, February 29, 1972; typed copies of the National Christian Education Conference hosted at ACU, 1981 Schedule of Sessions; typed copy of a manuscript for a speech titled, “Conducting Vacation Bible Schools: Preparing for the VBS” for the ACC Lectures, 1960

Folder 14: ACC Enrollment- typed copy of the ACC Enrollment for Fall, 1936-37; typed list of Ministerial Students of ACC Spring, 1934

Folder 15: ACC Memorial Library- filled out ACC Memorial Library pledge forms filled out, 1937 to raise $100 for the library
Folder 16: Special Events - two complimentary tickets to the Inauguration of William J. Teague; copy of the program for the 63rd annual Bible Lectureship at ACC, 1981; copies of the program for the Outstanding Alumnus of the Year, 1980; copy of the program for the National Christian Education Conference, hosted at ACU, 1981; copy of program for Parents Day, 1981; typed letter from William J. Teague to Lewis concerning the 75th Anniversary Year Medallions; brochure advertising Homecoming, 1981; typed list of members of the Board of Trustees and Faculty for the 75th Anniversary of ACU, 1981; copies of programs for the 75th Anniversary of ACU; copies of program for ACU Commencement, 1981; typed letter from Robert D. Hunter, Vice President of ACU to Lewis with a copy of the Academic Convocation program; typed blank Pre-Registration form for the National Christian Education Conference; typed letter from Betty Grant, President of Women of ACU; flier advertising the National Christian Education Conference, 1981; copies of the 75th Anniversary Alumni Calendar, 1981

Folder 17: College of Biblical Studies - brochure for the Mission Emphasis Workshops hosted by the Center for Missions Education at ACU; brochure advertising the 31st Annual Bible Teachers Workshop, 1985; brochure advertising the Ministers Renewal Workshop, 1985; schedule for the 67th Annual Bible Lectureship, 1985; typed copy of the Prospectus for the College of Biblical Studies, 1985; copies of brochure advertising the College of Biblical Studies; Folder from the series of speech reprints from ACU titled, “Confronting the Critical Issues of Our Time,” includes a copies of typed letter from John C. Stevens concerning the included copy of a speech by Leon Jaworski; booklet from Sing Song, 1981

Folder 18: Foreign Students, 1967-1968- typed list of foreign students and their information

Folder 19: Faculty Senate, 1966-67- handwritten notes; copies of typed correspondence between Eugene Clevenger and Don H. Morris; typed list of the faculty Senate; typed lists of people who have served on different committees; typed correspondence between Lewis and Edsel Holman; typed correspondence between Lewis and Don Morris; typed list of Committees of the faculty, 1966-67; copy of the Faculty Handbook for ACC September, 1966; typed correspondence between Lewis and Earl Clevenger; typed copy of the Report to the Faculty Senate on Retirement and Disability; typed copy of the Preliminary Specifications for Salary Continuance Insurance, 1961; typed correspondence; typed meeting minutes of the Faculty Senate

Folder 20: Cap and Gown for Board of Trustees- brochure for Academic Apparel; brochures advertising Academic Apparel for Faculty Members by E.R. Moore Co.; typed filled out Harvard University Specifications Special Academic Apparel for Doctors form; cap and gown samples; typed correspondence and blank forms from the Collegiate Cap & Gown Company; brochure advertising the Collegiate Cap & Gown Co.; typed correspondence between
Leo E. Allison, President of E.R. Moore Co. and James E. Fulbright, Bookstore Manager; pictures cap and gown models

Folder 21: Faculty Committees, 1968-69- typed memos from Dean Adams; typed list of the committees of faculty; typed list of room capacities; typed registration instructions; typed Discussion Groups; handwritten notes on meetings; typed memorandums; typed paper explaining the Academic Freedom and Tenure in ACC

Folder 22: Faculty Committee on Students, 1965-68- typed Treat on Foreign Students at ACC; typed Recommendations Concerning Foreign Students; typed meeting minutes of the Faculty Committee on Students; typed financial report on ACC; typed report on the Spiritual Tone of ACC; typed Progress Report of the Faculty Committee on Students; carbon copy of the Recommendations to the Student Life Committee; typed memorandums; handwritten financial reports; copy of the ACC Expense Worksheet; typed experimental plan for exceptional students; typed report on Committee on Students of Exceptional Ability; typed report of ACC Evaluation Study; instruction booklet using ACT on the campus from the American College Testing Program; copy of Coed’s Handbook; handwritten notes; typed blank March Self-Report Social and Demographic Form; blank copy of the Student Profile Section; typed list of Institutions included in the ACT Research Service

Folder 23: Faculty Senate, 1967-68- typed correspondence and memorandums; filled out typed evaluation forms

Folder 24: Miscellaneous- bookmark, 1984; advertisement for ACC’s Summer Session, 1936; ACC Six Weeks’ Report to Parents; typed Registration Instructions


Series VIII: Gospel Meetings and Correspondence

SubSeries A: Meetings

Folder 1: Albuquerque Meeting, March 23-26, 1975- flier from University Church of Christ advertising a Gospel Meeting featuring LeMoine Lewis; handwritten notes on expenses; handwritten schedules
Folder 2: Anson Meeting, 1975- handwritten notes on meeting; handwritten schedules of meeting; copy of bulletins and fliers from Anson Church of Christ, 1975 advertising a Gospel Meeting featuring Lewis; Anson Church of Christ pictorial directory

Folder 3: Broadway, Houston Meeting, 1959- handwritten schedules; filled out meal invitation forms for Lewis; fliers advertising a Gospel Meeting featuring LeMoine Lewis; typed list of Broadway Church of Christ Members; Broadway Church of Christ Directories, 1966; copy of article titled, “Love is the Only Measure” by Joseph Fletcher; typed schedule of meeting; paper titled, “An ‘Obituary’ for God”; finance reports; Dedication of Religious Center program; filled out test forms

Folder 4: Callisburg Meeting- handwritten schedule; filled out registration form; copy of the Daily Register, Gainesville, TX

Folder 5: Camden- newspaper clipping of advertisement for Lewis’ Gospel Meeting at Cullendale Church of Christ; printed maps of Camden, Arkansas

Folder 6: Early Brownwood Meeting, 1966- flier for Gospel Meeting featuring LeMoine Lewis at the Church of Christ at Early; booklet titled, “The Early Evangelist”; handwritten schedules

Folder 7: Crestview-Waco Meetings, 1979- publication titled, The Mirror written by the Ladies of Crestview Church of Christ, Waco, TX, 1979; filled out Meal Schedule form for Lewis; maps of Waco, TX; weekly menu ticket; weekly bulletin of the Eastside Rotary Club, the The Eastsider; newsletters from Crestview Church of Christ, Volume 11, Number 11, March 18, 1979, advertising the Gospel Meeting, and Volume 11, Number 12, March 25, 1979; advertisements and schedules of the Gospel Meeting; typed list of subjects for the Crestview Meeting; handwritten schedule of the meeting

Folder 8: Devine Meeting, 1985- copies of church bulletin, The Pathfinder; flier advertising the Gospel Meeting featuring LeMoine Lewis; handwritten schedule of meeting; typed list of members and potential members of the Devine Congregation

Folder 9: Dodge City Meeting, 1975- handwritten schedule of meeting; handwritten outline of sermon, “The Pillar and Ground of the Truth”; directory of Church of Christ Dodge City, KN, 1975-76; copy of the church bulletin; advertisement of Lewis’ gospel meeting and Lewis’ sermon topic
Folder 10: Green Lawn Meeting, 1964- handwritten schedules and notes; typed schedules; program of gospel meeting; advertisement for gospel meeting; copy of the bulletin for Green Lawn Church of Christ; typed schedule of meals for Lewis; handwritten outline of sermon, “Stars to Hitch your Wagon To!”; bulletin from a church in Shreveport, LA; brochures advertising the gospel meeting; church bulletins, “The Plainview Proclaimer” from the Church of Christ in Plainview, TX; calendar schedule; handwritten list of Bible verses

Folder 11: Hawley Meeting, 1973- typed financial statement of Church of Christ, N.W. 5th and Ave.; flier advertising the gospel meeting featuring LeMoine Lewis; typed schedule of the Hawley meeting, 1973; handwritten notes

Folder 12: Lovington, NM Meeting, 1982- typed schedule for the Lovington Meeting, March 21-23, 1982

Folder 13: Meeting Monterey Lubbock, 1968- copy of the Monterey Messenger, weekly bulletin of the Monterey Church of Christ; typed order of worship; handwritten schedule of meeting; filled out meal schedule form for Lewis; copy of the official bulletin of the Lubbock Rotary Club, The Rotary Eye; directory of the Monterey Church of Christ

Folder 14: Noodle Meeting, 1972- typed schedules of meeting at Noodle, 1972

Folder 15: Nugent, Texas Meeting, 1980- typed and handwritten schedules of Nugent meeting; flier advertising gospel meeting featuring Lewis

Folder 16: Odessa Meeting, 1980- informational brochure of the Church of Christ at 6th and Jackson; handwritten notes; typed schedule of meeting; directory of the church

Folder 17: Orange Meeting, 1975- church bulletins the Orange Oracle; flier advertising the gospel meeting featuring; handwritten schedule

Folder 18: Perryton Meeting, 1981- church bulletin, The Visitor, Church of Christ Bradford, Pennsylvania; handwritten plan of bible games; handouts of song lyrics; typed schedules; Church of Christ bulletin in Perryton, Texas; church directory, 1969; typed list of members; filled out meals for Lewis form

Folder 19: Sunray Meeting, 1971- church bulletin; handwritten meal schedule; handwritten notes on notecards; handwritten schedule

Folder 20: Meeting Correspondence- typed correspondence and carbon copies, 1960-1985
Folder 21: Meeting Sermons- typed and handwritten outlines of sermons

Folder 22: Meetings- program for gospel meeting at the Church of Christ in Ponca City, OK; typed schedules of meeting at Truby, 1963; typed schedule for the meeting in Junction, Texas, 1964, at College Street Church of Christ; bulletin of Stillwater Church of Christ featuring Lewis’ Gospel Meeting and fliers advertising the meeting; typed schedule of sermons and their titles for Creswell Street Church in Shreveport, LA; postcard advertising the gospel meeting at the Church of Christ of the Village in Oklahoma City, OK; handwritten list of sermons for Willcox, Arizona

Folder 23: Preparing for Gospel Meeting- typed schedules; typed list of “Unusual Suggestions”; typed outline of Gospel Meeting Plan; typed manuscripts of sermon, “Getting Ready for the Meeting”

Folder 24: Springfield- typed outline of remarks for the Young People’s Meeting Trailer Camp, Springfield

SubSeries B: Correspondence

Folder 1: Letters to LeMoine Lewis, July 1936-May 1959- typed and handwritten letters, personal and business; photo of Lewis, August 25, 1941; photo of one of Lewis’ former ACU professor, M.E. Brown

Folder 2: June-August, 1960- original typed and handwritten letters; numerous carbon copies of letters; Library Gala ticket, 1993

Folder 3: Letters Answered, 1959-1961- typed and handwritten original correspondence written to and from Lewis; numerous carbon copies of letters

Folder 4: Correspondence, 1962-1971- typed and handwritten original letters


Folder 6: Correspondence Letters, 1980- typed and handwritten original letters, personal and business

Folder 7: Letters to LeMoine, 1970-1979- typed and handwritten original letters, personal and business
Folder 8: Correspondence, 1957-1986- typed and handwritten original letters, personal and business; numerous carbon copies of letters

**Series IX: Dissertation Material**

**Box 28: IX/A,1-35**

Folder 1: Origen #1- handwritten citation of book on a notecard; copy of a paper introduction with footnote; handwritten notes; typed notes on Norms of Christian Teaching in the Literature by Van den Eynde

Folder 2: Origen #2- typed and handwritten notes on Origen and the Jews

Folder 3: Origen #3- typed and handwritten notes on the letters in Genesis; rough draft of paper titled, “The Water and the Spirit that was Borne Upon It”

Folder 4: Origen #4- typed bibliographies of different works; handwritten notes; typed notes on various topics of Origen; notes on French and German works; typed notes on Marcion

Folder 5: Origen #5- typed and handwritten notes of apologetics and hermeneutics in early Christian Literature; typed bibliographies; notes on German and French works

Folder 6: Origen #6- typed list of author last names; newspaper article pasted onto paper titled, “Christian Education and the Idea of a Religious Revival” by Christopher Jencks, June 13, 1957; handwritten Greek notes; handwritten German notes; handwritten notes on note cards;copy of paper titled, “An Origen Bibliography” by Harry Mumm; typed bibliographies; handwritten notes on the Influence of Origen

Folder 7: Origen #7- handwritten bibliographies organized by topic; handwritten notes; typed notes on Origen’s commentaries of different biblical books; typed supplemental bibliography; handwritten memorandum

Folder 8: Origen #8- typed notes on Genesis stories

Folder 9: Origen #9- typed notes on Genesis stories and characters

Folder 10: Origen #10- handwritten notes on Greek; handwritten notes on topics in Genesis
Folder 11: Origen #11- typed notes on Genesis, Deuteronomy, Lamentations, Job with footnotes; typed notes on Psalms, Proverbs, Song of Songs, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Hosea; manuscript of introduction of speech; typed bibliography; typed notes; handwritten notes on Exodus


Folder 13: Origen #13- handwritten math notes

Folder 14: Origen #14- handwritten “To Do” list; typed and handwritten notes on the exegesis of Origen; typed notes of influences on Origen

Folder 15: Origen #15- copies of Lewis’ paper, “The Development of the Creed in Alexandria in the Pre-Nicaean Period”

Folder 16: Origen #16- typed notes on Matthew, Luke, John, Exodus, Romans, Galatians, Ephesians, Thessalonians, Philo, and Revelation; typed bibliographies; handwritten bibliography; typed and handwritten notes on commentaries

Folder 17: Origen #17- newspaper clipping of article titled, “Crimson, Harvard Critics Hail Open-Chapel Rule”; typed and handwritten notes on books on Origen

Folder 18: Origen #18- typed outline and rough draft of paper on pagan commentaries; typed rough draft of papers/manuscripts on ancient Greek culture, ancient Hellenistic cities, and different Greek historical and mythological figures; typed rough draft of paper/manuscript titled, “Survey of Commentaries”

Folder 18.1: Origen #18- typed and handwritten notes on Origen and the Jews

Folder 19: Origen #19- typed notes on Philo; typed notes on Origen’s interpretation of Genesis; typed and handwritten notes on the days of Creation

Folder 20: Origen #20- typed and handwritten notes on opposition to Origen; typed and handwritten notes on German and French works
Folder 21: Origen #21- handwritten notes on exegesis; typed notes on the influence of the pagan commentaries on Origen; handwritten notes of Clement of Alexandria

Folder 22: Origen #22- handwritten notes on the merits of Jewish exegesis; typed notes on the Status of Hebrew Bible Study in the Time of Origen

Folder 23: Origen #23- typed notes on the synagogue; typed and handwritten bibliographies

Folder 24: Origen #24- handwritten and typed notes of Origen and the Jews; typed notes on Jewish influences and commentaries

Folder 25: Origen #25- typed and handwritten notes on Philo’s influence on Origen

Folder 26: Origen #26- typed notes of commentaries on different hellenistic writers

Folder 27: Origen #27- typed and handwritten notes on different Hellenistic writers

Folder 28: Origen #28- copies of rough drafts of paper on the Dead Sea Scrolls; includes bibliography

Folder 29: Origen #29- typed notes on book about Philo’s influence on Origen, German work by Carl Siegfried, includes Lewis’ handwritten notes in the margins

Folder 30: Origen #30- typed and handwritten notes on Old Testament books

Folder 31: Origen #31- typed notes on Greek commentators; typed notes on Homer and Plato

Folder 32: Origen #32- typed notes on the influence of worship commentaries

Folder 33: Origen #33- typed list of important sources on Origen; typed and handwritten notes on Philo

Folder 34: Origen #34- final copy of Lewis’ paper titled, “The Jewish Background of Origen’s Commentaries” presented to the New Testament Seminar at Harvard Divinity School, April 22, 1957, in red folder

Folder 35: Origen #35- final copy of Lewis’ paper titled, “The Development of the Creed in Alexandria in the Pre-Nicaean Period”
Folder 1: Scrapbook #1- pages of outlines from *The Manchester Christian*, 1946-1947, pasted onto paper; typed poems and prayers pasted onto paper; magazine articles pasted onto paper; newspaper clippings from the *Boston Globe*, April 1947; copies of the Minister’s Column, by E.W. McMillon pasted onto paper; handwritten copy of *Credo* by Richard Watson Gilder; photos from newspapers pasted onto paper; book reviews pasted onto paper


Folder 4: Scrapbook #3- printed poems; newspaper clippings; newspaper clippings pasted onto paper about the church and evangelism; handwritten paper titled, “Your Influence”; typed meeting minutes of prayer meetings, 1938; nativity scene cards pasted onto paper; typed copies of sermon manuscripts
Folder 5: Scrapbook #4- newspaper articles pasted onto paper; loose copies of the Minister’s Column Melvin J. Wise and copies pasted onto paper; newspaper articles from *The Abilene Reporter-News*, 1962; printed poems pasted onto paper; copy of the *Gospel Advocate*, 1977


Folder 7: Scrapbook #6- church bulletins, 1950-1951; printed poems loose and pasted onto paper; newspaper articles pasted onto paper; copy of *This Week Magazine*

**SubSeries B: Personal Files and Works**

Folder 1: Anthropology 16 Syllabus- blue folder with typed syllabus and bibliography for Harvard University Division of Anthropology, Anthropology 16: Primitive Religions, 1938; Lewis’ handwritten class notes

Folder 2: Undergraduate Notes- handwritten notes headed, “Are There Christians in all Denominations,” 1936; handwritten notes headed, “Is the Church of Christ a Denomination,” no date; handwritten notes headed, “Denominations, Worshipping with,” no date

Folder 3: Boy Scouts of America- notebook filled out with handwritten notes, cover is filled out by Lewis

Folder 3.1: Boy Scouts of America continued- brochure from the Boy Scouts of America; typed instructions for a home study project; two typed summer achievement troop and pack programs, distributed by the Boy Scouts of America

Folder 4: Miscellaneous- Bell Telephone System Exhibit ticket filled out by Lewis, 1936; typed list of officers, 1936-1937, no organization named; handwritten poem; card of handwritten college averages; bible story cards; picture of boy giving thanks that LeMoine and Arthur kept on a wall above a table in the Garage Room of Mrs. Crocketts during all four years of college; handwritten roll call; published booklet of social customs and behaviors; receipt from ACC, 1935; newspaper clipping of article concerning ACC, 1935; copy of anti-Hoover campaign flier, 1928 from the Oklahoma Roosevelt-Garner Clubs approved by R.M. McCool Democratic State Chairman

Folder 5: Religious Books of the Brotherhood- typed list of books written by Church of Christ members, January 1935, published by B.C. Goodpasture in Atlanta, GA
Folder 6: Religion in the News- manuscript of radio sermon, “Religion in the News” by Walter W. Van Kirk, presentation of NBC, WEAF and Red Network 6:45 to 7:00PM EST, Volume VIII, Number 24, Saturday, March 11, 1939

Folder 7: ACC Commencement Material 1936-1945- programs of Lewis Commencement ceremony, 1936; program of Shirley Harrell’s Commencement program, 1945

Folder 8: Dallas- Lewis Dinner- box of 12 tapes recording the Dallas-Lewis Dinner 9-10-88; original tape and copy of each tape, each tape is labeled either I or II

Folder 9: Lewis Catalog- box of 14 floppy disks, dated 2-19-1992

Folder 10: Declaration of Independence- souvenir Declaration of Independence from Independence Hall, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, gift received from Enco Service Station Abilene, Texas

Folder 11: Ink Well of Jack Fanning- shoe box of Jack Fanning, brother of Tolbert Tanning, made of rocks and stones Fanning picked from his own farm in Clarksville, Texas, 1840-1846; ink well tap that is not original; feather pen; handwritten note explaining objects and their origins

Folder 12: Bible- Bible presented to Lewis May 27, 1934 by James F. Cox, President of ACC for Lewis’ highest grade average; typed note explaining the Bible’s origin; typed half sheet program of the Lewis Luncheon Program February 9, 1993, Anniversary of LeMoine G. Lewis’ Birthday; newspaper clipping of poem by James J. Metcalfe, 1949; typed manuscript of Luncheon speech; typed timeline of the development of different churches; typed poem used as bookmark; handwritten copy of Psalm 23 wedged into pages of bible

Folder 13: Harvard Divinity School Award- framed award presented to LeMoine Lewis establishing the LeMoine Lewis Gaunce Lewis-Memorial Scholarship, signed by the dean, Ronald F. Thiemann, 22 July 1990

Folder 14: Photos- photo of Lewis and bible department faculty and staff, November 1962; includes handwritten list of names by row; picture of Lewis and other men at the groundbreaking for the Bible Building

---

1 Bulk item is stored in Box 32
2 Bulk item is stored in Box 32
3 Bulk item is stored in Box 32
4 Bulk item is stored in Box 32
5 Specify location (unable to fit into box)
Folder 15: LeMoine Lewis in Memoriam 1988- copy of brief handwritten biography of Lewis; brochure of the LeMoine G. Lewis Lectures in Church History, “Lectures on Religious Freedom” by William R. Estep, Jr. October 11-12, 1988; newspaper clipping of article detailing the lectures; obituary of Lewis; typed letter invitation from ACU Library to a reception honoring Lewis, October 1988; printed email correspondence about LeMoine Lewis collection

Folder 16: W.D. Lewis (Grandmother of LeMoine Lewis) Obituary- copy of The Midlothian Mirror, Friday, June 30, 1950, obituary is on the first page of Mrs. W.D. Lewis

Folder 17: Trustees Teacher Award- framed award presented to LeMoine G. Lewis by the Board of Trustees of ACC, May 28, 1956

Folder 18: Cash Book- handwritten cash accounts, 1941-1954

Folder 19: Address Book- black address book with geological cheat sheets; typed correspondence between Dr. Charles Felix and John A. Reeves, January 17, 1985

Folder 20: Christian Service Award- typed open letter to fellow-minister from Dell Wilson presented a certificate of Christian Service, dated November 21, 1985; signed certificate enclosed in brown folder addressed to LeMoine Lewis, dated October 5, 1985 Keene, New Hampshire

Folder 21: Family Bible- Lewis’ family bible donated by Mildred Lewis Thomas to honor LeMoine G. Lewis and their grandparents, Amanda Jane Hackworth and William D. Lewis; handwritten paper explaining the bible’s donation

Folder 22: Church of Christ Bible Chair Lectureship Poster-poster advertising LeMoine Lewis as guest speaker for the Church of Christ Bible Chair Lectureship April 13-16, 1959*bulk item, located in Box 30.3

Folder 23: Gospel Meeting Poster-poster advertising a gospel meeting at the Church of Christ, featuring LeMoine Lewis, sponsored by Church of Christ Marshall, TX*bulk item, located in Box 30.3

---

6 Folder is placed on side of box long-ways in order to accommodate its size
7 Specify location (unable to fit into box)
8 Bulk item is stored in Box 32
9 Folder is placed on the side of the box, long-ways to accommodate its size
10 Bible is storied in its own box; Specify location
Folder 24: Newspaper Teaching Ads-large folder holding newspaper that discusses the Bible and Bible knowledge*bulk item, located in Box 30.3

Folder 25: Magazines, 1944-1948-three magazines along with magazine article clippings in cardboard protector*bulk item, located in Box 30.3

Folder 26: Periodicals and Posters-clipping from *Time Magazine*, 1955, concerning Billy Graham; magazine articles about the Bible; copy of the *Gospel Advocate*, Volume XCIII, Number 18, 1951; reprints of map published by Abraham Ortelius in 1584 of the Holy Land; copy of the *Christian Leader and The Way*, Volume XXVI, Number 15, 1912*bulk item, located in Box 30.3

Folder 27: Poster-poster of the kings of Judah and Israel*bulk item, located in Box 30.3

**SubSeries C: Rotary Club**

Folder 1: Abilene Rotary Club Directory- little black binder of the Abilene Rotary Club, directory for 1962-1963

Folder 1.1: Abilene Rotary Club Directory Continued- large black binder of the Abilene Rotary Club, directory for 1985-1986, Lewis’ place in bookmarked

Folder 2: History of the Rotary Club- booklet detailing the history of the Rotary Club of Abilene, Texas, 1926-1976


Folder 4: Rotary- folder has handwritten note on front explaining that ACU students received International Scholarships while Lewis was on the Rotary board; yellow folder containing Rotary Club forms and contact information

Folder 5: Rotary, 1983- typed rough draft of Rotary Foundation Fellows Directory; typed list of Abilene Rotary Club Paul Harris Fellows; typed copy of the Report from the Rotary Foundation Committee, August 2, 1983; information flier from the Rotary Foundation; copy of *The Rotater* Volume 32, Number 18, November 25, 1983; copy of the Scholarships Handbook, July 1983; typed correspondence between Lewis and Rotary officers; printed Foundation Committee Information; newspaper clipping of article about McMurry student receiving a

---

11 Series is stored in Box 31
Rotary Scholarship; typed memo to the Foundation Committee Members from Claude Hicks, Foundation Committee Co-Chairman, October 25, 1983; typed correspondence between Lewis and Andrea Gayden, 1984; informational brochure on Rotary Foundation Scholarships, 1986-1987; blank Application for Rotary Foundation Scholarship forms; handwritten memo to Lewis, 1983; handwritten contact information; typed correspondence; typed report from the Rotary Foundation Committee, August 2, 1983; typed list of Rotary Scholarship Applicants; typed list of Rotary Scholars; typed news release on Rotary Scholarships, 1985

Folder 6: Liberatore, Pat, Rotary, 1983- typed and handwritten correspondence between Lewis and Patricia Liberatore; typed Report from the Rotary Foundation Committee; copies of typed reports from Liberatore; copy of handwritten letter from Liberatore to Lewis; typed details of Duties of the Sponsoring Rotarian Counselor; postcard from Canada; copies of *The Rotater*, 1983

Folder 7: Fallis, Emily, Rotary- copy of *The Rotater*, 1982; typed and handwritten contact information for Emily Fallis; typed and handwritten correspondence between Fallis and the Rotary Club and Lewis

**SubSeries D: Seminar on Early Christianity**

**Box 31: X/D.1-15**


Folder 5: Harrell, Pat- typed rough draft of biography of former student, Pat Harrell, handwritten note on bottom of page explaining to Lewis to write a biography


Folder 12: P-Q-R- typed copy of outline titled, “A Comprehensive Bible Study Course in OUltine Form,” written by Thomas N. Page; typed copy of paper titled, “Gnostic Use of the NT: A Review of the Work of,” written by Elaine Pagels; typed copies of two papers written by James Patrick from the University of Dallas; Lewis’ handwritten notes on Patrick’s works; typed copy of paper titled, “Augustine and the Augustinian Hypothesis: A Reexamination of Augustine’s Thought in De Consensu Evangelistarum,” written by David Peabody; typed response to David Pesbody’s paper by Professor Enrique Nardoni; Lewis’ handwritten notes on Peabody’s work; typed copy of paper titled, “Philip Schaff as Church Historian, the Nineteenth Century Rise of Historical Consciousness in Germany, the Challenge of History to Theology,” written by Klaus Penzel; typed paper and outline on grief written by David Powell; copy of article in The Drew Gateway, Volume 54, Number 1, Fall 1983, titled, “The Sayings of Jesus: Q,” written by James M. Robinson; typed letter from David L. Balas, September 13, 1985


Folder 15: Wagner, Larry E.- typed copy of paper titled, “Destroying Speculation on Mormonism The Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints,” handwritten note by Wagner to Lewis

Series XI: Subject Files

Box 32: XI/A,1-69

Folder 1: Adam’s Editorial Committee- typed correspondence and memorandums from Walter H. Adams for the editorial board on Handbook for Bible School Teachers, 1969-1970; typed outline of chapter headlines for a Handbook for Bible School Teachers; typed list of suggested writers; typed copy of the structural proposal of A Series of Handbooks for Christians; typed copy of the rough draft of the structural proposal of A Series of Handbooks for Bible School Teachers

Folder 2: Adolescence- typed bibliography of books on Adolescence

Folder 3: Age of Man- newspaper clippings from The Abilene-Reporter News on natural history and the beginnings of humanity, 1976

Folder 4: American Bible Society- booklet titled “The Book of Hope,” from the American Bible Society, 1953
Folder 5: American Society for Church History- copy of program for the 140th Meeting of the American Society of Church History, 1986; typed copy of paper titled, “Who was the First Western Christian Missionary to the Muslims?” written by Allan Harris and Helen Elmquist Cutler, 1986; typed outline and bibliography of Biblical Studies, the Churches, and Society in Post-War Japan, written by James M. Phillips; Lewis’ handwritten notes on the Cutlers’ work; , 1985; typed report on Evangelicals in Eastern Europe Compared, written by Walter Sawatsky, April 3, 1986, ASCH Conference, Fort Worth, Texas

Folder 6: American Textual Criticism Seminar- list of forty-five topics for class work, prayer meeting discussions, and personal study from the World Vision Bible Helps; typed outline of objectives from the American Textual Criticism Seminar

Folder 7: Amish- feature from The Abilene Reporter-News on the Amish, October 9, 1983

Folder 8: Anderson, Hans Christian- copy of magazine article titled, “The Wondrous World of Fairy Tales,” written by Dorothy Kendall Bracken, Director, SMU Reading Clinic

Folder 9: Anti-Catholic- anti-Catholic newsletter, written by Mrs. F.M. Standish, October 15, 1958

Folder 10: Anti-Sunday School- copy of Gospel Tidings, Volume 1, Number 8, 1936, featured article is, “On Woman Teachers,” written by E.E. Stark; copy of a pamphlet titled, The Sunday School Question, written by Dr. G.A. Trott

Folder 11: Amish- tourist brochures of Amish and Mennonite communities in Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio

Folder 12: Apostolic Church- typed rough draft of paper titled, “The History of the Apostolic Church,” includes handwritten revisions and corrections

Folder 13: Application for Clergy Fare Certificate- typed letter from LeMoine Lewis to the Eastern Clergy Bureau, 1949; copy of an Eastern Clergy Bureau Application for Clergy Fare Certificate, 1950; carbon copy of filled out application form for Clergy Fare Certificate

Folder 14: Aquinas, Thomas- typed notes of works on Thomas Aquinas; printed chart of sacred doctrine

Folder 15: Archaeology- copy of Time magazine article, October 25, 1963; copy of newspaper article from The Abilene Reporter-News, titled, “Biblical Past May Solve Water
Problem in Negev,” July 30, 1958; typed correspondence from Nelson Glueck of the Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, 1966; typed copy of a newsletter from the Hebrew Union College Biblical and Archaeological School, Jerusalem, August 14, 1966; two typed programs of the summer institute on Near Eastern Civilizations., 1966


Folder 16: Armistice, Unknown Soldier- newspaper article on the Unknown Soldier’s Tomb

Folder 17: Art- typed instructions for crafts for children; brochure on Joe Ruiz Grandee, Western Historical Artist; typed rough draft of outline for article, “Curriculum in the Modern Elementary School,” written by Robert H. Beck, Walter W. Cook, and Nolan C. Kearney, 1953; children’s drawings and paintings; handwritten notes on Art; copy of Time magazine article, 1966; newspaper article on Pablo Picasso from *The Abilene Reporter-News*; typed program from art show of Lucienne Collaer-Rusconi; poster of “The Marriage of Giovanni Arnolfini and Giovanna Cenami,” by Jan Van Eyck

Folder 18: Archaeology Newsletters- copies of the *American Schools of Oriental Research: Jerusalem and Baghdad*, 1953-1956; typed report on a visit to Jerusalem from Dr. Morton Smith

Folder 18.1- Archaeology Newsletters Continued- copies of the *American Schools of Oriental Research: Jerusalem and Baghdad*, 1950-1954

Folder 19: Archival Material- handwritten note to Lewis from George R. Stotts about enclosed paper, 1974; typed copy of paper titled, “Pentecostal Archival Material, it’s Nature and Availability, with Emphasis on the Southwest,” presented to the Church History Section from the American Academy of Religion, written by George R. Stotts, 1974, Associate Professor of Biblical Studies and Philosophy from Evangelical College

Folder 20: Arceneaux, Bible 158- handwritten notes on lectures of Early Arceneaux


Folder 23: Bach- copy of the Bible Society Record, December 1969, Volume 114, Number 10


Folder 26: Barth, Karl- newspaper article from the Abilene Reporter-News, obituary for Karl Barth, 1968; copy of Christianity Today, featuring Karl Barth, Volume 13, Number 7, 1969


Folder 28: Beasley-Murray- Lewis’ handwritten notes on Beasley-Murray’s works

Folder 29: Belief- typed copy of paper titled, This I Believe,” written by Odell Myers, 1954

Folder 30: Between the Testaments- Lewis’ handwritten notes, quizzes, and tests for Bible 320, 1933

Folder 31: Bible (Bible 370)- typed copy of syllabus for Bible 370: Bible Versus Modernism; typed outlines of lectures; typed outline for the Historical Introduction to the Old Testament, written by W. Wilson for Bible 371; typed outlines of lectures on preaching for the Fifth Annual A.C.C. Lectures on Preaching, written by Batsell Barrett Baxter* folder placed on side of box in order to accommodate its size

Folder 32: Bible Chair- copy of The Bible Chair, Volume 3, Number 1, 1960; copy of the College Christian, Volume 7, Number 10, 1959; typed list of Bible Chairs and their contact information, 1959-1960
Folder 33: Bible Class, Ladies Bible Class- typed and handwritten roll calls; typed quizzes, outlines of lectures of Old Testament books; handwritten outline of I Chronicles

Folder 34: Bible Department Memos- typed standards from the Faculty Handbook; typed list of Filing Categories for the Preacher; copy of article reprinted from The Clearing House, article titled, “Improving the Competence of Teachers in Educational Measurement,” written by Robert L. Ebel; copies of newspaper articles on Doctoral Programs in Religion; typed memorandums 1971-1986; typed instructions for Ministering to the Bereaved

Folder 35: Bible Films- pamphlet titled “Voice Crying in the Wilderness: A Gospel Film in Colour,” presented by the Lytchett Minster Film Unity; Christmas card; index to Biblical Events and Characters portrayed in Cathedral Films Motion Pictures and Filmstrips

Folder 36: Bible School Curriculum- typed list of Bible Study Curriculum for Teachers from Broadway Church of Christ, Houston; typed schedule of Bible School Classes for Winter, 1967; typed copy of paper titled, “The Curriculum of the College Church,” for College Church of Christ; yellow folder of copies class curriculum for different age groups prepared by Holland L. Boring, Jr., includes introduction; typed outlines of curriculum for different age groups; typed outlines of lesson plans

Folder 37: Bible School- gray folder labeled, Anson; typed copy of paper titled, “What a Good Bible School can Mean to the Church?”


Folder 39: Bible School Organization- typed copies of paper titled, “Organizing and Supervising the Bible School,” presented at the ACC Lectureship, April 1963, delivered by Re Wright; pamphlet of job descriptions for Church School Workers; chart of church leadership

Folder 41: Bible, Versions History of- typed correspondence between Lewis and Calvin Seminary; typed correspondence between Lewis and Central Church of Christ in Topeka, Kansas; typed correspondence between Cambridge and Oxford University Press

Folder 42: Bible Visual Aids- typed list of bible slides


Folder 45: Blackwells- invoices from B.H. Blackwell Ltd.; Christmas cards from Blackwell’s 1956-1960

Folder 46: Books- handwritten notes; typed lists of books; typed reading lists for graduate courses at Harvard University, 1943-1944; typed lists of summer reading; German publication, Philosophie Theologie; typed bibliographies; copy of German work, Theologische Literaturzeitung, 1911; copy of the Quinti Septimi Florentis Tertulliani De Anima, edited with introduction and commentary by Dr. J.H. Waszink; advertisement for the Jewish Apocryphal Literature; advertisement for A Remapping of the Bible World; advertisement for Readable, Scholarly Books on Religions History

Folder 46.1: Books- typed correspondence between Lewis and booksellers and publishers; handwritten notes to Lewis; typed lists of book titles

Folder 46.2: Books- typed lists of books on different topics, books to buy, and titles of books to be ordered; handwritten lists of books

Folder 47: Book Notes- typed notes on work by, Christopher Morley, Parnassus on Wheels, 1955; newspaper clippings from The Abilene Reporter-News on recent books, 1970-1971

Folder 48.1: Book Reviews- book reviews from *Classical Philology*, Volume 43, Number 2, 1948; book reviews from *American Journal of Archaeology*


Folder 50: Boron, Henry C.- copy of handwritten notes on Henry C. Boron

Folder 51: Brazil- copies of publication, *Brasil Obá!,* All-Brazil Mission Bulletin, 1984

Folder 52: Brookline Church of Christ- typed proposal to Enlist Participation in the Productive and Creative Program, presented by the Trustees of the Congregation, titled, “‘Come and Help Us Bring in the Nets!’” November 1964


Folder 54: Bunch-Brown, Carol- handwritten note to Lewis from Louise Schultz; typed Statement, written by Carol Bunch-Brown; typed copy of Carol Bunch-Brown’s CV

Folder 55: Burke Rd. Retreat-Saludo- typed correspondence between Lewis and Burke Road Church of Christ; copies of Burke Road Church of Christ bulletins, 1977; copy of the program for the Seventh Annual Spiritual Life Retreat

Folder 56: Camping (missing)- brochures and information on different camps

Folder 57: Camp Daybreak- typed list of accommodations; copies of the Daybreak bulletin; copy of handwritten list of speakers and their contact information; typed directions to the camp; handwritten directions; academic calendar; receipts

Folder 58: Canon- typed Selected Bibliography on the Canon


Folder 60: Capital Punishment- copy of pamphlet titled, “Alternatives to Capital Punishment,” issued by the Board of Evangelicalism and Social Service; copy of the *Tempo,*
October 15, 1968, publication of the National Council of Churches; copy of Christianity Today, Volume 4, Number 1, October 12, 1959

Folder 61: Career Alternatives- typed career alternatives bibliography, 1977 from the National Coordinating Committee Supplement #8

Folder 62: Catholicism- booklet titled, “Can Catholicism Win America?” written by Harold E. Fey; typed outlines of lectures on Religion in America; newspaper clippings from The Abilene Reporter-News on Catholicism, 1969; pamphlet titled, “‘Your Church is Closed,’” written by Antonio Ochoa; pamphlet titled, “The Menace of Roman Catholicism,” written by Earl West; pamphlet titled, “It is Time to Talk About Rome: The City, the Empire, the Church,” written by Claud F. Witty; pamphlets and articles written by Aniceto Mario Sparagna about why he left the Roman Catholic Church

Folder 63: C.E.D.’s- handwritten names and addresses of people who attended the Educational Direction Breakfast, 1964

Folder 64: Charismatic Movement- typed outline of sermon or lecture titled, “The Charismatic Movement,” dated 1975-76

Folder 65: Charts, Biblical- typed assignment sheet for New Testament Survey, 1964; typed memory sheet for Old Testament Survey; typed list of Bible Facts We Should Know; typed outline of the Nine Periods in the Life of Christ; typed chart; printed plan of the Tabernacle

Folder 66: Child Development- typed list of Arnold Gesell’s Books on Child Development


Folder 68: Christian Chronicles- copies of the Christian Chronicle Volume 24, Numbers 36 and 38, 1967

Box 33: XI/69.1-121

Folder 69.1: Christian Education - typed bibliographies; filled out Reserve List forms; handwritten notes; typed outlines on Christian Education and Church Leadership; handwritten notes on Greek and New Testament verses; printed poems; picture of boy practicing piano; blank typed worksheets

Folder 70: Christian Evidence - typed bibliography for Bible 371

Folder 70.1: Christian Evidences - copy of the *Gospel Advocate*, Volume 111, Number 4, 1969

Folder 71: Christian Family - brochure for Christian Family Week, Family Stewardship, 1961; brochures for Christian parents; poster for Christian Family Week, 1961; typed list of ten commandments for wives and husbands; leaflets from Christian Family Week, 1964; devotionals for families and young married couples

Folder 72: Christian Foundations - pie chart of class schedule for Christian Foundations Class, J. Morris Smith and Douglas Edwards; typed list of topics for the Christian Foundations Class

Folder 73: Christian Homes - typed copy of Ira North’s Questionnaire for Husbands and Wives; copy of the bulletin of the MacGregor Park Church of Christ; typed lesson plans on The Christian Home; brochure on the Father’s role; copy of *Family Life*, Volume 24, Number 2, 1964; typed paper titled, “How to Hold a Family Council,” written by Alma H. Jones; program number 58 of a series on The Christian Home by Batsell Barrett Baxter, transcript of the Herald of Truth; newsletter from the Commission on Higher Education, 1961; typed list of books and their prices; brochures on marriage

Folder 74: Christian Home - handwritten notes on topics concerning the Christian Home; copy of *The Vindicator*, Volume 19, Number 2, February 1952; typed outlines of lessons on topics of the Christian Home, such as dating and marriage, dated 1948; newspaper clipping pasted onto piece of paper, titled, “Dorothy Dix Says: Wife Gives Six Rules for Making a Marriage Happy and Successful”; typed manuscripts of radio sermons on Christian Marriage, Divorce, and Parenting, dated 1947; typed rough drafts of sermon titled, “Christian Marriage” with handwritten corrections

Folder 75: Christian Living - copy of article titled, “To My Daughters: A Spiritual Will and Testament,” written by Helen Good Brenneman; page of pamphlet from the National Sunday School Association pasted onto paper, article titled, “Every Home A Kingdom,” written by Clate

Folder 75.1: Christian Living- typed and handwritten outlines of sermons written on scrap paper; typed notes on different scriptures; typed personal note to Lewis; typed manuscripts and rough drafts of radio sermons, dated 1943-1944; handwritten notes on note card; typed poem on note card; typed rough draft of lecture titled, “Jesus Call Us,” presented by Lewis, February 1950; handwritten notes on Lewis’ sermon

Folder 75.2: Christian Living- handwritten and typed outlines of sermons and lessons, dated 1947; typed and handwritten notes on Pastoral Psychiatry and Mental Health; typed and handwritten notes and outlines on the Sermon on the Mount; typed outline of lecture titled, “The Christian and Military Service”

Folder 76: Christian Research Foundation- printed flier from the Christian Research Foundation, Inc., announcement of prizes for the Academic Year, 1961-62

Folder 77: Christian Tours Co.- postcards and pamphlets from the Christian Tours Co.

Folder 78: Christmas, Linda Hall- typed outline of assignment written by Linda Hall, dated 1976


Folder 81: Church Discipline- copy of article from the Firm Foundation, titled, “Church Discipline-Why Withdraw Fellowship?” written by Clifton Rogers; typed news release from
ACC, titled, “Church Discipline,” written by J.W. Roberts; typed paper titled, “Church Discipline,” written by Johnny Ramsey

Folder 82: Church Exhibits- pamphlet from the Eighth Annual Bible Teachers Workshop, dated 1962; typed rough draft of list of Church Exhibits, dated 1962-64

Folder 83: Church Family History- typed and handwritten information on Reverend Nathan W. Smith; handwritten history written by Genevieve Rose Coleman; copy of Nathan W. Smith’s obituary

Folder 84: Church Growth- typed book review written by Norman Murphy, dated 1967; printed flier from the 29th and Yale Church of Christ in Tulsa, OK; copy of *International Gospel Hour News*, dated 1984, Volume 10, Number 6; printed copy of the *Center for Church Growth Newsletter*, Volume 3, Number 1, 1983


Folder 86: Church History- handwritten letter to Lewis from Abner Jones Church, written by Paul Barrett

Folder 87: Church History Bibliographies- typed bibliographies of readings on Religion in America; copy of syllabus for An Introduction to the Study of Church History, Fall 1973, Union Theological Seminary; typed student book supply; copy of bibliography for Seminar on Theology and Bible; copy of syllabus for Church History 101B, Harvard Divinity School,
Medieval Church History; copy of *The Presbyterian*, 1974; copy of syllabus for The Problem of Religious Leadership, 1971; syllabus for Life of the Church

Folder 88: Church History Libraries- typed list of books for starting a library in Church History; typed copies of programs for Preachers Fellowship Day, 1971

Folder 89: Church History Tapes- typed and handwritten lists of church history lecture tapes that are missing; title of page, “Notes on the Lewis Tapes on Church History for Jack Burford”

Folder 90: Church History 1957-1958, by Paul Rotenberry- typed manuscript of “History of the Christian Church”

Folder 91: Church History, 2. Monks and Missionaries- typed notes on Irish Monks, Missionaries, and Gregory the Great; rough draft of lectures, “Christianity in England,” “Gregory I”

Folder 92: Church History Continued- copies of typed outlines of lectures on different periods in Church History; typed notes on the churches of Christ in the Philippines; handwritten notes and outlines on church history; typed paper titled, “False Doctrines which Faced the Second and Third Century Church”

Folder 93: C.H. MA Advocates of Reform #6, 1978-79- filled out registration cards for the 8th Annual Bible Teachers Workshop


Folder 95: Church History (123b)- typed notes on note card; Harvard University History 123b syllabi; typed and handwritten notes on topics of Church History; typed summer reading lists

Folder 96: Church Music- typed report on the Church Music Program: Its Work and Its Future, presented to Arlington Church of Christ, 1968; typed lyrics to different songs; newspaper clipping of article titled, “United Presbyterians Sing 14 Favorite Hymns”; copy of bulletin of the

Folder 97: Church of Christ- copy of The Newsletter of the World Christian Broadcasting Corporation, Volume 3, Number 4, 1983; loose newspaper clippings, 1984-1987; two newspaper clippings pasted onto paper, 1984

Folder 97.1 Church of Christ- typed copies of Chapel Schedule; typed faculty bulletin, 1952; typed registration instructions for ACC, 1952; handwritten notes; typed list of Loeb Classical Library Available in Cloth, 1951; typed bibliography; typed copies of final examination for Bible 384; handwritten student examination answers; typed copy of paper titled, “Some Problems Facing the Church,” written by Jerry Cochran, 1952; handwritten discussion questions written by students; typed outside reading list

Folder 97.2: Church of Christ- handwritten outline; typed outline of lecture titled, “What is the Church of Christ?”; typed outline of the historical development of the Churches of Christ; typed outline of lecture titled, “The Restoration”


Folder 99: Clark, Gordon at Trinity Review- copy of The Trinity Review, Number 22, 1981; fliers advertising the Gordon H. Clark Gordon-Conwell Lectures; copy of Temple Times, Volume 12, Number 38

Folder 100: Classics of Devotion, 1977- handwritten letter from Ken from the Department of the Army to Lewis, dated 1977


Folder 102: Clerical Celibacy- typed copy of Thesis Prospectus Outline, not author
Folder 103: Clerk, Gordon- copies of *The Trinity Review*, 1982; newsletter from the Sangre De Cristo Seminary; fliers advertising Gordon H. Clark at the Gordon-Conwell Lectures; copy of the *Temple Times*, Volume 12, Number 38

Folder 104: College Church of Christ- typed list of classes on Preparing Teachers to Teach Adolescents and Adults, 1969-70; typed teaching materials, teaching aids, and instructions on teacher preparation

Folder 105: Communism- copy of *Life Lines*, 1961, Volume 3, Number 3; pamphlet titled, *Communism or Christ*; copy of the booklet, *The Communist Threat in Latin America*

Folder 106: Concordia Press- pamphlets from Concordia Press concerning Christmas

Folder 107: Contract of Employment Between David Lipscomb College and LeMoine Lewis- copy of contract of employment between David Lipscomb College and LeMoine G. Lewis, May 3, 1949


Folder 111: Credit Course- typed materials on information concerning Bible Courses

Folder 112: Crisis- loose newspaper clippings on Randy Becton; copy of the University Church of Christ bulletin, Volume 30, Number 32, 1985
Folder 113: Cults- loose newspaper clippings of reports on cult messages, 1975

Folder 114: Curriculum, Southern Association- typed memos from Dean Adams to the Faculty, 1961; typed report on The College Curricula

Folder 115: Cyprian- typed and handwritten notes on Cyprian


Folder 117: Dan, City of the Golden Calf- copy of article from *The Jerusalem Post Magazine*, titled, “City of the Golden Calf,” 1975; booklet for the Volunteer Program Excavations at Tel Dan

Folder 118: Deacons- typed outline of lecture on Deacons

Folder 119: Dead Sea Scrolls- loose newspaper clippings on LSD; magazine article titled, “The Scrolls’ Hidden Message”; copy of the *American Bible Society Record*, Volume 116, Number 7; copy of *Die Doppelurkunden Aus Der Wuste Juda*

Folder 120: Dean’s Questions- typed outlines of Dean’s Questions, I and II

Folder 121: Death- newspaper clippings from *World Radio News*, titled, “He Lifted His Hand to Jesus,” written by Larry West; copy of *Life Line*, 1984

**Box 34: XI/A,122-178**

Folder 122 : Debate 1- typed outlines of arguments on the Holy Spirit and Hardeman’s argument on the Holy Spirit; handwritten notes on the Holy Spirit and Hardeman

Folder 123: Debate 2- handwritten notes on debates of prominent Baptists

Folder 124: Debate 3- typed manuscripts of G.A. Dunn’s speeches on, “Is the Present System of the Located Pastor Scriptural?”; handwritten notes
Folder 125: Debate 4- handwritten notes on G.A. Dunn’s arguments on instrumental music; typed list of one-sentence summaries of G.A. Dunn’s arguments on instrumental music

Folder 126: Denominationalism- booklet titled Denominationalism written by James M. Tolle; article titled “Is the Church of Christ A Denomination?” written by G.H.P. Showalter; pamphlet titled “The Church I Found and How I Found It,” written by R.H. Boll; three pamphlets on denominationalism; bulletin, *The Bible Teacher*, Volume 3, August 1952, Number 11

Folder 127: Devotional Life- typed Selected Bibliography Christian Devotional Literature, written by Everett Ferguson, 1982

Folder 128: Devotional, Cooper 1964- typed rough draft of manuscript of devotional given at Cooper High School, dated January 8, 1964


Folder 130: Divorce- copy of *Pulpit Helps*, Volume 9, Number 11, 1984; copy of University Church of Christ bulletin advertising gospel meeting featuring Bary Beauchamp on Divorce

Folder 131: Doctrine- typed outline of the History of Doctrines for the Bible Chair Clinic, 1961; typed list of service to church for different professional occupations

Folder 132: Dow- handwritten outlines of topics; handwritten notes of various authors; topics are in Church History, Paul, and Judaism

Folder 133: Doctrinal Development- typed copy of syllabus for BIBLE 40 G 3; typed copies of bibliographies; typed outlines of the first-sixth centuries

Folder 134: Drugs- copy of *The Optimist*, Number 9, Volume 59, 1971; copy of pamphlet from *Firm Foundation*, featuring the article, “The Use of Hallucinatory Drugs and Narcotics”

Folder 136: Durst, Aussie- copy of *The Dallas Morning News*, Focus section, featuring article titled, “In 63 Years of Teaching, Miss Aussie Also Learned,” dated 1970

Folder 137: Early Christians- typed bibliography on the middle ages; typed notes on Gregory the Great, the Confessions of Augustine, Ambrose; typed copies of poems and hymns written by early Christian writers; typed rough drafts of Reserve Lists for BIBLE H3382 Church History, 1982; typed outline of the Highlights of the First Six Centuries of the Church; typed copies of syllabi for BIBLE H 3382, the Middle Ages; typed copies of syllabi for BIBLE H 382, the Reformation and the Modern Church; typed notes on the papacy; typed outlines of the events of the Middle Ages

Folder 138: Ecumenical Movement- copy of Life Magazine cover of meeting between the Bishop of Canterbury and the Roman Catholic Pontiff for the first time since 1534; copy of *The Exhorter*, Duncanville, Texas Church of Christ bulletin featuring article titled, “The Ecumenical Movement,” written by William Banowsky for *20th Century Christian*

Folder 139: Educational Director- copy of magazine article titled, “If you want a director…” written by W. Randolph Thorton; typed outline of responsibilities and duties of the Minister of Education; typed outline of the responsibilities and duties of Educational Director; typed bibliography; typed list of new books for Educational Directors; pamphlet from the National Council of Church advertising the position of Director or Minister of Christian Education

Folder 140: Egypt- typed informational flier titled, “Tutankhamun: King of Egypt”; pamphlet titled, “Preparing for your Holy Land Cruise”; typed list of Major Pyramids of Egypt; typed outline of Egyptian History

Folder 141: Eisenhower- loose collection of newspaper clippings, 1969

Folder 142: El Camino- copy of *El Camino*, Volume 1, Number 2, 1935


Folder 146: Employee Relations- typed notice and materials from Man and Manager, Inc. about the “Employee Relations in Action”

Folder 147: English- two newspaper clippings pasted onto paper; one loose newspaper clipping; about English phrases, dictionary, and writing, 1984

Folder 148: English Literature- typed reading lists for Literary History of England

Folder 149: Eschatology- typed list titled, “Eschatological References in Secular Literature”; pamphlets from The Conference on Christianity and Literature, 1980

Folder 150: Easter Services- copy of programs for Easter services, 1977; copy of typed Seder Service-Order of Worship; typed copy of Good Friday program, 1977

Folder 151: Ethics, Business- typed copy of Business Ethics Speech, presented to the Rotary Club of Abilene, October 19, 1984, written by Max. G. Pitcher

Folder 152: Ethics of Teachers- handwritten note from Overton Faubus; typed and handwritten notes of works on professional ethics; copy of the Department of Classroom Teachers News Bulletin, Volume 35, Number 1, 1961; typed papers on the Ethics of the Teaching Profession and the Teaching Profession; typed copy of open letter to faculty from the Office of the Dean at ACC, 1952; typed bibliography; typed outline of professional ethics; typed copy of skit titled, “Do You Know Liz?” written by Beatrice Harvey and Corma Mowrey; typed copy of packet titled, “Guides for Ethics Committees Local Education Associations,” 1960; materials from the Ethic Committee of the National Education Association; poster on ethics from the Texas State Teachers Association; five booklets on teaching and ethics; copy of the catalog of 1961-62 from the National Education Association

Folder 153: Evaluation- pamphlet titled, “Mid-Term Exams,” written by John Leslie Lobingier; typed blank evaluation form of observation lesson; typed observation guide; copy of poem titled, “A Teacher...In Faith and Verity”; typed teacher evaluation
chart; typed report titled, “Evaluating our Work”; typed copy of blank End of Semester Evaluation of Bible Class form

Folder 154: Evolution, 1963- handwritten notes on evaluation, dated 1963; filled out Bible Teachers Workshop forms; typed correspondence to Lewis concerning Bible teachers, 1962

Folder 155: Expense Sheet for Bible Teachers- filled out expense sheets for Bible Teachers Workshop; typed and handwritten correspondence to Lewis concerning the Bible Teachers Workshop

Folder 156: Evangelical Theology Society- pamphlet from the joint meeting of the AMerican Scientific Affiliation and the Evangelical Theological Society; copies of the Evangelical Theological Society Directory; pamphlets from various Evangelical Theological Society meetings, 1960-61

Folder 156.1: Evangelical Theological Society Directory- typed evangelical theological society directory, 1952; handwritten list of names


Folder 159: Evangelism, Personal- typed bibliography

Folder 160: Evangelistic Forum- copy of program of an evangelistic forum for men, featuring Lewis as a main speaker


Folder 161.1: Evolution- copy of Firm Foundation, Volume 95, Number 17, 1978; copy of Gospel Advocate, Volume 116, Number 4, 1974; copy of Up Reach: A

Folder 161.2: Evolution- copy of The New York Times Magazine, Section 6, 1957; copy of The Star; copy of Human Origins: Major Contributions in Paleanthropology, selected and annotated by Dr. Eric Delson, 1980; newspaper clipping of article titled “Parents correct Thompson’s misrepresentation of student” from The Optimist, 1986; newspaper clippings of articles from The Abilene Reporter-News, concerning evolution, 1985-86; copy of ACU Today, Volume 38, Number 4, Spring 1986; copies of The Optimist, 1985-86; flier for ACU Recognized for Excellence; typed list of Lectureship Usage of Campus Facilities which may Conflict with Classes; open letter from Apologetics Press, Inc; open letter to the parents of ACU students, 1986; ACU statement of faith; copy of Cornerstone, 1986; letter to LeMoine Lewis from Lynn Packer criticizing the ACU science department and the theory of evolution, 1986; handwritten letter to LeMoine Lewis from Caroline J. Campbell concerning ACU science department, 1986

Folder 162: Faculty- typed correspondence to LeMoine Lewis from J.D. Thomas, 1963; copy of faculty bulletin from Dean Adams, 1963

Folder 163: Faith- copy of the May Street Church, Worcester, Massachusetts Bulletin, 1966

Folder 164: Faith Building- typed list of faith building material for the mind

Folder 165: Family- typed copy of Questions on Family Relations asked by Ira North

Folder 166: Father- newspaper clipping pasted onto paper titled, “Women Learning How Much They Owe to Their Fathers,” written by Rusty Brown, 1984

Folder 167: Fellowship- sheet of typed and handwritten notes on Fellowship, 1982

Folder 168: Festchrift- typed paper titled, “Proposal for a Festschrift in Honor of Dr. Jack P. Lewis, Professor Harding Graduate School of Religion; typed list of lecturers; typed copies of paper titled, “The Principles and Practice of Using Historical Background
in the Interpretation of the New Testament”; typed copies of Guidelines for Contributors to the Jack P. Lewis Festschrift Project; copy of advertisement from Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing C., 1982; typed notes on Kaiser and Kummel; copy of program for Dr. Jack Lewis Appreciation Dinner, March 21, 1986; paper ribbon from Jack Lewis Appreciation Dinner

Folder 169: Flood- materials on Earth History from the Pacific Meridian Publishing Co., 1966

Folder 170: Funerals- copies of clergyman records of various obituaries, 1963-66; handwritten notes on scrap paper; loose newspaper clippings of obituaries; typed personal histories and obituaries; funeral programs; typed copy of the poem, “Desiderata”

Folder 171: Gambling- pamphlet titled “What’s Wrong with a Little Gambling?”; pamphlet titled “What’s so Bad about Gambling: Christianity and Contemporary Moral Problems”

Folder 172: Game and Fish- copy of Texas Game and Fish, 1952; copy of Wildlife in Texas, 1952; typed pages of information on different game; printed information on different game; article titled “Four Good Reasons to Watch your Step: A Story of Poisonous Snakes of Texas,” written by Dr. Clarence Cottam, reprinted from Texas Game and Fish, 1960; pamphlet titled “Educational Wildlife Exhibit”; commandments of shooting safety; booklet titled “The Fresh-Water Catfishes of Texas and How to Know Them,” Number 39, 1966; pamphlet titled “What the Experts say about Carp Fishing,” 1964; booklet titled “Hawk: friends or foe?” written by Jerome Kasten, 1961

Folder 173: Gibson, Dr. J.P., 1974- typed correspondence concerning the J.P. Gibson Scholarship Fund; typed list of ACC Alumni who worked for the Southwestern Company, 1931-1950

Folder 174: Girls Training Class- typed outline titled, “Girls Training Class, October 1, 1959”; rough draft copies of typed paper titled, “What Abilene Christian College has Meant to the Church”; handwritten notes written on back of paper copies; clippings of newspaper section titled, “What is a Methodist?” pasted onto paper; newspaper clipping of poems; clippings of newspaper section titled, “What is a Jew?”; newspaper clippings from Christian Science, pasted onto paper; clippings of newspaper section titled, “What is a Catholic?”; newspaper clipping of article titled, “Jewish Chanukah to Start Today,” pasted onto paper; clippings of newspaper section titled, “What is a Baptist?”; clippings of newspaper section titled, “What is Episcopalian?”;
newspaper clipping of quiz titled, “Are you a Considerate Spouse?” written by Charles and Jean Komaiko; newspaper clipping of article titled, “What is Gambling?” written by Athens Clay Pullias; newspaper clipping on character; all newspaper articles are pasted onto paper

Folder 175: Gnosticism- copy of Religion section from Time Magazine, Volume 8, Number 1, 1966; typed outline of lesson titled, “Heresies, Schisms and Problems of the Second Century (Con.)”; typed notes on the Hymn of the Soul


Folder 176: Gnosticism Yale Conference- typed copy of Abstracts of Seminar Papers, 1978; French paper concerning Origen; pamphlet from the Peabody Museum of Natural History Yale University; pamphlet for forum on the Future of Educational Ministry; copies of typed papers on the topic of Valentinus and other papers presented at the conference; flier from the Connecticut Limousine Service, Inc.; printed map of Yale University; copies of typed orders of worship at Marguand Chapel, 1978; copies of typed paper titled, “Traditional Advent Themes,” written by Paul Holmer, 1977; typed registration list; pamphlet on Gnosticism in Word and Image; printed Yale walking tour, brief history, and general information pamphlet; printed list of restaurants in New Haven; printed map of New Haven, Connecticut; fliers from the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library; printed packet from the Greater New Haven Fact Pac; handwritten correspondence to Lewis from Abe, 1978; handwritten letter from Shirley Lewis to LeMoine Lewis, 1978; blank reservation cards; printed list of recommended hotels; typed open letter from Bentley Layton concerning the conference

Folder 176.1: Gnosticism Yale Conference continued- booklets for the International Conference on Gnosticism at Yale, 1978; typed registration list; typed list of addendum to the registrants in the International Conference on Gnosticism; sheets of handwritten notes; typed open letter from Bentley Layton concerning the conference
Folder 177: God- copy of Harding College Bulletin, Volume 40, Number 6, 1964; sheets of handwritten notes headed, “God is Dead”; newspaper clipping from *The Optimist*, article titled, “Poem Found on Body of GI Killed in Action,” written by Donna Buehler; copies of *The Rotater*, Volume 32-33, 1984-85

Folder 178: God and Me- photocopies of book pages from “God and Me”

**Box 35: XI/A,179-240**

Folder 179: God, Is God Dead?- copy of the *Collegiate Challenge*; newspaper page from *Fort Worth Press*, 1966; copy of *The Skiff*, Volume 64, Number 49, 1966; copy of *Time Magazine*, Volume 87, Number 14, 1966


Folder 180.1: Gospel Advocate- copies of *Gospel Advocate*, Volumes 82-83, 1940-41


Folder 182: Graham, Billy- typed letter between Mr. Weldon B. Bennett, ACC, and Dr. Ralph W. Mitchell, Spiritual Counsellor concerning a letter to Billy Graham

Folder 183: Great Doctrines- typed lists and outlines of great Old Testament Characters; typed sheets of the Great Doctrines of the Old Testament; typed outlines of the History of the Holy Spirit; handwritten notes; copies of the *Western Christian Messenger*, Volume 1, Number 10, 1958, featuring LeMoine Lewis as a speaker for Lectureship

Folder 184: Great Lakes Christian College- Graduation Program for Great Lakes Christian College, 1979; invitation for the recognition of Dr. Geoffrey H. and Mrs. Ellis; program for Ellis Appreciation Dinner, 1979; typed manuscript of speech given at Graduation at Great Lakes; typed manuscript of Tribute to Geoffrey Ellis; handwritten rough draft of speech for Graduation at Great Lakes; pamphlet for the Summer Seminar, “God’s Servants, the Prophets” at Great Lakes Christian College, featuring LeMoine Lewis, 1981; handwritten letter to Lewis from Brenda Griffin; photocopy of newspaper
article titled, “Canada seems almost crime-free compared with U.S.” written by Stanley Meisler, 1981; copy of the Bulletin from the Church of Christ at Beamsville, Ontario, 1981; typed calendar of events for Hickory College Church of Christ; handwritten notes on modern catholicism, dated 1981; handwritten registration list; copy of GLCC Reports, Volume 12, Number 1, 1981


Folder 186: Harvard Foundation for Advanced Study and Research- copies of the Harvard Foundation for Advanced Study and Research Newsletter, 1961


Folder 188: Harvard University Gazette- copy of the Harvard University Gazette, Volume 34, Number 19, 1989
Folder 189: Harvard, 1960- typed letter to LeMoine Lewis from Arthur Darby Nock, dated 1949; typed correspondence addressed to Lewis from Ralph Lazzaro and Mrs. Walter Grossmann

Folder 190: Hebrew Union College Annual- photocopy of cover and page 273 of *Hebrew Union College Annual*, Volume 29, 1958


Folder 192: Hebrews cont.- typed outline on Introductory Material to Hebrews; typed outlines of Hebrews


Folder 193.1: Harper’s- printed manuscript of debate, first night, first affirmative Harper, first negative, Tant

Folder 193.2: printed manuscript of debate, first night, second affirmative, Brother Harper, second negative Tant

Folder 193.3: printed manuscript of debate, second night, third affirmative, Harper, third negative Tant

Folder 193.4: printed manuscript of debate, second night, fourth affirmative, Harper, fourth negative Tant
Folder 193.5: printed manuscript of debate, third night, first affirmative, Tant, first negative Harper

Folder 193.6: printed manuscript of debate, third night, second affirmative, Tant, second negative, Harper

Folder 193.7: printed manuscript of debate, fourth night, third affirmative, Tant, third negative, Harper; printed manuscript of debate, fourth night, fourth affirmative, Tant, fourth negative Harper


Folder 194: A History of the Tottlebank Baptist Church- photocopy of article titled “A Brief History of Tottlebank Baptist Church: The Oldest Baptist Church in Lancashire,” written by Foster Sunderland”


Folder 197: Hymnal- old hymnal, of the Showalter Company
Folder 198: Hickory College Church- booklet of schedule of church services for Hickory Street Church of Christ; pamphlet from the Northeast School of Biblical Studies; orders of worship for Hickory College Fellowship; typed minutes from the meeting of Hickory College Trustees; open statement from the Hickory College Church of Christ

Folder 199: Highland- typed description of Zone Work; typed Report of Special Committee to Deacons on the Problem of Handling Visitors to our Bible Classes; booklet advertising the university ministry at Highland Church of Christ; booklet for the Expansion Funds Campaign for Highland Church of Christ, 1963; typed open letter to the members of Highland Church of Christ, 1963; pamphlet advertising new TV Bible Study titled, “See Journey to Eternity”; typed Catalogue of Bible School Materials for Highland Church of Christ, 1965

Folder 200: Highland, VBS- flier for Highland Church of Christ VBS; copies of the Highland Helper, 1963; typed program for Highland Church of Christ VBS; typed VBS schedule, 1964; advertisement for the VBS course, Jesus is the Christ; pamphlet advertising an illustrated trip of Paul’s missionary Journeys at Highland Church of Christ; advertisement for VBS Rotation Plan; typed program for VBS Workshop; flier for the VBS Workshop at Highland Church of Christ; typed information on the organization of different age departments; typed Sunday Morning class charts; typed Wednesday evening class charts; handwritten notes

Folder 201: Hillcrest Retreat, 1980- booklet titled, “Encounter”; printed program for the Hillcrest Fall Retreat; advertisement for Laity Lodge, A Christian Renewal Center, 1982; typed notes on different spiritual topics


Folder 203: Hinduism- clippings from Life Magazine, Volume 52, Number 17, April 27, 1962

Folder 204: History of the Bible, 1959- handwritten bibliographies; copy of The Bible Speaks Today: Worldwide Bible Reading; handwritten schedule; printed charts of the English Bible; typed outline of English Versions; typed list of Films on the Bible; typed list of final
examination projects, typed bibliography; typed syllabi for Bible 312; typed syllabi for BIBLE 536; typed list of Latin and German Bibles; typed notes on the history of the Bible; typed manuscript on the Great Doctrines of the Bible; handwritten and typed notes on the Canon; typed notes on the text and ancient versions of Old Testament; handwritten notes on the text of the New Testament; typed and handwritten notes on the Bible in the Middle Ages; handwritten notes on the Reformation; typed and handwritten notes on English and American Versions of the Bible.

Folder 205: History of the Bible, 1960- typed open letter from the Committee on Bible Translation to readers; typed questionnaire on Bible Translation Document; newspaper clippings on Bible translations pasted onto paper; typed copies of final examinations; copies of Bible Society Record, 1957; copies of Firm Foundation, 1961-62; typed open letter from ACC’s library; advertisements for different Bible translations; typed manuscript of lesson titled, “The King James Bible”; pamphlet of information on the Revised Standard Version of the Bible; pamphlet of information on the dangers of the New Revised Standard Version; pamphlets of modern Bible translations; special report from the American Mercury Magazine titled, “Termites of the Cross”.


Folder 208: Home Improvement- flier of home security from the Abilene Police Department.

Folder 209: Homecoming 1976- typed information on class reunion, with handwritten notes on back of paper.

Folder 210: Homosexuals- typed newsletter, 1977; printed pamphlet on the gay and lesbian members of the churches of Christ.

Folder 211: Horizons, an ACU Publication- typed memorandum to the editorial board of horizons, 1960; copy of Horizons; typed letter to Lewis from Walter E. Burch.

Folder 212: Horton, R.W.- handwritten note explaining that R.W. Hartin was reared as the foster son by H.T. and Margaret Holland, the grandparents of LeMoine Lewis; copies of Herald of Hope, 1974.
Folder 213: Hospitality - typed order of worship


Folder 215: Housing Allowance - typed memorandum; typed correspondence between Lawrence Smith and Mr. R.B. Cannon, 1966

Folder 216: Hulett, Dale - typed teaching aid materials written by Dale Hulett

Folder 217: Human Body - newspaper clipping of article titled, “Human Body Value Rises”

Folder 218: Humanism - photocopy of article titled, “Can We Integrate Moral Principles with Science and Learning?” written by Roger J. Williams; photocopy of article titled, “Humanist Manifesto II: Five Years Later, A Theistic Critique,” written by Darrel Smith

Folder 219: Humanities - copy of the Humanities in the South: Newsletter of the Southern Humanities Conference, Number 59, 1984

Folder 220: Humor - photocopy of newspaper article on welfare; printed newsletter from Roosevelt University, 1980; copies of The Rotater, 1963-67; loose newspaper clippings; newspaper comic pasted onto paper

Folder 221: Hunger - copy of The Abilene Reporter-News section D, December 5, 1975


Folder 225: India- open letter to Minter Lane Church of Christ from Walter Straker concerning ministry work in India


Folder 227: Inspiration- handwritten notes on inspiration

Folder 227.1: Inspiration- copy of the Gospel Advocate, Volume 121, Number 21, 1979; copies of Christian News, 1968; newspaper clipping of article titled, “Expert says ‘Our Whole Job is to Interpret’ the Bible,” written by Jerry Reed

Folder 228: Institute for Christian Studies- copies of ICS Report, 1984-86


Folder 232: Israel’s Offering- printed charts on Israel’s Offering, compiled by J.D. Thomas

Folder 233: Jack Lewis Appreciation Dinner- correspondence between LeMoine Lewis and Bill Flatt and Furman Kearley of Harding Graduate School, 1982-86

Folder 234: Jack Speer’s Report- copy of “Report on Studies at School of World Missions and Institute of Church Growth,” written by K. Jack Speer

Folder 236: Jehovah’s Witnesses- newspaper clipping from *The Abilene Reporter-News*, 1958; typed list of questions circulated by Jehovah’s Witnesses; reviews of Jehovah’s witnesses

Folder 237: Jesus- copy of *The World Evangelist*, 1977

Folder 238: Jesus, Mark 10- typed rough draft of manuscript titled, “The Tenth Chapter of Mark”

Folder 239: Jesus, Baptism- typed notes on Jesus’ baptism

Folder 240: Jesus and Women, 1974- newspaper clippings from *The Abilene Reporter-News*

**Box 36:**

Folder 241: Jesus, Ethical Teachings- typed and handwritten notes on the fundamental teachings of Jesus; typed bibliographies; typed and handwritten manuscripts of lessons on the fundamental teachings of Jesus

Folder 242: Jesus, General- printed copy of “The Genealogy of Jesus Christ,” written by M.V. Showalter; handwritten class roster; handwritten outline of the life of Jesus; handwritten rough draft of paper, titled, “The Messianic Hope,” dated November 24, 1933; handwritten class notes on the New Covenant History; handwritten Bible Exam; printed brochure for the Christian Youth Camp, Camp Hunt in Hubbardsville, New York

Folder 242.1: Jesus, General Continued- magazine article pasted onto paper titled, “Frankly Speaking”; handwritten notes on purgatory and the state of the dead; handwritten notes on doctrine; handwritten notes on Vincent Taylor’s work, *The Atonement in New Testament Teaching*, 1940; handwritten notes on I Peter; handwritten notes on the duties of Christians; typed outlines of lessons; handwritten notes on notecard; handwritten notes on baptism; typed rough draft of outline on vain worship; typed outlines of lessons on the church; typed paper titled, “Drawing Principles of Personal Evangelism from John 4: A Case Study in the Use of Narrative Literature,” written by Dr. Duane Litfin, 1984

Folder 243: Jesus, Teachings- handwritten outlines on topics in Jesus’ teaching; handwritten schedule for Bible 104 majors
Folder 244: Jewish Canon- copy of published paper titled, “The Definition of the Jewish Canon and the Repudiation of Christian Scriptures,” written by George F. Moore

Folder 245: Jewish Material- copies of bulletins from the Jewish Theological Seminary of America; copies of *The Eternal Light*, 1945; pamphlet written in Hebrew; pamphlets explaining different Jewish holidays and traditions; printed academic papers written by Jewish scholars; Jewish song books; typed transcript of “Rendezvous with Freedom,” written by Marc Siegel

Folder 246: Johnson, R.L.- typed works by Johnson on the authority of Scripture; typed memo to Bible faculty from Johnson; copy of typed letter to Lewis from Johnson, 1968, concerning statements made in an address to the faculty

Folder 247: Jones, Abner- typed biography of Jones Abner, Elias Smith; typed restoration bibliography

Folder 248: Jones, Prof. William F., Ethics at Oklahoma Christian- copy of typed course syllabus Topics in Philosophy 3113

Folder 249: Journal of Ecclesiastical History- copy of *The Journal of Ecclesiastical History*; copy of typed letter from the publisher

Folder 250: Judgement- copy of *Voices*, 1984

Folder 251: Kant- copy of program for the Sixth International Kant Congress, 1985


Folder 254: Ketcherside, Carl- typed letter to Lewis from Carl Ketcherside, 1966; typed transcript of address titled, “Divisive Party Loyalties,” by W. Carl Ketcherside

Folder 256: Koinonia- copies of reports and newsletters from The Koinonia Partner Report and Koinonia Foundation, 1957-78; printed prayers from the Koinonia Foundation, 1959; copy of article from Baltimore’s *The Sun*, May, 10, 1971; booklet of Koinonia’s history; copies of *The Epistle to the Koinonians*, 1973-76; copy of the Koinonia Fall Program; brochures from the Koinonia Foundation; copies of typed fundraising letters from the Koinonia Foundation, 1956; copies of typed letters explaining the Introductory Orientation Program for Overseas Service, 1958; publication of the Koinonia Foundation, titled, “Technicians for Peace,” written by Richard Creedon, 1953

Folder 257: Ladies Bible Class- copy of handwritten flier advertising a Church of Christ Ladies’ Bible Class, Hamilton, TX

Folder 258: Ladies’ Bible Class- typed syllabus; typed outlines of lessons and review questions, divided by chapters; handwritten outlines of notes on newly, weds, dignity, and wisdom; typed transcript of lesson on Chapter 5-Kindness; typed list of My Conception of Ideal Womanhood; handwritten outline on the Ideal Wife and Mother; typed notes on different female characters of the Bible; typed list of books for a Christian library; typed roster of women in the church; typed outline of The Young Women of the Church

Folder 259: Laity Lodge Retreat- typed outline of program; postcard of the retreat center; newsletter of the Laity Lodge Foundation; typed memorandum from Leonard Holloway to LeMoine and Shirley Lewis, 1980; typed roster of the Church of Christ retreat, 1980; fundraising letter from the Laity Lodge Foundation, written by Howard Butt, 1980; handwritten note on note-card; printed program; copy of printed map and typed directions; handwritten schedule for the Laity Lodge Retreat

Folder 260: Lamps- feature article from *The Optimist*, titled, “Ancient clay lamps reveal years of history,” written by Michelle Morris, 1986

Folder 261: LeMoine Lewis Bible Scholarships- typed letters from Lena Peck, 1984; copy of typed memo from the Texas School for the Blind, 1984; copies of certificates for those who received the LeMoine Lewis Bible Scholarship; handwritten thank-you-notes from Lena Peck, concerning who received the scholarship award, 1984; commencement program from Lena Peck, Ph.D. from University of Texas at Austin; typed invitation to Barbecue Luncheon; letter from April Sennette, one of the students who received the award; black and white photograph of students who received the LeMoine Lewis Bible Scholarship Award; picture of students from the Texas School for the Blind; black and white picture of students

Folder 261.1: LeMoine Lewis Bible Scholarship- typed transcript of speech given by Lewis when he received his SJB, handwritten note indicating so on back of transcript;
typed and handwritten outline on church names; typed and handwritten outline of the beginning of the church; outline of lesson on wisdom; typed lists of Christian Churches and Churches of Christ; handwritten list of ministers; handwritten transcript of lesson, titled, “The Difficulty of Choosing Christ”; typed papers on the authority of Scripture; handwritten outlines of lessons on the church, crises of Bible History, discipleship, worship, God’s charge, personal character; typed outlines of lessons on the Prodigal Son, Newness of Christianity, How to use the Bible; handwritten notes on note-card outlining Paul’s Charge; typed outlines of prayer meetings, 1945-46; typed scripts of what to say to people in neighborhood where Lewis is preaching and also to church members; handwritten rough draft of paper


Folder 263: Landers, Ann- newspaper clippings of Ann Landers’ advice column in The Abilene Reporter-News, 1984-85, some are pasted onto paper

Folder 264: Leadership- copy of The Lipscomb Review, 1967; copy of the Minister’s Newsletter, 1971-72

Folder 265: National Board of ACU- typed lyrics of song, “Since Jesus Came into my Heart”; typed program of the 22 Annual Lectures on Preaching, 1972; handwritten notes on the lectures presented, copies of handouts from the lectures are included with the notes

Folder 266: Lectures, 1958- typed correspondence to Lewis concerning guest speaking; typed rough drafts of transcript of sermon titled, “The Changeless God”; handwritten outline of sermon titled, “The Unchanging God”; typed points of sermon; handwritten points of sermon; typed transcript of sermon titled, “The Changeless Gospel”; handwritten and typed notes on sermon titled, “The Changeless Bible”; typed rough draft of transcript of sermon titled, “The Unchanging Church”; typed outline of the Great Doctrines of the Bible; typed outline of sermon titled, “The Changeless Christ”; typed points answering, Why I Believe the Bible; typed and handwritten notes on the Changeless God; folded sheets of handwritten notes on the sermons, written by students/congregants; handwritten list of contacts and addresses

Folder 267: Lectures, 1936- handwritten notes titled, “Our Guide in Religion”; typed rough draft of paper titled, “What the Bible Claims for Itself”; handwritten notes of lectures on
the Bible attended in 1935-36; copy of bulletin from Abilene Christian College, 1936; pamphlet titled, “The Wonderful Story: How the Bible came down through the ages”


Folder 271: Liberty- pamphlet advertising *The Center Magazine* and Harvey Wheeler on the Politics of Revolution

Folder 272: Library, Building of- typed list of books for Fulbright to order; typed letter to Lewis from William Allen, bookseller, 1965; typed list of subscriptions to professional journals; typed letters to Lewis from Baker Book House, 1965-66; published advertisement of the Judson Concordance to Hymns; typed letter to Lewis from Ideal Book Store, 1966; typed list of books to order

Folder 273: Library- copy of graduate school bulletin from Harding Graduate School in Memphis, Volume 15, Number 11, 1977

Folder 274: Library, Books- booklet titled, “Some Church History with particular emphasis on Baptists”; copy of *Novum Testamentum*, 1958; advertisement for *The Midrash on Psalms*, translated by William G. Braude; Hebrew pamphlet, 1959; copy of *Feuille Specimen*; copies *Leiden*, 1958-60; booklist from Blackwell’s bookseller; advertisements from Brill’s Weekly, 1959; copies of invoice slips from Blackwell’s; blank order form; copies of letters between Lewis and B.H. Blackwell’s, 1962; newsletters from Abingdon College Department; copies of sterling-u.s. dollar exchange chart; typed list of books to order for Lewis; copies of letters and invoice from Otto Harrassowitz Wiesbaden, 1959; letter of quotes for different book titles addressed to Lewis from Ralph Lessing, 1959; typed lists of books ordered and those needed
Folder 275: Lipscomb, David- typed timelines of historical figures’ lives written by B. J. Humble; typed reading list for History of the Restoration Movement; typed paragraph titled, “A Story About the Instrument”; typed list of preachers for biographies in Bible 64G3


Folder 279: Living Christ- teachers’ study guides to different films of the Living Christ film series; typed outline of lesson 3, Boyhood and Baptism; collection of black and white stills from the films

Folder 280: Living Christ Series, 1965- typed schedule for The Living Christ Series, for Bible 312

Folder 281: Lodges- copy of the Christian News, Volume 1, Number 2, Monday, January 15, 1968

Folder 282: Lord’s Supper- copy of Firm Foundation, Volume 86, Number 3, 1969

Folder 283: Love- speech notes typed onto notecards; newspaper clipping of article titled, “Debasing of Love Decried by Rabbi”

Folder 284: Lovell, Jimmy- bulletin from University Church of Christ featuring obituary of Jimmy Lovell; copy of Action, Volume 48, Number 5, 1984
Folder 285: Loyd, Eunice- typed outlines of lessons on different doctrines

Folder 286: Lubbock Bible Chair Lectures, 1959- copy of College Christian, Volume 7, Number 7, 1959, featuring the Bible Chair Lectureship where Lewis served as the keynote speaker

Folder 287: Lubbock Bible School- typed blank elders visitation program; typed outline of adult curriculum; typed blank review worksheets; typed lists and outlines of lessons; typed blank final examination form

Folder 288: Luther Film- black and white still from the Martin Luther film; leaders’ guide to the Martin Luther film, distributed by Concordia Films; slides of scenes from the film

Folder 289: Lying and Liars- copy of Abilene Reporter News Family Weekly, December 5, 1982

Folder 290: Madison, Tennessee- newsletter from Homes for Children Madison, Tennessee titled, Echoes and Capers

Folder 291: Mailing Lists, 1966- typed list of names and addresses in alphabetical order with handwritten revisions

Folder 292: Mailing List, 1967- typed list of names and addresses in alphabetical order

Folder 293: Maine- handwritten letter to LeMoine and Shirley Lewis, from Roy, 1985


Folder 295: Man’s Duty to Self- copy of typed outline of lesson


Folder 298: Marriage- published list of rules for a happy marriage, compliments of John R. Reddin Studio of Photography; copy of The Form of Solemnization of Matrimony reprinted from the Book of Common Prayer; pamphlet titled, “Christian Marriage”

Folder 300: Marriage Service- typed rough drafts of marriage ceremony script; Weddings, 1985, advertising supplement to the Optimist

Folder 301: Martin, William C.- newspaper clipping of article featuring William Martin, sociology professor at Rice University, 1983; copies of same article and featuring picture;

Folder 302: Martyrdom- handwritten bibliography on Martyrdom; typed list of works on Martyrdom; typed bibliography of Martyrdom

Folder 303: Material for Talks- typed list of Honor Rolls, 1959

Folder 304: Materialism- typed bibliography on Secularism and Materialism

Folder 305: Maturity- copy of College Christian, Volume 8, Number 5, 1960

Folder 306: McDaniel, Alan- typed filled out form of questions on the Tabernacle; typed list of Bible verses showing one God


Folder 308: McGarvey Fellowship Program- programs for the McGarvey Fellowship Program, 1963 and 1964; typed rough draft list of names and addresses on graduates from the program


Folder 311: McMillan- handwritten notes on McMillan, 1960


Folder 318: Mesquites- newspaper clippings of articles on mesquites and spring rituals, 1983

Folder 319: Methodist- copies of the Zeke and the Methodists, written by J.W. Jackson; pamphlet titled, Eight Reasons Why I Left the Methodist Church

Folder 320: Middle Ages- handwritten notes on lectures on the Middle Ages, 1979

Folder 321: Middle East Resources- copy of The All the Children of Abraham, Volume 1, Number 1, 1984

Folder 322: Midland, Kick-off for Campaign for Christ- typed parts of transcript and outline of speech

Folder 323: Milton- typed bibliography of Milton’s use of Johanne Wollebio
Folder 324: Ministers Life Resources- newsletter from the Minister’s Life Resources, 1974

Folder 325: Ministers’ Renewal Workshop- brochures advertising ACC’s Preachers’ Refresher Short Courses, 1977-84

Box 37: XI/A,326-383

Folder 326: Miscellaneous- typed outline of lesson on Revelation; handwritten transcript of sermon titled, “He Looked For a City”; handwritten notes on chapel talks, 1934-36; handwritten notes on lectures given at Lectureships, 1935; typed transcripts of sermons delivered by Trine Starnes, 1939; handwritten transcripts of sermons; typed notes on the Inspiration of the Bible and the Apostolic Fathers; typed syllabus for The History of the Restoration Movement; copy of hand-drawn map of the middle colonies; typed timeline of Walter Scott; copy of typed syllabus for Bible 6355 American Church History, 1967; typed blank Restoration History Exam forms; typed timelines and histories of historical figures in Restoration History; typed blank worksheet of the Merger of the Campbell and Stone Movements; copies of the Accents section of Optimist, 1983; program for the oral examination of Weldon Bailey Bennett, Ph.D. of Religion dissertation, 1971; program for the centennial commemoration of Churches of Christ in Abilene; lesson/teaching materials from the Religious Services Company, 1978; brochure of the Center for Restoration Studies; bulletin from Southwest Park Christian Church

Folder 326.1: Miscellaneous Continued- copy of typed letter to Lewis from Leon Tester concerning instrumental music, 1960; typed letter to Lewis from Richard Baltzell of Harper and Brothers concerning works by Kierkegaard

Folder 326.2: Miscellaneous Continued- program for Recognition Dinner of Service at Abilene Christian College, 1964; copy of typed personal goals written by Lewis, 1984; copy of typed correspondence between I.C. Olisemeka of Nigeria to Charles Stenholm of U.S. Congress, 1986; typed biographical sketch of Ben Anyasor of Nigeria; typed rough draft of letter, not addressed, concerning Ben Anyasor’s request for a Rotary Foundation Scholarship; typed rough draft of letter written by John P. Lewis, not addressed, concerning religious questions, 1977

Folder 327: Miscellaneous Writings- printed and typed materials on church work, printed by different Churches of Christ; printed charts of different areas in Biblical history; typed outlines and transcripts of lessons on the Patriarchal Age and Mosaic Age; copy of typed paper titled, “On ‘Christian Music,’” written by Michael S. Moore; copy of music and lyrics of song, “Like a Blind Man in the Night,” written by M.S. Moore; copy of typed paper titled, “A Study
list of the pros and cons of tobacco; typed outline of divine healing; typed outline of baptism procedure; typed list of where the Christian church is wrong; copies of typed transcript of theological debate on total depravity; typed materials on Christian evangelism; typed letter from Howard L. Schug, 1937; typed worksheet of questions; typed letter from Weldon B. Bennett of the Mission Study Class of ACC, 1936; copy of typed letter from Helen Pearl Scott of Namwianga Mission, 1937; handwritten notes on Africa, 1935; handwritten notes on individual missionaries and missions work, 1935; handwritten notes on “Why Study the Bible?”

Folder 332: Missions, 1968- handwritten notes on “Mission and Expansion”; copy of typed syllabus for Bible 4356, 1969; copy of typed syllabus for summer course in Missions, 1968; typed schedules of lectures for summer course in Missions, 1968; typed instructions on registration for summer classes; printed map of ACC’s campus; copy of typed course catalogue for summer session; typed bibliography of mission and expansion of the church in the New Testament; typed outline and handwritten notes on “What is Christianity”; handwritten questions by students; typed excerpt from “Dealing with Psychological Tensions,” by Carl Rogers; pamphlet titled, “How to do a Survey of Church Growth,” by Donald A. McGavran; copy of article titled, “The Church Growth Point of View and Christian Mission,” written by Donald A. McGavran; typed list of books on Church Growth; copy of typed paper titled, “We are Members of One Another,” written by Gerald Currens; typed notes on passages on mission work of apostles; blank final examination forms for Mission and Expansion of the Church; typed notes on O. Cullmann’s “Eschatology and Missions in the New Testament


Folder 334: Missions Committee- typed report on Missions at Union Theological Seminary, the Mission Program at Boston University, Princeton, and Yale; pamphlet titled, “A New Approach to Missionary Orientation,” written by Donald P. Smith; carbon copy of courses available at ACC; copy of typed information on Missions Degree from Donald A. McGavran from Fuller Theological Seminary; copy of typed information on Mission Degree at Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary and from Pepperdine College; pamphlet titled, “European
Evangelism; newsletter from the Verviers Bible School in Belgium; copy of typed statistics from the MIssions Seminar, 1966


Folder 338: Mission Work- typed lesson materials and instructions for teaching mission work to children, written by Mrs. Ivan Uys

Folder 339: Moody Bible Institute- pamphlets and brochures distributed by the Moody Bible Institute


Folder 341: Mormons- newspaper clippings of articles detailing line of succession of Mormon leaders, 1970; newspaper clippings of articles on general Mormonism news, 1973-76; newspaper clippings of articles on polygamy, 1983; newspaper article pasted onto paper titled, “Mormon Church Returning East,” 1969

about mothers and motherhood; newspaper clippings of short stories and poems pasted onto paper; typed paper titled, “The Mother and the Home”

Folder 342.1: Mother- newspaper clipping of “Page One,” written by Katharyn Duff; Mother’s Day Program distributed by the Golden Rule Foundation, 1935; copy of Mother’s Day bulletin, written by Temple Bailey; newspaper clipping of Dear Abby titled, “Mothers Never Forget Mother’s Day,” 1984; copies of Homemade, 1986


Folder 344: Mu Phi Epsilon- newspaper clipping of obituary for Professor Mina Coleman; brochures of Mu Phi Epsilon; copy of the Mu Phi Epsilon creed; program for the Founder’s Day Tea, 1963; copy of typed program for the Initiate Recital; program for the Mu Phi Epsilon Fundraising Banquet, 1978; program for the Mu Phi Epsilon Music Faculty Recital, 1981


Folder 345.1: Music, Fundamentals- typed outlines of lessons on the “Fundamentals of Music”


Folder 347: National Anthem- editorial from *The Sunday-School Missionary*, 1964

Folder 348: National Council of Churches- brochure from the National Council of Churches in the U.S.A., highlights of 1963


Council, 1959; copy of typed highlights and excerpts from the National Council of Christian Education, written by Roy B. Zuck; typed check-list of How to Plan a Sunday School Convention; typed blank form of a superintendent’s self-rating score; typed handout titled, “Sunday School and Youth Department Job Analysis”; typed blank Leadership Survey Form; typed blank questionnaire on “What is Happening in Sunday Schools”; copy of typed textbook survey, 1959


Folder 350: Navajo- bulletins from the Navajo Church of Christ, 1984-87

Folder 351: New England Churches- copy of Nutmeg Notes, published by the Churches of Christ in Connecticut, Volume 1, Number 2; newspaper clipping from the Christian Chronicle, 1985; directory of New England Churches of Christ


Folder 353.1: News Clippings, Bible Related- newspaper clippings from *The Boston Daily Globe*, 1957


Folder 353.3: Newspaper Clippings- newspaper clippings from *The Abilene Reporter-News*, *The Optimist*, and *The World Evangelist* on religious topics, 1982-85

Folder 354: Nichols, Gus- copies of *Truth in Love*, 1939-40


Folder 356: Nobel Prize- newspaper clipping of article titled, “Japanese Novelist Wins Nobel Prize”


Folder 359: North Augusta, S.C.- printed flier featuring series of lectures on “The History of Christendom and Christ’s Church” from Lewis; handwritten weekly schedule; handwritten timetable of lectures; handwritten list of questions; handwritten outline of the Middle Ages, each century within, and the Renaissance; typed story titled Covered Caravan; bulletin from the Augusta Church of Christ, 1977; advertisement from the Augusta Church of Christ

Folder 360: The Nowak-Jones TV Debate- typed transcript of debate in black folder

Folder 361: Nursery Department- typed aims for different age group departments; typed papers on understanding pupils of different age groups; typed list of needs of different age groups

Folder 362: Nurses- pamphlet titled, “The role of Nurses Christian Fellowship in Total Patient Care


Folder 365: Orbison, Guy, 95 Thesis- typed excerpt from Guy Orbison’s “Ninety-Five Theses

Folder 366: Orphans- copy of Boles Home News, Volume 21, Number 6, 1964

Folder 367: Outlines of Others- typed outlines of different topics on education, typed on back of ACC stationary; copy of Christian Woman; handwritten responses to article in Christian
Woman; typed outline of curriculum; typed materials for teachers; typed outlines of lessons; handwritten outline, written on scratch paper; typed outline on the techniques of lecturing; typed outlines on questions and questioning; handwritten note to Lewis explaining content of material; typed outlines on students’ needs; paperdoll handout


Folder 368: Old Testament Notes- typed rough draft of paper titled, “Honor Thy Father and Thy Mother”; typed outlines of lessons on Old Testament topics

Folder 369: Old Testament Outlines- typed outlines of different topics on the Old Testament

Folder 370: Old Testament Survey- copy of typed syllabus for Old Testament in Survey, prepared by the Bible Faculty of ACC

Folder 371: Overland Park, Mission Program- copy of typed outline of the Church of Christ in Overland Park, Kansas Mission Program; typed blank form of Personal Information Record for the Overland Park Church of Christ Mission Committee

Folder 372: Outline of Bible- printed chart of the patriarchal, mosaical, and Christian time periods; typed blank Bible surveys, 1-5; printed chart titled, “Rightly Divide the Word of Truth”; printed charts on kingdoms’ printed charts titled, “God’s Law of Procreation,” and “Examples of Conversion”; printed chart on The New Testament Church; copy of handwritten drawn chart of the Dark Ages

Folder 373: Papyrus- typed rough drafts of paper titled, “Papyrus”; typed bibliography for paper, “Papyrus”; typed notes of different sources used for paper; typed notes on fasting; typed list of book on textual criticism

Folder 374: Parents- typed outline titled, “Parent Cooperation”

Folder 375: Patience- typed outline on patience, photocopy of music for hymn, “In the Morning of Joy,” on back of last page of outline
Folder 376: Patriotism- clipping of advertisement titled, “What’s So Wrong About America That We’re So Frantic To Change It?”; newspaper clipping of article titled, “Freedom’s Singers- Know the Price They Paid?” from The Abilene Reporter-News, 1967

Folder 377: Paul (pictures)- typed quote from C.H. Spurgeon, “Paul on Books”; black and white stills from the films in The Life of Saint Paul Series

Folder 378: Peace Corps- brochure of questions and answers about the Peace Corps; typed pamphlet titled, “Peace Corps Project Needs

Folder 379: I Peter- typed notes on I Peter

Folder 380: Polycarp- handwritten notes on Polycarp

Folder 381: Peale, Norman Vincent- copy of typed manuscripts of radio sermons delivered by Dr. Norman Vincent Peale as a part of “The Art of Living” summer series of 1939, Numbers 1-18; filled out typed ordering form from the Department of National Religious Radio

Folder 382: Pecans- newspaper clippings of articles on pecans from The Abilene Reporter-News

Folder 383: Personality- typed annotated bibliography of different books on personality factors on the college campus; typed notes on “The College Discovers the Student,” written by Dr. T.R. McConnell; typed notes on “Implications of Personality Studies for Curriculum and Personnel Planning,” written by Dr. R. Nevitt Sanford; typed manuscript of “Discussion of Sanford”; typed notes on different works concerning student life on college campuses; typed bibliography

Box 38: XI/A, 384-460

Folder 384: Petty, Dean W.- handwritten notes titled, “Paul’s Plan of Church Finance”


Folder 386: Picture- black and white still from film, “Voyage to Rome,” as part of the Life of St. Paul Series, produced by Cathedral Films
Folder 387: Play Equipment- pamphlet titled, “Play Equipment in the Church School,” written by Mary Wiser


Folder 389: Pope- newspaper clippings of news on the Pope or Catholic Church from The Abilene Reporter-News, 1963

Folder 390: Pope, Jack- program from the Jack Pope Tribute Dinner; printed list of names in the Steering Committee for the Jack Pope Tribute Dinner; invitation and donation form (blank) for the Jack Pope Tribute Dinner; copy of ACU Today, Volume 36, Number 4, 1984, featuring Jack Pope; newspaper clipping of article titled, “Chief justice has given state its money’s worth,” written by Cheryl Mann, featuring Jack Pope, from The Abilene Reporter-
News, 1985; page from Firm Foundation, Volume 91, Number 30, 1974 featuring article written by Jack Pope titled, “Charge to the Elders”


Folder 392: Practicum- blank typed confidential personal data sheet; typed Job Description written by Lynn Anderson; typed bibliography; typed outline titled, “Co-laboring with Small Churches”; typed table of contents for Empangeni/Richard’s Bay; typed bibliography of works on expository preaching; typed handout of sermon outline; typed blank family trait questionnaire; typed outline titled, “Planning Sermons,” with handwritten notes in margins; handwritten notes on suffering; typed outlines titled, “Stress Factors for Ministers and their Wives” and “Ten Suggestions for the Minister’s Wife”

Folder 393: Prayer- brochure on prayer from the National Student Christian Federation; copies of typed prayers; article titled, “Pray Without Ceasing,” written by Clifton Rogers, in Firm Foundation, Volume 86, Number 48, 1969; prayer printed in The Enquirer, 1972 titled, “A Minister’s Prayer”


Folder 395: Prayer Meeting, March 1945-September 1948- typed outlines of worship services-speakers for different lessons, song selection

Folder 395.1: Prayer Meeting, Courses- typed list of prayer meeting courses; typed outlines of different lessons

Folder 396: Prayer, Richard Walker- copy of typed family prayer log written by Richard and Elaine Walker

Folder 397: Preachers- Religion section of the Fort Worth Press, 1966, featuring article titled, “Pulpit Dropouts in Minority”; copy of Harding of Memphis Graduate School Bulletin, Volume 8, Number 6, 1969; copy of typed profile on Bering Drive Church of Christ; copy of type memorandum to the elders of Bering Drive Church of Christ; typed letter from The University Church of Christ in Lansing, MI enclosing details of an available position; article from Firm Foundation, Volume 1, Number 30, 1974, titled, “A Preacher’s a People”
Folder 397.1: Preachers, Elders Workshop- brochures for the Preachers- Elders Workshop, 1972 and 1974

Folder 397.2: Preacher’s Library- typed list of suggested books for a preacher’s library

Folder 397.3: Preachers, Tennessee- typed bibliography on the Restoration Movement; typed list of biographies of preachers of middle Tennessee; typed list of Reformation papers in Tennessee; typed biographies of preachers in middle TN; newspaper clipping of articles titled, “Disciples of Christ Meet to Decide Reorganization” and “Disciples of Christ Vote to Become a Denomination,” written by George W. Cornell, from The Abilene Reporter-News, 1968, clipping is pasted onto paper

Folder 398: Preaching, Schools of - article from the Christian Chronicle, titled, “Preaching: schools struggle for respect,” 1985

Folder 399: Premillennialism- handwritten bibliography on premillennialism


Folder 401: Prophetism- typed outlines/handouts from “Prophetism at Mari and Old Testament Parallels,” written by John H. Hays, 1967; there are handwritten notes in the margins of the outlines/handouts

Folder 402: Prophets- typed and handwritten notes on the different Old Testament prophets

Folder 403: Proposals for Bible Classes- copy of typed proposals for Freshmen-Sophomore Bible; typed list of recommendations in Bible; copies of typed first-drafts of syllabi proposals for different Bible courses; typed recommendations of films for Freshman Bible

Folder 404: Protestants, Catholics, and Jews- pamphlet titled Protestants, Jews, and Catholics- a parallel listing of their fundamental beliefs, written by Stanley I. Stuber
Folder 405: Public Schools- pamphlet titled *64 Facts about Texas Public Schools*, 1964, courtesy of Texas State Teachers Association

Folder 406: Puppets- typed instructions and handouts for “Puppets with Possibilities”; filled out typed order form; photocopies of picture of puppets

Folder 407: Purpose Committee- typed memorandums concerning the Purpose Committee, 1980; typed purpose statement of Abilene Christian University; typed membership list of the Purpose Committee; copy of typed handout for the Purpose Committee Orientation Meeting; photocopy of typed purpose statement; brochure from ACC stating the university’s purpose; copy of typed handout titled, “New Statement of Educational Philosophy and Purpose as Amended and Approved by the Faculty; copy of typed self-study report, 1961; typed report of the visiting committee to ACC, 1961; copy of typed third draft of the proposal outline; typed programs of the purpose committee meetings, 1969; typed restated articles of incorporation with amendments of ACC; copy of typed purpose statement of Baylor University; copy of typed purpose statement of Atlantic Christian College, 1967; copy of typed outline of statement of purpose from the ACC Graduate School Bulletin, 1968-69; copy of typed statements directly reflecting on the purpose of ACC excerpted from the President’s reports to board of trustees, 1961-1969; copy of typed purpose statement of Birmingham-Southern College; copy of typed outline on excerpts relating to “Purposes” from articles in *Horizons*; copy of typed excerpts and observations from the Texas Lutheran College institutional self-study prepared for the commission on colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools relating to statements of purpose; copy of typed purpose statement of Kentucky Wesleyan College; copy of typed self-study report by Davidson College for the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, 1965; copy of typed introduction to Carson-Newman College-Objective of the College; typed list of Fundraising Publications; typed paper titled “Purpose and Admission Practices”; typed report from the ACC Institute for Research and Creative Scholarship, 1965; typed paper titled, “How the Relation of the Church and the College Affect the Statement of the Purposes of Abilene College; typed purpose statement of Christian education; typed rough draft of purpose statement written by Bill Davis; typed purpose statement of ACC written by Felma Odle; typed work copy of the Purposes and Objectives of ACC, written by Chantrey A. Fritts; typed purpose statement rough draft; typed purpose statements written by Sam McReynolds and Ray McGlothlin; typed revised Purposes and Objectives of ACC, written by Chantrey A. Fritts; typed purpose statement written by Lewis; typed tentative statement of the purpose of ACC; typed rough draft of the self-study report of the committee on “purpose”; typed self-study report of the committee on “purpose”; copy of typed purpose statement of ACC

Folder 407.1: Purpose of Abilene Christian College- handwritten note stating the letter requesting L.G.L to serve as chairman is filed in 1968 correspondence; typed rough draft of paper titled, “How the Relation of the Church and the College Affect the Statement of the

Folder 408: Questionnaires- typed blank Bible test form; typed letter from Anthony Lee Ash, 1962; photocopy of questionnaire rating an individual’s religious beliefs, written by William Hordern; typed Bible questionnaire; typed blank Bible School Worker’s Qualification questionnaire

Folder 409: Race- carbon copy of chapter in Pulpit Digest (pg. 31-48) titled, “A Man had Two Sons,” written by Will D. Campbell, 1961


Folder 411: Rain- newspaper clipping of Page One section from The Abilene Reporter-News, written by Katharyn Duff


Folder 413: Rapture- bulletin/newsletter from North Side Baptist Church in Abilene, TX

Folder 414: Reading Lists- clipping from *The New York Times* Book Review section of article titled, “Signposts on the Road to Parnassus”; photocopy of typed list of a summer reading list for college-bound students

Folder 414.1: Reading List, Doctrinal- typed Old Testament Reading List for S.T.B. candidates; typed memorandum to the Graduate Bible Study from Fred J. Barton; copy of typed New Testament Reading List for S.T.B. candidates; typed Supplementary Doctrinal Reading List S.T.B. candidates; copy of typed Church History Reading List for S.T.B. candidates preparing for general examinations; typed list of books for the S.T.B. reading in Religious Education; typed Practical Field Reading List; typed Additional Bibliography in Ethics; typed exam forms for Bible major courses; typed manual for Bible majors

Folder 414.2: Reading Lists- typed list of wanted books; typed book title on classics of devotion; typed list of most urgently wanted books, some titles are checked off or crossed out; typed list of books written to Dr. Tom Olbricht of the Christian Scholars Conference, 1986, some titles are checked off or crossed out; typed list of titles on the synoptic problem; order form for books on the horizontal line synopsis of the gospels, Greek edition; sample pages from the Horizontal Line Synopsis of the Gospels; series of correspondence between LeMoine Lewis and William H. Allen, Bookseller, on book titles that Lewis is interested in purchasing, some titles are checked off or crossed out, 1984; series of correspondence between LeMoine Lewis and Reverend D.A. Schroeder, letters list wanted titles from Schroeder’s catalogue, some titles are checked off or crossed out, 1985; typed and handwritten book lists on different historical church figures and historical periods, some titles are checked off or crossed out; typed book lists to buy, some titles are checked off or crossed out, 1981; flier from State University of New York Press advertising *The Sermon on the Mount: A Theological Interpretation*; advertisement and order form for the Library of Early Christianity from The Westminster Press; flier and advertisement from Yale University Press on New and Recent books in Religious Studies; filled out order form from Michael Glazier, Inc.

Folder 415: Reagan, Wesley- two copies of *Times*, bulletin for the Burke Road Church of Christ, Volume 13, Numbers 20,3, 1979
Folder 416: Recommendation Letters for LeMoine Lewis- typed letter from M.A. Mansure, elder of Church of Christ in Lawton, OK to H.C. Nix, elder for the Church of Christ in Olden, TX inquiring about a new preacher, 1937; typed letter of recommendation, as a reply, from H.C. Nix to a Mr. M.A. Mansur, 1937

Folder 417: Record Forms- typed list of 11:00am Bible classes, teachers, and classroom location; typed list of 8:30am Bible classes, teachers, and classroom location; typed blank teacher’s order form; blank Bible class report form from Highland Church of Christ; typed blank Sunday evening Bible class attendance record from MacGregor Park Church of Christ; typed list of all Sunday morning Bible classes, teachers, and classroom location; 16th and Vine Church of Christ order of worship and blank visitor information form; typed blank attendance record sheets for Wednesday evening and Sunday morning Bible class; blank Jefferson Church of Christ attendance card; blank Jefferson Bible school absentee and visitor follow-up; blank enrollment and roll call form; blank Bible school visitor information

Folder 418: Records- newspaper clipping of obituary and biographical sketch of Patti Allen; newspaper clipping of obituary for W.T. Branch, Lewis is assisting the officiating minister; newspaper clippings of obituary and funeral notice for R.E. Joyce, Lewis is assisting the officiating minister; typed program of funeral for Clara Mae Ellis; clergyman’s record of funeral information for Minnie Ann Voss; typed rough drafts of marriage service scripts; typed correspondence from Samuel W. Fry, court clerk to Lewis concerning credentials on file in Tulsa County, OK, 1962; typed list of weddings, 1959-1984; typed and handwritten list of Funerals, 1951; typed and handwritten list of baptisms 1949-1960; handwritten list of sermon titles; typed list of sermon titles preached in Boston, 1944-45; typed list of prayer meetings in Boston, 1944-45; typed list of baptisms in Boston, 1944-48; typed list of baptisms performed by visiting preachers; typed list of marriages; handwritten list of sermons presented at prayer meeting, day and night sessions; handwritten schedules of different prayer meetings; typed list of sermons preached at Trudy, 1955; handwritten notes written on typed church directory for Madison St. Camden, AR Church of Christ, 1953

Folder 419: Recreation, Christian- typed outlines of lessons on different aspects of “Christian Living”, includes lessons 1-9

Folder 420: Recommendation Letters for LeMoine Lewis- two typed letters of recommendation, dated May 1937 from elders of separate Churches of Christ in Lawton, OK and Olden, TX

Folder 421: Reformation- German pamphlet titled, *Veröffentlichungen Des Vereins Fur Reformationsgeschichte*; copy of German pamphlet titled *Information Theologischer Verlag*
Zurich on Reformation history; playbill from The American Film Theatre/Cinebill of John Osborne’s Luther; German flier titled “Luther: Literatur zum Lutherjahr aus dem Verlag Aschendorff Munster”; booklet titled Corpus Catholicorum; booklet titled The Reformation, AMS Press, Inc.; copies of Foundation for Reformation Research, 1962-64; German pamphlet titled, Das Konzil Von Chalkedon; newspaper clipping from C.P.H. Commentator, 1975 of article titled, “Leaver on Luther and Luther on Justification”; advertisement materials for the New Volumes of Luther’s Works; advertisement for 56 Volumes of Luther’s Works; new publications newsletters from Concordia Publishing House; advertisement of motion picture, Martin Luther, from Concordia Films; advertisement for an action-filled biography with illustrations and maps of Martin Luther: Hero of Faith; article from Firm Foundation, “Holding secure the noble art of Dialogue”; newsletter and advertisement from Lutheran Church Supply Stores; copy of the C.P.H. Commentator, published by Concordia Publishing House, 1970; newspaper articles from The Abilene Reporter-News titled, “Pope to Preach in Protestant Services,” 1983, and “Figure makes everyone’s list,” written by George Will, 1983

Folder 422: Reinsh, Lamar Chapel Talk- typed manuscript of chapel talk


Folder 425: Religious Pictures- small cards of pictures depicting different biblical stories and biblical characters; Christmas cards; advertisement for Christmas letterheads and cards; 1949 calendar


Folder 426.1: Restoration- typed and handwritten notes on Restoration History topics

Folder 427: Restoration Books- copy of typed order information from J.E. Johnson, Adairville, KY for different Restoration titles, 1986, some titles are marked out, handwritten note written on the bottom of the last page; typed rough draft list of Restoration book titles; typed memo to Alan McDaniel from LeMoine Lewis about books Lewis would like to find; typed list of books to buy, some titles are crossed out

Folder 428: Restoration in Canada- typed notes from chapter 9 (title unknown) “Winning a Place in Western Canada”


Folder 430: Retreat, Echo Valley Camp- schedule for the spring retreat, 1984; map of H.E.Butt Foundation Camp, Real County, TX; photocopy of hand-drawn map and directions to camp; typed letter addressed to Lewis from John Stamps concerning Lewis as a resource speaker in San Angelo for the ASU-UT retreat, 1984; song lyrics

Folder 431: Revelation- information brochure on Alyce M. Hart’s The Painted Visions of Revelation Paintings and Commentary

Folder 431.1: Revelation- advertisement for contest of the Southwest Tablet Manufacturing Company; typed notes of studies in the Revelation

Folder 431.2: Revelation- handwritten notes of article title on back of church registration card; photocopy of typed article titled “Why I Believe the Church will Pass through the Tribulation”

Folder 433: Revolution, W.M. Morton- photocopy of typed paper titled “Two Dimensions of Revolution,” written by Ward M. Morton

Folder 434: Rheinbolt, Richard- typed letter from medical mission in western Guatemala from Dr. Richard and Karen Rheinbolt, 1983

Folder 435: Roosevelt, Franklin D.- newspaper clipping of article titled “Roosevelt Remembered 100 Years After Birth,” written by John Roche, 1982

Folder 436: Rotary- carbon copies and original typed correspondence between rotary officers, 1959-60; typed Announcement on Rotary Scholarships for the School Paper; typed list of duties of the sponsoring and hosting rotarian counselor; typed Rotary Club of Abilene Report of the Magazine Committee, 1960,1966-67; typed list of names and addresses of subscriptions to the rotarian; copies of Magazine, Lewis is listed as chairman; poem from the Wylie Baptist Church bulletin; newspaper clipping of article titled “ACC honors Japanese student”;
handwritten notes on ACC special Award


Folder 438: Russell, Bertrand- newspaper clippings of obituaries of for Bertrand Russell, February 1970


Folder 441: Sabbath- typed paper titled “No Reference to Sabbath Keeping before Sinai”; typed final draft of paper titled “Objections to Sabbath-keeping”; typed rough draft of paper titled “Objections to Sabbath-keeping”
Folder 442: Sakharov, Nobel Prize- newspaper clippings of articles from *The Abilene Reporter-News* concerning Andrei Sakharov’s Nobel Peace Prize, 1975 Sakharov was a Soviet dissident

Folder 443: Salvation- typed outline of Lesson 12 The Church: Which of Five Baptisms in New Testament is the Baptism of Eph. 4:5?; typed bibliography on Faith; handwritten notes on Faith; rough draft manuscript of lesson titled “Repentance”; typed outline of lesson on Confession; handwritten notes on Baptism; typed outline of lesson titled “How to Become a Christian”; handwritten notes on conversion; copy of *The Vindicator*, Volume 17, Number 11, 1950

Folder 443.1: Salvation- handwritten notes and manuscripts of lessons and sermons on Jesus our Savior, The Blood of Christ, and Salvation; rough draft of typed manuscript of lesson titled “What Must I Do to be Loved”

Folder 444: Samaritans- article from *Time Magazine*, Volume 87, Number 13,1966, titled “The Bible” (pasted onto paper)

Folder 445: Salvation Army- handwritten notes and outlines of sermons delivered by others (names can be found in upper left-hand corners of pages), 1933

Folder 446: Sanders, J.P. Lectures on Preaching- program of ACC’s 20th Annual Lectures on Preaching; order form from Jack Burford Recording Studio; handwritten notes of lectures delivered by J.P. Sanders, 1970

Folder 447: Scholarly Societies- memorandum from J. Harold Thomas of University Church of Christ Conway, AR, 1983; programs from the 99th-100th, 102nd-107th meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature, 1964,1966-70; correspondence and newsletters between the leadership members of the American Academy of Religion/Southwest and other CSR organizations,1969-72; typed information and program from the American Academy of Religion/Society of Biblical Literature on the joint annual meeting, 1971; brochure/program for the 4th English Language International Theological Seminar, 1972; typed blank questionnaire from Society of Biblical Literature’s (SBL) office of the Executive Secretary; typed blank registration forms for the fall meeting of the conference on faith and history, 1971; newsletters and correspondence between SBL officers and members, 1970-72; brochure from the American Association of University Professors; typed blank application for membership form for the American Scientific Affiliation; brochure from the American Scientific Affiliation; time chart of events for the SBL 107th meeting, Atlanta, GA, 1971; brochure from the Regency Hyatt House in Atlanta, GA; information on suggestions for papers written for the AAR annual meeting, 1971; program for the Southwest Regional Meetings of the AAR and SBL, 1968,1970; program
for the 108th consecutive meeting of the American Society of Church History, 1970; suggestions for papers for the AAR annual meeting, 1970; program for the 21st meeting of the Evangelical Theological Society, 1969; invitation to the Conference on Faith and History from Richard V. Pierard, Secretary-Treasurer, 1969; program for the 107th consecutive program of the American Society of Church History, 1969; typed blank registration form for the American Historical Association 84th annual meeting, 1969; newsletters from the Evangelical Theological Society, 1963, 1966, 1968-69; typed blank registration forms for the annual meeting of the Evangelical Theological Society, 1969; typed blank International Travel, Inc. form for SBL; typed materials for the 105th meeting of SBL, 1969; preliminary announcement for the joint meeting of SBL and AAR, 1970; program for the 20th annual meeting of the Evangelical Theological Society, 1968; typed summary of a questionnaire on the SW Regional Meeting of AAR, 1968; copy of typed committee report and recommendations for AAR; typed list of comments and questions concerning teaching religion in higher education; typed bibliography for religion in the state universities; program for the 104th consecutive program of the American Society of Church History, 1968; invitation, registration form, and call for papers form for the Religious Research Association and Society for the Scientific Study of Religion, 1968; program for the 19th annual meeting of the Evangelical Theological Society, 1967; program for the 18th annual meeting of the Evangelical Theological Society, 1966; program for the 48th annual meeting of the American Catholic Historical Association; informational brochure for the American Catholic Historical Association; program and registration form for the 1966 Annual Meeting of the Society for the Scientific study of religion; preliminary program for the joint meeting of the American Scientific Affiliation and the Evangelical Theological Society, 1966; program for the 13th annual meeting of the Evangelical Theological Society, 1966; bulletin of the AAR, Volume 2, Number 3, 1965; announcement for a seminar in contemporary European Theology, 1964; letter from William R. Farmer, Acting Secretary of SBL Southwest region, 1963; program of the 8th general meeting of the Midwestern Section of the Evangelical Theological Society; program for the 10th annual Evangelical Theological Society, 1963; program for the 94th consecutive program of the American Society of Church History, 1963; program for the Southwest Regional Meetings of the National Association of Biblical Instructors and SBL, 1963; precis of paper titled “Some Aspects of Recent Study of the Old Testament Cult”; program for the 98th meeting of SBL and Exegesis, 1962; programs for the 89th-106th consecutive program of the American Society of Church History, 1960-1969; program for the 54th annual meeting of the National Association of Biblical Instructors, 1963; program for the 15th annual meeting of the Evangelical Theological Society, 1963; announcement from the Hebrew Union College Biblical and Archaeological School Jerusalem, Israel, 1964; program for the 11th annual meeting of the Evangelical Theological Society, 1964; invitation to attend the consultation on educational media, 1964; open letter from Alva I. Cox, Jr., Executive Director for the National Council of the Churches of Christ in the U.S.A., 1964; program and registration application for the conference on America and the Future
of Theology, 1965; program for the 12th annual meeting of the Evangelical Theological Society, 1965; precis for paper titled “Lamentation and Theophany”; programs for the Southwest Regional Meetings of the AAR and SBL, 1964-65; announcement for symposium on Biblical Archaeology; brochure of membership in the Academy of Religion and Mental Health; informational brochure of the Academy of Religion and Mental Health; final program for the 21st joint annual convention of the American Scientific Affiliation and Evangelical Theological Society, 1966; program of the 14th annual meeting of the Evangelical Theological Society, 1967; program for the Southwest Regional Meetings of the AAR and SBL, 1967, 1969; materials on the 105th annual meeting of SBL; copy of the constitution and by-laws of the Society of Biblical Literature; letter from the Westerner, Garden typed motor hotel in San Antonio; typed blank registration form; application for membership form for several different scholarly societies; program for the 16th annual meeting for the Evangelical Theological Society, 1969; information on the Evangelical Philosophical Society

Folder 448: Scholarship in the Christian College (Article)- copy of typed paper titled, “Scholarship in the Christian College,” written by Fred J. Barton

Folder 449: Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis- program for the 12th University of Kentucky Foreign Language Conference, 1959-60; programs for the annual Evangelical Theological Society, 1959-61, 1963; program for the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis, 1958-61; first notice of the 96th Annual Meeting of SBL and Exegesis; program for the Southwestern section of the National Association of Biblical Instructors, 1961; registration for Southern Section of the Evangelical Theological Society; newsletter from the Evangelical Theological Society, 1961; newsletter from SBL of the Southwest; invitation from the American Schools of Oriental Research, 1962; program for the Southwest Regional Meetings of the American Academy of Religion and Society of Biblical Literature, 1966; newsletter from Concordia Seminary, 1961; invitation from the Ladies of SBLE; handwritten notes from Romans 1:20; chart of quantitative relationships in John 11 between 14 major witnesses to the Greek text; typed notes on N.A. Dahl: Bilingual Editions of the Pauline Letters; typed outline for the 97th Annual Meeting SBLE, 1961; travel information for Saint Louis; program for the National Association of Biblical Instructors, 1961-62; copies of greek charts; newsletter of the National Association of Professors of Hebrew in American Institutions of Higher Learning, Number 21, 1961; Convention Food Function Reservations; program for the Southwest Regional Meetings of the National Association of Biblical Instructors and SBLE, 1962

Folder 450: Schugg, H.L- typed correspondence to and from H.L. Schrugg, 1964-65; typed outline; copy of typed questionnaire; copy of typed report from Brother G.C. Lockwood; excerpts of letter from Cline R. Paden Sunset Church of Christ Bible School; copy of typed report from Pedro R. Rivas; letters from different missionaries around the world
Folder 451: Schweitzer, Dr.- newspaper clipping of article titled “Dr. Schweitzer Celebrates ‘Happiest’ Birthday-90th,” 1965


Folder 453: Science and Religion- typed manuscript of lecture; outline of lessons for course Bible 4377/Physics 4377; photocopy of tentative course schedule; photocopy of memorandum to the Bible Faculty of ACC from Dr. John F. Davis, 1977; photocopy of article from the Journal of the American Scientific Affiliation titled “The Three-Storied Universe,” written by Paul H. Seely

Folder 454: Synoptic Problem- handwritten note; copies of Perkins Journal, July 1986, Fall 1978, and summer 1980; typed open letter to colleagues from M Jack Suggs of Brite Divinity School (TCU), 1974; copy of letter; enclosed excerpt from a study on monographic proportions, prepared by Bill Farmer; pages of handwritten notes


Folder 456: Science and Religion- newsletter from Books/Reports: National Academy of Sciences Printing and Publishing Office

Folder 457: Scott, Walter- typed chronological timeline of the life of Walter Scott; typed notes on work written by Stevenson on Walter Scott; typed notes of random thoughts


Folder 459: Self Study, 1969- carbon copy of memorandum to the Bible Department’s Self-Study Committee from Dean B.J. Humble, 1969; typed paper titled “Present and Projected Research Needs at ACC,” prepared by Fred J. Barton; memorandums to the ACC faculty, 1969; photocopy of typed Self Study Bibliography; memo to the Bible Department from J.W. Roberts;
copy of the Department of Bible Self-Study Report on Curriculum; copy of the Department of Bible and Religious Education Self-Study Report on the Library

Folder 460: Self-Study, 1970- photocopy of memo to the ACCU Faculty from Ray Whiteside, Director of Self-Study, 1970

Box 39: XI/A, 461-516


Folder 462: Sermon Topics- typed sermon subject; photocopy of advertisements for sermon series titled “The Cloth of Christ,” prepared by Jim Bill McInteer; handwritten notecards; copy of College Church Bulletin: Weekly Publication of College Church of Christ Abilene, Volume 7, Number 44, 1963; brochure titled “A Certain Faith for an Uncertain World…”; brochure for Highland Church of Christ’s ministry to collegians


Folder 464: Smith, J. Morris- copy of Synthesis, published by Sunset Church of Christ San Antonio, TX, featuring manuscript of sermon titled “Freedom of Thought,” prepared by J. Morris Smith; features of J. Morris Smith’s sermons

Folder 465: Snyder- typed and handwritten index of purpose cards; typed and handwritten records of individual member accounts; typed financial report for the first quarter, 1940

Folder 466: Social Evils- typed note cards; handwritten notes on social evils; handwritten notes on different sermons, 1936; handwritten notes on worldly pleasure

Folder 467: Sockman, Ralph Washington- copy of article titled “Ralph Washington Sockman Twentieth Century Circuit Rider,” written by Fred J. Barton
Folder 468: Songs- typed list of song lyrics in several languages; song lyrics for “So Send I You”

Folder 469: Southwestern Books- typed list of Southwestern’s Top Ten Salesmen, 1960-62; flier for 4th of July contest, 1960

Folder 470: Speeches by Others- copy of manuscript of Convocation Address titled “The Heresy of Communism,” delivered by Dr. Willis M. Tate, president of Southern Methodist University, 1961; carbon copy of manuscript of sermon titled “A Vision of the Church”

Folder 471: Spiritualism- newspaper clippings of articles on spiritualism and newspaper clippings of articles on the Ganoo tribe and religious mutilations from the *American Weekly*, 1939

Folder 472: Spiritual Life- typed list of themes in the theology of the spiritual life; typed spiritual theology bibliography; copy of *Concordia Commentator*, published by Concordia Publishing House, St. Louis, MO, 1982; typed selected bibliography Christian Devotional Literature; typed classics of devotion; copy of *Resources in Creation Spirituality*


Folder 474: Stamm, Frederick K. Highlights of the Bible- typed manuscripts of radio sermon series titled “High Lights of the Bible,” delivered by Frederick K. Stamm, Summer 1939

Folder 475: Standard Bible Content Test- newspaper clipping article titled “CSW jobs safe despite low funds,” written by Kristi Buchart, 1987; handwritten notes for the Standardized Bible Content Test Committee; typed list of classification of questions of the Standardized Bible Content Test from the Accrediting Association of Bible Colleges; copy of paper titled “Uses for the Standardized Bible Content Tests”; typed blank Test Form A-D for the Standardized Bible Content Tests, 1956; typed blank Old (Form A) and New (Form A & B) Testament Biblical Information Test; scoring key for the test on Biblical Information; Manual for Test on Biblical Information, 1955; typed blank summary sheet, blank answer sheet, and answer key for “How I Think and Feel”; Manual of Directions for How I Think and Feel, forms A and B; The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary Bible Tests, answer sheets, and answer key; Biblical Survey Test Form A, 1961; Texas Interest Analyzer; order blank for Standard Tests; Peters Biblical Knowledge Test Form A, manual of directions, and answer key, 1948; Religion Test: Form B and Form C; Score and Item Analysis Data ATP Religion Test, Form B and C Report, 1965-66; ATP of the Catholic University of America Directions for Administering the ATP Religion Test
for Form B and C; Loyola University Press order form for Spring 1967; Religion Test for High Schools Form A-D; List of Items used in the Theological School Inventory; typed outline titled “Religious Outline”; handwritten chart of scores of the Standardized Bible Content Test; typed and handwritten test scores; typed letter from Allen W. Graves of The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary to Mr. Luther A. Marsh, 1967; typed Standardized Bible Content Test Total Score charts; Texas Christian University Biblical Heritage Test and Questionnaire, 1954; typed open letter, average scores, and charts from Robert W. Funk, 1955

Folder 476: State School Manual- copy of list of Abilene State School Workers; typed list of State Hospital Teachers; copy of Highland Church of Christ Abilene State School College Teachers Manual

Folder 477: Stocking, Rita- program for Mrs. Rita Foster Stocking Outstanding Alumnus of the Year, 1972; brochure for the ACC Alumni Association; photocopy of letter from Rita Stocking to Dewby and Bob, 1972; photocopies of letters from Rita Stocking to Dewby, 1972; photocopy of invitation of award to Rita Stocking from Robert J. Hall, President of the Alumni Association, 1973; photocopy of Outstanding Alumnus of the Year 1972-73 Prospective Nominee biography of Rita Foster Stocking; photocopy of list of schedule for Parents’ and Alumni Activities List of Events for 1973; typed schedule for Alumni Day Luncheon, 1973; typed rough draft of manuscript of introduction to Rita

Folder 478: A Study Course in Personal Evangelism- typed and blank study course in personal evangelism forms

Folder 479: Symposium- program for the University of Texas Symposium: Personality Factors on the College Campus; handwritten notes; typed alphabetized roster of designated participants in the Symposium, 1960; typed bibliography for Symposium; report from the Social Science Research Council Conference on Research on College Influences on Personality, 1959; abstract for the paper titled “An Experimental Examination of a University Faculty’s Involvement in an Improvement of Teaching Project Utilizing the Video Tape Recorder, and the Effect of this Project on the Faculty’s Attitude Toward Instructional Television,” prepared by Richard I. Evans; photocopy of paper titled “Promoting the Mental Health of College Students: An Action-Research Program,” written by Robert F. Peck; copy of paper titled “Peer Group Counseling for Academic Adjustment,” written by William F. Brown of Southwest Texas State College; typed outline titled “Counselor’s Activity Sequence Checklist”; copy of paper title “A Study of Role Conflicts and Congruences Encountered by the New Faculty Member as He Enters the Culture of a College or University community,” prepared by Lucile Allen, 1960; report from Texas Southern University Houston 4, Texas; typed report and tables of The University of Texas Testing and Counseling Center, 1960; handwritten notes; photocopy of “Preliminary Draft of a Proposal for a Longitudinal Investigation of Personality and Scholarship Development among
Students Enrolled in One College”; typed blank Rating Summary Sheets; typed letter from William N. Fryer to ACC Faculty, 1960

Folder 480: Sunday School Convention- booklet of papers compiled on Preschool Organization

Folder 481: Sunday School- booklet of papers compiled on Preschool Organization

Folder 482: Sunday Morning Bible Class- typed manuscripts and outlines of series of lessons on “The Church”

Folder 483: Survey of the Bible- a study guide for Religion 311: Survey of the Bible at Texas Christian University prepared by Ambrose Edens and George P. Fowler

Folder 484: Tabernacle- copy of typed and handwritten plan of the Tabernacle; copy of chart of Israel’s Feasts; charts of kings and prophets; typed outline of periods of old testament history; typed outline of septuagint version of Exodus 26; handwritten notes on the Tabernacle

Folder 485: Taeger- handwritten notes on Werner Wilhelm Jaeger, 1956-57; handwritten bibliographies; booklet for Harvard University: The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences; copy of paper titled “Changes in the Requirements for Higher Degrees in the Classics,” 1954

Folder 486: Taped Instruction- copy of paper titled “Reflections on the Use of Audio Tapes for Instruction,” written by Dean Stafford North of Oklahoma Christian College; typed Plansheet for Recorded Instruction; filled out questionnaire

Folder 487: Teachers- copy of typed outlines of series of lessons; copy of paper titled “The Christian View of History,” written by William M. Green from the University of California; outline of books titled “The Preacher’s Library”; handwritten outlines of a series of lectures; typed materials for Bible 311; typed outlines of New Testament Books; typed materials for course, Bible 312; outlines of Batsell Barrett Baxter lectures from ACC’s Annual Lectures on Preaching; carbon copy of outline of Bible Rules for a Business Success

Folder 488: Teaching God’s Word- handwritten notes on different sermons, 1935; copy of A Brief Manual for a Course in Teaching God’s Word, written by James Franklin Cox, Abilene Christian College, 1933; handwritten notes on Christian Education; typed outline on Milton Wright’s “Getting Along with People; handwritten note card; subscription blank for Firm Foundation “Missionary Special”

Folder 490: Teacher Education- booklet titled “Inservice Program in Teacher Education,” organized and compiled by A.Z. Hays of College Church of Christ Abilene, Texas


Folder 492: Teacher Training- paper titled “The Minimum We Ask of Every Teacher”; outline titled “The teacher’s Attitude”

Folder 492.1: Teacher Training, Highland- open letter to Highland Church of Christ staff; copy of Thoughts from the National Sunday School Association Convention; paper titled “The Importance of Teacher Training”; typed blank classroom evaluation questionnaire; typed outlines on the organization of the Bible School; three-year course of study for seniors; suggested curriculums for different age groups; outline on the use of audio-visual aids in Bible Teaching; typed outline titled “Educational Building Recommendations”
Folder 493: Teachers- typed bio sketches of different Sunday School teachers on note cards

Folder 494: Teilhard de Chardin- article titled “The Priest Who Haunts the Catholic World,” written by John Kobler

Folder 495: Ten Commandments- typed list titled “The Ten Commandments of How to Get Along with People”

Folder 496: Tests, Bible Standardized- copy of paper titled “Standardized Bible Content Test”; copy of typed letter to Mr. James W. Nichols from LeMoine Lewis, 1963

Folder 497: Tillichi, Paul- manuscript of sermon titled “The Riddle of Inequality,” delivered by Dr. Paul Tillich, 1958; paper titled “Existential Philosophy,” written by Paul Tillich

Folder 498: Timothy- handwritten notes


Folder 501: Tracts- paper titled “What is This So-Called ‘American Sect’-- Church of Christ--

Folder 502: Translating- typed notes on Translating from Boris Pasternak’s I Remember, Sketch for an Autobiography, 1959

Folder 503: Trials of Jesus- newspaper clippings of articles concerning the Trials of Jesus from The Abilene Reporter-News, 1967

Folder 504: Trueblood, Elton- newspaper clippings of articles on Elton Trueblood pasted onto paper; typed lyrics to a contemporary hymn written by Elton Trueblood, 1977; handwritten notes on Trueblood, 1977; copy of Quarterly Yoke Letter, Volume 19, Number 3, 1977; pamphlets written by Elton Trueblood, “The Small Christian Fellowship,” and “The Discipline of Daily Scripture”
Folder 505: Turin Shroud- newspaper clippings of articles on the shroud from *The Dallas Morning News*, 1972

Folder 506: The Two Ways Tradition in Early Christianity, M. Jack Saggs (missing)- typed open letter to colleagues from Jack Suggs, 1969; printed map of the Texas Christian University Campus; copy of paper titled “The Two Ways Tradition in Early Christianity”

Folder 507: Tyler Ch. Series- directory for the Glenwood Church of Christ Tyler, Texas, 1983; pamphlet advertising Christianity in the First and Second Centuries Lecture Series conducted by LeMoine Lewis, 1984; bulletin of the Glenwood Church of Christ, Volume 34, Number 10, 1984, featuring LeMoine Lewis’ lecture series; notes on back of note card; order of worship from Glenwood Church of Christ, 1984; typed schedule for Tyler Church History Series

Folder 508: Unamuno, M.- book reviews from *Time Magazine*, 1964

Folder 509: Unity- program for the Unity Forum Foundations for Unity

Folder 510: University- magazine article titled “Basic Question Answered: What is a University?” 1960

Folder 511: Unwed Mothers- pamphlet titled *The Smithlawn Maternity Home of Lubbock*

Folder 512: Urban Church- bulletin from the Central Church of Christ, Miami, Florida, 1980; newsletter *Open Door*, October 19, 1979

Folder 513: VBS- outline on Vacation Bible School; program for the sixth annual Vacation Bible School at Brookline Church of Christ; VBS class materials; pamphlet titled “Increase Christian Experiences for Boys and Girls through Vacation Church School; booklet titled *Vacation Church School*; typed list of topics for the Mother’s class during VBS written to LeMoine from Ima Clevenger; booklet titled *The How of Vacation Church School: A Manual for Leaders*; poster advertising VBS; advertisement for The Living Word; order forms for VBS teaching materials; copy of *Minister’s Newsletter*, Number 6, 1970; newspaper clipping of article titled “An ‘In’ Vacation Bible School,” written by Penny Young; flier titled “Why Vacation Bible School?”; pamphlet titled “Christ Lives Today: 5-Day Vacation Bible School Material,” 1967; booklet titled *Vacation Church Schools: Theme Widening Relationships*, 1963

Folder 513.1: VBS 1963- pamphlet titled “Christ’s Way, My Way”; handwritten notes on different age groups
Folder 513.2: VBS, ACC Lectures Class- program for Vacation Bible School at College Church of Christ; papers presented at ACC Lectures on Vacation Bible School, 1960-61; outlines on VBS Preparation

Folder 513.3: VBS Songs- lyrics to VBS Marching Song

Folder 513.4: VBS Echo, 1965- two newsletters titled “VBS Echo” published by the Highland Church of Christ, Volume 7, Numbers 7-8, June of 1965 *folder is placed long-ways on the side of the box in order to accommodate its size

Folder 514: Video Workshop- handwritten outlines and notes; typed bibliography on Personal Counseling; typed questions on 2 Thessalonians, Hebrews, and Galatians; typed list of group meetings; booklet titled Bird Hunt from the University of California; advertisement film titled With His Help; manuscripts of addresses by Rabbi Levi A. Olan, 1954-55; The Purdue Placement Test in English Answer Booklet for Form A; booklet titled American Council on Education Psychological Examination for College Freshmen, 1952; faculty bulletin from the Chicago Meeting, 1952; typed semi-blank questionnaire form; faculty bulletin on the Faculty Study, 1952; typed copy of A Study made by a Subcommittee of the Faculty Study Group No. 7; memo to the Administration, Committee on Instruction, and Faculty from Faculty Study Committee No. 7; copy of typed Library, ACC Report to the Faculty, 1950-51; memo to the Members of the Faculty, ACC from the Office of the Dean, ACC, 1952; excerpts from Higher Education for American Democracy: A Report of the President’s Commission on Higher Education; Faculty Bulletin, 1954; general information on Social Security; outline adapted from Cooperation in General Education, 1952; outline titled “Admissions, Purposes, Curricula”; copy of paper titled “An Overview of the Workshop”; article from the Christian Herald Magazine titled “Is Your Sunday School Teaching the Bible?”; pamphlet titled “Instructional Materials Workshop,” 1955; typed notes; handwritten bibliography; typed paper titled “Building the Bible School Through Audio-Visual Resources”

Folder 514.1: Video Workshop, continued- certificate of attendance presented to LeMoine G. Lewis for being a member of the 6th annual Southwestern Audio-Visual Workshop, 1953; typed list of attendees at the 6th Annual Audio-Visual Workshop, 1953; outline of talk titled “Organizing and Administering the Audio-Visual Program in the Local Church,” prepared by Donald R. Lantz; outline titled “Who Does It?”; glossary of television and related terms; typed outlines on different topics; typed outline titled “Selection and Evaluation of Audio-Visual Materials”

Folder 514.2: Video Workshop, continued- typed outline titled “Suggestive Readings in the Scripture”; typed outline titled “Reading God’s Word”; paper titled “The Book of Romans”; copy of typed ACC Opening Week Calendar, 1953; copy of Faculty Handbook
Folder 515: Vikings, Discover America- article titled “Vikings view of New World: When America was Called Vinlanda,” from *Time Magazine*, Volume 59, Number 17, 1965
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Folder 517: Vocational Guidance- article from the *International Journal of Religious Education* titled “College Majors and Church Careers,” written by Elmer G. Million

Folder 518: Waco Retreat- newsletter from Crestview Church of Christ, Volume 10, Number 39, 1978; pamphlet titled “Germany: A Team Mission Outreach”; filled out worksheets on Jesus and Thomas and Peter; typed notes for the Waco Retreat, 1978

Folder 519: Wednesday Night Lectures- flier for a Wednesday night lecture series at Graham St. Church of Christ; typed list of LeMoine Lewis’ Wednesday Evening Suggestions; typed list of Clois Fowler’s Wednesday Evening Suggestions; typed list of Extra Speakers; typed information on Project: 31

Folder 520: Western Christian College- bulletin from Weyburn Church of Christ; Data Sheet on Weyburn Church of Christ

Folder 521: Wallace, Cled Sermons- handwritten notes on Cled Wallace’s sermons, 1935


Folder 524: Weddings- Wedding sections of *The Optimist*; pamphlet titled “How to have a Lovely Wedding,” by “Dear Abby” Abigail Van Buren; pamphlet titled “New Bride’s Guide,” written by Ann Landers; program for the wedding of Phil and Shirley Dunn Woods; wedding overview of the Millers for LeMoine Lewis; newspaper clipping of article titled “‘Doing Own Thing’ Hist Weddings,” written by Jurate Kazickas, 1971; copy of article titled “Fanciful Folklore,” Doris Dearen Settles, 1984
Folder 525: Western Hills, San Angelo- handwritten notes on note cards; typed blank quiz forms; bulletins from Western Hills Church of Christ

Folder 526: Wichita Falls- typed rough draft of outline titled, “Congregational Development”; handwritten notes titled, “Evaluate and Follow Up”; program for the Wichita Falls Meeting at Edgemere Church of Christ, 1965; typed outline titled “Maturity in Mission Work”; typed list of suggested guidelines for the Wichita Falls Meeting, 1965; handwritten notes on Missionary Words; newspaper clipping of article titled “Business Men Speak for Christ,” from The Abilene Reporter News; program from the Wichita Falls Meeting at the Edgemere Church of Christ, Business Men Speak for Christ section, 1965

Folder 527: Wilder Reading List- typed bibliography on baptism; typed notes on Ulrich Zwingli; copy of paper titled “A Hiding Place of Sinners: An Exposition of Jeremiah 7:1-15,” written by G. Ernest Wright; typed notes on different church history figures; lyrics titled “There’s No Being Like Non-Being”; typed bibliography on the Flood; syllabus for Studies in New Testament Theology, compiled by professor Amos N. Wilder; paper titled “Biblical Hermeneutic and American Scholarship”; handwritten notes on New Testament Theology; syllabus for Theology 105 (First Term); handwritten notes on History of Christian Thought, 1956; syllabus for Theology 123; handwritten notes for Theology 121, 123, 1956; syllabus for Ethics 111A; handwritten notes for Ethics, 1956


Folder 528: Williams- handwritten notes; typed notes on chapters of Bethune: Baker-Doctrine; handwritten bibliographies; typed personal notes for Professor Williams; typed bibliography on the Holy Spirit; handwritten list of books from Harvard Library; handwritten list of terms; bibliography on Macedonianism; typed notes on Macedonianism; typed report on G. Verbeke: L’Evolution de la Doctrine du Pneuma, Editions de l’Institut Superieur de Philosophie; typed notes; paper titled “Christian Literature”; typed conclusion on pneumatology

Folder 530: Will of God- copy of Bulletin Harding Graduate School of Religion, Volume 25, Number 10, 1984, featuring article titled “The Will of God,” written by Harold Hazelip

Folder 531: Will- pamphlet titled “How to Plan Your Will” from the Trust Department of the Texas Bank

Folder 532: Wise Melvin: History of the Church in Dallas- brief typed history of the Western Heights Church of Christ written by Melvin J. Wise; typed essay titled “A History of the Church of Christ in Dallas County; typed essay titled “A History of the Pearl and Bryan Church of Christ,” written by Melvin J. Wise; photocopy of articles from the Gospel Advocate concerning the Pearl and Bryan Church of Christ, written by Melvin J. Wise

Folder 533: Women- paper on the role of women in the early church; magazine article titled “Great American Women You Ought to Know,” written by Herbert Kupferberg; manuscripts of radio addresses delivered by Edith Elizabeth Lowry, 1939

Folder 534: Worldliness- clippings of newspaper articles on movies, music, and actors from The Abilene Reporter-News, 1963; copy of The Optimist, Volume 51, Number 8, 1963; manuscript of Sunday Evening Sermon titled “Flee Youthful Lusts,” delivered by M.F. McKnight, 1963

Folder 535: World Missions Seminar, 1986- printed material for the 1986 World Missions Seminar; 1986-87 World Prayer Calendar

Folder 536: Worship- paper titled “Response of the Nature and Value of Worship”

Folder 536.1: Worship (Bible 3103)- photocopy of bibliography on Christian Worship for Bible Practical 3103


Folder 537: Wright, George Ernest- copy of Harvard Divinity Bulletin, Volume 5, Number 1, 1974, featuring article on George Ernest Wright
Folder 538: Writings, Lewis- handwritten notes; typed letter from Furman Kearley to Chapter Authors; photocopy of chapter titled “Using Historical Background in New Testament Interpretation,” written by LeMoine Lewis

Folder 539: Wycliffe Bible Dictionary- four filled out invitations from the Wycliffe Bible Encyclopedia to write an article; copy of Writer’s Guide from the Wycliffe Bible Encyclopedia

Folder 540: Yale- program for Yale University 274th Commencement, 1975

Folder 541: The Two Ways Tradition in Early Christianity, M. Jack Saggs- typed open letter from Jack Saggs (Brite Divinity School) to colleagues dated July 25, 1969; printed map of Texas Christian University’s campus; typed paper titled “The Two Ways Tradition in Early Christianity,” written by Jack Saggs *folder is placed long-ways in the box in order to accommodate its size

Subseries B: Subject File References

Folder 1: Reference Cards- six mental bins of reference cards plus one wooden bin, written on the back of church attendance cards, referencing different journal articles, books, and other publications*bulk item not stored in a box

Series XII: Newspapers, Magazines, Pamphlets, and Booklets

Subseries A: Magazines, Pamphlets, and Books

Folder 1: Catholicism- copy of bulletin titled Christ’s Mission Volume 3 Number 3 September 1971; copies of the Confraternity of the Immaculate Conception of Our Lady of Lourdes covered in handwritten notes; published booklet titled What Laws can the Church Change? written by D.F. Miller; published booklet titled How to Gain Indulgences written by J. Schaefer; published booklet titled Novena to Our Lady of the Rosary of Fatima written by Reverend William J. Smith, booklet has handwritten notes on the cover and inside cover

Folder 2: Denomination- pamphlet titled “The Second Birth,” written by John Thomas; published booklet titled Christ the Centre: Or Why Do We Meet in His Name Alone? written by Chas. Stanley; pamphlet titled “The Offense of the Cross,” written by Richard H. Hollerman; booklet titled If I Marry a Roman Catholic written by Dr. L. Foster Wood; pamphlet titled “The Newness of Jesus,” written by Thaddeus B. Clark; pamphlet titled “How to Come to Christ” written by Mina Wiarda; booklet titled To the “Jehovah’s Witness” Caller written by William E. Wallace; pamphlet titled “What Does Hath Mean?” written by William Thompson; pamphlet titled “One of the World’s Oldest Men,” written by Clifton T. Umstead; pamphlet titled

Folder 3: Ask About- three copies of pamphlet titled “Examining Seventh-Day Adventism”; pamphlet titled “For Me and Mine”; program from the Centennial Commemoration of the Churches of Christ for 100 Years of Service to Abilene, the Big Country, and the World, dated September 10, 1983; two copies of typed paper with heading, “Propositions from Declaration and Address; advertisement for volumes on the Early Christian Church, written by the Archbishop of Quebec Philip Carrington; handwritten list of titles, publications, and denominations; booklets on various topics in American History; traveler's guide to Via Dolorosa; bulletin from the Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary Volume XCIV; pamphlets, brochures, and booklets on mental illness; booklet of Mrs. Tucker’s Smile Poems; pamphlet titled “Let’em Buy Gems of Sales Wisdom,” written by “Sam” Vining; booklet titled *A Word to Help the World*, has handwritten notes on cover; booklet containing Washington’s Farewell Address to the People of the United States; booklets of argument brought to the Supreme Court of the United States, dated October term 1982, Peter Rogers William French Smith Petitioners vs. James Mendez Respondent; booklet titled *Beware of These Days* written by Louis M. Grafe, has handwritten notes throughout book; booklets on the Portals of Prayer; pamphlet and booklet on eulogy and funeral duties; booklet from the National Citizens Commission for Public Schools titled *How Can Citizens Help their Schools?*; bulletin from the New England Wild Flower Preservation Society, INC., Number 17, 1944; map of the Boston elevated railway; booklets containing addresses from various politicians; booklet containing the Declaration of Independence; brief biography of Abraham Lincoln; booklet recording ethnic groups in the United States, published by Columbia University; the President’s Report to the Alumni of Yale University, 1956-57; booklet titled *The Pattern of History*; brochure on Texas agriculture; booklet on cigarettes; booklet of Bible history; folder of different Christian tracts; copy of *Christian News Reporter* Volume 6, Number 4, Houston, Texas, June 14, 1967; projects booklet published by Koinonia Foundation; copy of *The Authentic Guide to Life Insurance*; copy of *Pathfinder: News Magazine*, Volume 54, Number 4, February 12, 1947; copy of *The Center Magazine*, Volume 1, Number 6, September 1968

Folder 4: Miscellaneous- tract on marriage; tracts written by James H. McConkey; tract on anti-Semitism; pamphlet on the incarnation; tracts on making a will; brochure on the Holiness Movement; leaflet missal for mass of the 12th Sunday after Pentecost; tracts on baptism and how to become a Christian; series of leaflets titled “Why?”; numerous tracts on faith and the Christian church; tracts on salvation; tracts responding to questions on smoking, profanity, and gambling; brochure of resources for librarians; copies of *The Gathering Call* Volumes 47-48, 1959-60; booklet on Jehovah’s Witnesses; booklet of Sunday School lessons; tracts on salvation; booklet
titled *Healing in the Bible*; booklets on different schools of thought; pamphlet on Seventh Day Adventism; article titled “The Gospel in a Nutshell,” written by D. McDougall; a *Reader’s Digest* reprint of “Forgiveness: The Saving Grace”; tract on Christian family finances; booklet on Good Friday

Folder 5: Whitmore- numerous leaflets and pamphlets on various questions Christians may have, on issues concerning protestant churches, on Roman Catholicism, prayer, tithing, and social issues

Folder 6: Society of Freemasonry- booklet titled *Secret Societies* written by John R. Daily; booklet titled *True Light: A Frank Discussion of Freemasonry* written by L.R. Anderson

Folder 7: Unitarian-booklets and tracts published by the Unitarian/Universalist church and Unitarian authors

Folder 8: Presbyterian- booklets and pamphlets published by Presbyterian churches, and schools; sermons written by Presbyterian pastors

Folder 9: Mormon, Latter Day Saints- booklets and leaflets published by the Mormon church, written by Mormon Elders

Folder 10: Methodist- booklets, pamphlets, and leaflets published by the Methodist church regarding denominational doctrine and general issues concerning Christianity

Folder 11: Lutheran- booklets and leaflets published by the Lutheran Church, works concern different denominational doctrines and general issues concerning Christianity, some booklets are transcripts of sermons preached by different reverends

Folder 12: Episcopal-booklets on the Episcopal Church published by the Episcopal Church

Folder 13: Gideon- pamphlet titled “The Ministry of the Gideons”

Folder 14: Jewish- hebrew comic

Folder 15: Congregational- leaflets on catechism and theological doctrines; booklet of daily devotionals

Folder 16: Christian Reformed- booklets containing the transcripts of the denominational broadcast of the Christian Reformed Church; illustrated book on the church’s history
Folder 17: Catholic- books, booklets, and leaflets published by the Roman Catholic Church, works concern Catholic doctrine

Folder 18: Benedictine- devotional booklets and booklets on different sacraments published by the Benedictine Convent of Perpetual Adoration
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Folder 19: Baptist- pamphlets on Baptist beliefs and Christian approaches to current events; leaflets on Christian lifestyle; booklets on denominational doctrines and theological questions


Folder 21: Church of Christ- pink bulletin explaining the Church of Christ denomination; Midtown Church of Christ directory, 1988; copy of the Firm Foundation Volume 95, Number 32, August 8, 1978; bulletin from the New England Churches of Christ, September 1966; thank you note from Columbia Christian College; booklets of radio sermon transcripts from the Churches of Christ, Fall 1958; map and class schedule for Highland Church of Christ; program from the 5th Annual Bible Chair Lectureship, April 13-16 1959; copy of Herald of Truth transcripts of radio sermons, January 1960

Folder 22: History of the Bible- brochure on the Bible and agriculture; booklet of pictorial archive of near eastern history; booklet of the five-screen project’s preliminary research part 1 Old Testament Narratives; two articles written by Herman L. Hoeh on prophecy

Folder 23: Roman Catholicism- booklet containing a sermon from a Catholic Bible; collections of Bible stories for Catholic children; picture of the virgin Mary with baby Jesus; illustrated biblical story of “Christmas”; booklet titled Roman Catholicism Un-American written by O.C. Lambert; booklet on Freemasonry written by Pope Leo XIII; booklet titled Freedom versus Catholicism


Folder 25: Unsorted Bulletins- program from the Brookline Church of Christ Christmas Service, 1945; copy of Theologische Literaturzeitung Number 11, November 1987; copy of
The Catholic Worker Volume XLVIII Number 3, April 1982; brochure from Compassion: Hospital/Clinic Ministry; copy of Our Daily Bread, Summer 1982; publications concerning the Ecumenical Movement; typed list of committees; copy of Boston Sunday Post January 21, 1945; transcript of radio sermon delivered by Elza Huffard; booklet of black board charts and sermon outlines, Volume 3; pamphlets addressing different social issues; program from the Church of Christ of Osborne Street at McMillan Avenue for sermon delivered by LeMoine Lewis; sermon transcript written by Dan Huntington Fenn titled, “What Shall We Tell our Children about Life, God, Death and Immortality?”


Subseries B: Newspapers

Folder 1: Religious Pamphlets and Bulletins—pamphlets containing sermons preached by Reverend J.B. Baker, May 1944; leaflets addressing Christian perspectives on World War II; leaflets explaining salvation and the role of the blood of Christ; copies of Brookline Church of Christ bulletins; advertisements and invitations for Vacation Bible School; unsorted bulletins from various churches; local publications from various churches; reading records; programs from different Bible Lectureships; copies of Horizons Volume II, Numbers 9-10, 1950; pamphlet addressing questions on the resurrection of Jesus Christ; invitation to a series of gospel meetings at Midlothian Church of Christ in Nashville, TN; proposed building plan for new library at Abilene Christian College; program for the commemoration of four hundred years of the printed English Bible; schedule for a preacher’s meeting; typed suggested series of tracts; flier for the prospective home of the Church of Christ in Boston, Massachusetts; invitation for speaker, Harold Thomas, at Brookline Church of Christ; copy of David Lipscomb College Bulletin January 1948; invitation to a series of Bible lectures presented by Carl Spain; copy of The Christian Reminder May 1947

Folder 2: Pamphlets and Bulletins—copy of article magazine titled “God Go with You” written by Frederick W. Cropp; copies of Bulletin, a Harding College publication, 1945; information pamphlet from Brookline Church of Christ; booklet published by the American Bible Society containing suggested sermon outlines, 1943; published transcript of radio address delivered by Dr. Paul Scherer, 1943; church bulletin for a Church of Christ in Oklahoma City; typed list of schedules for Dallas Singing School classes; typed program for the Abilene Christian College Lectureship, 1948; program for a Bible Lectureship at a Church of Christ in Big Spring, TX; copies of The Church Herald, published by College Church of Christ in Abilene, TX; copy of the Messenger, bulletin for a Church of Christ in Los Angeles, CA; copy of The Christian Reminder, November 1939; copy of the Christian Helper, a publication of the College Church of Christ in Abilene, TX; report of the Namwianga Mission in Kalomo, N.R.S.
Africa, 1939; copies of *Scattering Sunshine*, 1935; advertisement for Annual Bible Lectureship at Abilene Christian College, 1938; lectureship program for the Church of Christ in Farmersville, TX; church bulletin for the Robstown Church of Christ, 1940; information pamphlet on the church in Vermont; copy of the *Gospel Broadcast: The National Christian Weekly*, 1948; program for the San Antonio Lectures presented by the Denver Heights Church of Christ, 1942

Folder 2.1: Pamphlets and Bulletins Continued- copies of *The Catholic Hour*; typed Christmas prayer; typed copy of History of Science final, 1944, Harvard University; copy of *The Voice of Restoration*, Volume 2, Number 6, January 1945; copy of the *David Lipscomb College Bulletin*; copy of article titled “The Truth”; copy of *Minister’s Week*, 1950, a publication of the Perkins School of Theology; copy of *The Reader’s Digest*, 1950; copies of *The Christian*; bulletin from George Pepperdine College; program from the *Capehart Collection*; article titled “‘Faith of Our Fathers’”; loose articles; programs from the Seventh Annual Bible Lectureship at George Pepperdine College, 1949; program for annual performance of Handel’s “The Messiah,” 1947; church bulletin; bulletin of Harding College, 1945; church bulletin, 1944; published transcripts of addresses delivered by Dr. Walter A. Maier on *The Lutheran Hour*; transcript of talk given on the *Ford Sunday Evening Hour*, by W.J. Cameron, 1941; published war story; published transcript of First-Plymouth Congregational Church, broadcast of CBS Church of the Air, 1943; invitation to Vacation Bible School

Folder 3: Newspaper and Magazine Articles, 1934-1954- loose articles on different social issues; newspaper clippings of column titled, “Don't Take My Word For It!”; newspaper articles concerning Abilene Christian; loose magazine articles on social issues and religion in current events; small typed on card stock concerning the Bible problem; loose magazine articles on marriage and family life; officers and directors of Christian leader Publishing Co., Inc.; typed letter from F.L. Rowe, 1939; copies of the *Christian Helper*, 1933; chart of historical periods of the Bible; article on Bible scholarship in Japan from the *Bible Society Record*, 1950; books in review; published letter from the U.S. Director Civilian Defense, 1941; copy of the *Fellowship*, 1944; published article titled, “Stray Pieces of Early Christian Writing,” written by Sherman E. Johnson; copy of *The Optimist*, featuring an article about LeMoine Lewis, 1954; section from *The Dallas Morning News*, 1934

Folder 3.1: Newspaper and Magazine Articles Continued, 1937-1950- chart of christological Scriptures; loose newspaper clippings on social issues, current events, and religion